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EGYPT 

AGRICULTURE MINISTER SPEAKS ON REORGANIZATION OF FODDER INDUSTRY 

Cairo AL-AHRAM in Arabic 16 Jul 84 p 9 

[Article by Hasan Salumah:  "The Minister of Agriculture Decides the 
Reorganzation and Monitoring of the Fodder Industry"] 

[Text]  Dr Yusuf Wali, the minister of agriculture and food security, issued^ 
a regulation to reorganize and monitor the fodder industry.  Eng 'Abd-al-Raziq 
Badawi, the ministry's undersecretary for animal production, declared that 
the reorganization stipulates that the specifications for raw and processed 
fodder be identical to official specifications.  The undersecretariat of 
the ministry will undertake to keep a registry of the ingredients, additives, 
and concentrates of processed fodder in accordance with the regulations, 
conditions, and specifications set by the ministry. 

No factory for animal or poultry fodder is allowed to operate without obtain- 
ing a license from the ministry in accordance with official conditions. No 
factory is permitted to manufacture the registered fodder and ingredients 
except in the presence of a representative from the Ministry of Agriculture. 
As for cattle fodder factories whose output is delivered to the storehouses 
of the Main Trust Bank and its branches in the governorates, a representative 
from the Ministry of Industry must supervise the delivery of raw material 
which enters the factory and check its weight, and supervise the processed 
fodder and its shipping to distribution outlets. 

In every factory a committee is to be formed to take a 100-ton production 
specimen or the equivalent of the production of 2 consecutive days, which- 
ever is less; in analyzing the specimens, official, world-acknowledged 
analysis methods are to be employed.  The one concerned has the right to 
appeal the result of the analysis and to request a repeat of the analysis 
within the 10 days following his notification of the result, for a 10-pound 
fee and the costs of the analysis according to the determined rates.  If the 
specimen does not conform with specifications, the factory has to remanufacture 
the quantity of fodder which the rejected specimen represents.  The processed 
fodder is packaged in packages suitable in their size and material for the 
kind of fodder produced and the method of its manufacture.  The regulation 
prohibits the transportation of cattle fodder from one area to another 
except by a written permit from the Main Trust Bank and its branches in the 

governorates. 



Si f '^  ?' a? PreSS6S are ?rohiblted fr™ circulating the amounts of 
IZ    rtderi5°m bran' exc^ment of both kinds [human and animal], oil cakes, 
and other things, as specified by the animal fodder committee. 

Trading in raw or processed fodder material, additives, or concentrates are 

t^ «S^f i.e^S™aS.aathorl"-d store in which the circulati-°f 

LideLin:n^ddqiti::s'ne is to take specimens from the components °f ™*°^ 

A syndicated agricultural engineer must supervise the production, processing 
and marketing of fodder. Judicial inspectors are to be responsible for 
inspecting the stores where fodder is sold, processed, stored and deposited, 
and for stoppxng any violations. The violator is required to pay the 
equivalent of the subsidy; and if the violation is repeated, the violator 

Tnr\t    SriVr °t  hlS allocation of raw «terlal at the subsidized price 
store S?f L        "vY*^ °f an°ther violation> ^e permit of the factory or 
store will be revoked and a new permit will not be allowed for 6 months 
from the revocation date of the old permit. 

Eng 'Abd-al-Raziq Badawi drafted a new memorandum to develop the supervision 

wilTinclude lhe  foddeV?d"Stry and itS qUal±ty-  The -P-vision apparatus will include two central laboratories to conduct all kinds of chemical 
analyses. Dr Badawi suggested the transfer of the protein laboratory's 
affiliation from the Egyptian Agricultural Institution to the ministry's 

?nftituteewilia, f7 T^T1  pr°duCtion'  The laboratory of the Animal Health 
Institute will conduct the analysis operations as well as the laboratories 
of the Faculties of Agriculture at the Universities of Cairo, Alexandria 
col ^ Sham%and ,the National Center for Research.  It was decided that a 
committee be formed to coordinate action between the undersecretariat of the 
thatlS    ^ Universities- The undersecretary of the ministry maintained 
that the new organization will be executed after the Feast vacation. 

12566 
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EGYPT 

HISTORY OF RESUMPTION OF RELATIONS WITH SOVIETS REVIEWED 

Paris AL-MUSTAQBAL in Arabic No 387, 21 Jul 84 pp 26, 27 

[Article by Yusuf al-Qa'id: "Moscow's Train Arrives at the Egyptian Sta- 

tion"] 

[Text] On the eve of the exchange of ambassadors between Cairo and Moscow, 
Egyptian-Soviet relations are experiencing "encouraging" developments and 
Arab-Soviet relations are witnessing positive steps, some of which are the 
first of their kind. The Soviets say that they are returning to the East. 
What, however, is America's position? 

The municipal sanitation workers of the city of Giza have started to clean 
the street behind and the street in front of the Soviet Union's embassy in 
Egypt, and the Giza traffic department has assigned more than one traffic 
policemen to the streets leading to and from the big embassy building. Any- 
one passing along the embassy wall will find embassy workers sweeping dirt 
off the top of the building and communications department employees in the 
embassy reviving the communications equipment pointed toward Moscow. 

In Moscow it appears that the Middle East train is preparing to move, in its 
search for a new political map in the area, and that its first station will 
be Cairo. The building of the Soviet Union's embassy in Cairo is witnessing 
many preparations nowadays to receive Moscow's rapid train. The embassy 
building itself is located in a unique area. In 'Abd-al-Nasir's time, Egypt 
offered the land, midway between the home in which the journalist Muhammad 
Hasanayn Haykal lived and the museum-palace belonging to Muhammad Mahmud 
Khalil, which later became one of al-Sadat's homes, as a gift to the Soviet 
Union. The embassy looks out directly over the Nile in Cairo. How many times 
have the Americans talked about this unique location; their embassy does 
not have a view of the Nile, and their residences are scattered about in the 
distant section of al-Ma'adi, while all the employees of the Soviet embassy 
live in a building which looks out over the Nile a few meters beyond al- 

Sadat's home. 

On the other hand, in the building of the Egyptian Ministry of Foreign Af- 
fairs, Ambassador Salah al-Basyuni is preparing to travel to Moscow to be 
the first Egyptian ambassador to Moscow following al-Sadat's break. He 



will be leaving his position, for which he was famous in past years, in 
which he worked as director of the Department of Research, Studies and In- 
formation in the Egyptian Foreign Ministry. The first feaiureof his readi- 
ness to assume his new job was an important meeting he held with President 
Husni Mubarak before his trip to Moscow. However, the people who SwtS 
man and the people who know the task well say that the first EgypSan am- 
bassador to Moscow following the rupture is extremely hostUe to the Soviet 
Union and Moscow's thinking and policies. 

In spite of the tumult that has arisen from these preparations, and in Suite 

turef £°KS °f the POUtiCal StepS °n WhiGh Presldent SteS Ss ven- tured, the Egyptian newspapers published the statement on the exchange of 
ambassadors as a limited news item, while no Egyptian has forgSteHhat 
when the council of Ministers issued its decrefon 16 September 198l! dis- 
missing the ambassador of the Soviet Union and six members of the embassy at 
denf at^w H 

U Und9r ^ chairmanshiP <* Husni Mubarak, ?he vice^re i- 
™?1^   ^ vfne °f the newsPaP«s in Egypt came out with anything 
!dor ^LeX°SPt thi\itsm of news« A1°ng with the dismissal of Se ambass- ador, there were a number of other measures: 

e^bassy?Sati°n °f *"  COntracts of a11 the exP«ts and the war office in the 

Pn^r^f i0\°f *? esaplo^es  in the embassy, so that their number would 
equal the number of persons in the embassy of Egypt in Moscow thoughttl 

h^reXd
bT%e\thVW° °OUntrieS had b*en af S*ted -cnSore that and 

Sovi^SsLLTiVLSo?1 ParalySiS' n0twithsta"^ the presence of S. 

The sequence of deterioration in Egyptian-Soviet relations was as follows: 

On 6 July 1973 [sic], al-Sadat requested the Soviet Union to withdraw its 
military experts, who numbered 18,000, from Egypt.        w"naraw its 

draft ot^i^M^V85?'1*11 Pe°ple'S Assembly §ave its agreement to the 
2S%£i. T• whJcJ4

President al-Sadat had presented to abrogate the Egyp- 
tian-Soviet friendship treaty signed in May 1971. 7P 

ionDeSero1977' EfPt °l0Sed d0Wn the cultural centers of the Soviet Un- 
viat SiL ^TSy'  ^^/^ Czechoslovakia and the consulates of the So- 
viet Union in Alexandria, Port Said and Aswan. 

IVlJf ST7 X!79i ES7Pt informed the government of the Soviet Union of 

^rs^ic^ir0001'aimexed to the agraanent °n air *-*£ 
th6 ^r06 f abr°Sations and dismissals then continued, finally covering 
the withdrawal of the Egyptian ambassador from Moscow, then the expu^onlf 
the Soviet ambassador from Cairo. expulsion ot 

However, there are people who consider that it is a mistake to view the 
resumption as a surprise. 



This resumption has had many repercussions. On 24 January 1982, questions 
arose in everyone's minds when Egypt sought the assistance of 66 Soviet ex- 
perts for Egyptian factories for the first time, and forces which considered 
that this entailed a threat to their interests and expected the rapid return 
of ambassadors were stricken by alarm. However, the line of communications 
after that proceeded most slowly. The first direct contact was the one which 
toofplace in Sarch 1983, when Nikolai Baybakor, the Soviet deputy chairman o£ 
the USSR Council of Ministers, stopped in Cairo on his way to Addis Ababa 
Meeting him at the airport was al-Shafi'i 'Abd-al-Hamid, the assistant minister 
of foreign affairs. He stopped once again when he was on his way back, on 
12 March receiving an oral response from Kamal Hasan 'Ali, who diplomatically 
greeted him by making contact although no new steps had been taken regarding 
a decision to bring back ambassadors. 

However, the economic arena was more active. The year 1983 witnessed the 
signing of the first economic protocol between the two countries since 1978. 
In the period between those years, no commercial protocol was signed by the 
two countries; they contented themselves with lists of exchange of goods 
only. On 26 May 1983, the Egyptian first deputy minister of economy traveled 
to Moscow and signed a trade protocol with the Soviet Union for 1984. This 
accounted for an upsurge that marked an increase of 40 percent over 1983j 
the protocol came to 500 million pounds sterling. A 12-member Soviet delega- 
tion under the chairmanship of the deputy minister of foreign trade visited 
Egypt after the signing of the protocol. This was considered the biggest 
protocol to have been concluded by the two countries since 1975. 

However, the main obstacle to the resumption [of relations] has been Egypt's 
debts to the Soviet Union. These are the debts which Egypt unilaterally 
stopped paying in accordance with a decree which al-Sadat had issued to that 

effect in 1980. 

What, however, about the American position on this step? 

Egyptian diplomats do not like to use the expression "political pressure." 
They consider that to be a matter which infringes on national sovereignty. 
However, it is certain that this step has not pleased Washington, which It 
is certain has exerted much pressure to keep it from taking place, or, if it 
had to take place, to have it come in the course of a later year. Washington 
is not receptive to the return of the Soviet ambassador; if he had to re- 
turn, it would have been better that he do so after the American elections, 
so that that would not affect Reagan's position in the elections, and, if 
that had to happen now, why shouldn't Egypt bring back the dismissed Israeli 
ambassador, as long as it is carrying out a normalization process with the 
Soviet Union? Since Cairo's position was to reject the three suggestions, 
Washington addressed Moscow to make some step toward Israel, such as bring- 
ing back its ambassador there. 

In Israel, Yitzhak Shamir declared that the return of the Soviet ambassador 
to Cairo would not have an effect on Egypt's relations with Israel, in their, 
current state, or on the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty. 



Si Sä«-—*—«- - - -^ää r 
Moscow-» so«*, «S£ hav, S SSTwS SetTV" rUty OVer 
"Can you imagine that Eevni-iar, „4*« markets. A merchant told me, 
cars and Sing     mttSfin Une JS"^^711? ^ Price for Soviet ^da 
Russians are offering a new refrLerftor^^^^97 DV°U laat that the 

that these goods a^Ä^? £ Siretr ÄÄ 

A politician wondered: 

Ätii5^rffii^1£rStJ11 the rasion,s affairs? wii1 *- 
J24Tin JS.tS iLTLriTthe67^ Trsthe Arab East>and wh— 
cow's train is on the vergf of'stonniL iT^0* l^ r9alized now? Mos" 
the region? 8   stopping in the Egyptian stationj what about 

Talal to Yugoslavia, the firsTti^ 2 \l    ? V«  ' the Visit by Prlnce 

being turned into *'YS.2^S-ST-Sl^SS,Si,,SilS ST**"" ^^^ lS 

will offer arms to Kuwait. What exactly^ the'storyS   °W "^ that lt 

close to l^^XS,^Ä^t^l^o?St" W6 arV°W drawinS 
the area: Will the Americans be leaving?        the V*r8e °f reachinS 

S^Vaty'cLI ^"S.'SS a-f^i-1 one, as it was last time. 
Middle East wgion! * faced with a new Pol^ical map in the whole 

11887 
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EGYPT 

SIGNIFICANCE OF NEW CABINET CHANGES FOR ARAB RELATIONS EXPLORED 

Paris AL-MUSTAQBAL in Arabic No 387, 21 Jul 84 p 27 

[Article» "The Opening to the Arabs Characterizes the New Egyptian Cabinet's 

Policy"] 

[Text] The most conspicuous feature of the cabinet change announced in Cairo 
last Monday evening was the appointment of Dr 'Ismat «Abd-al-Majid as minis- 
ter of foreign affairs, the "removal" of Maj Gen Hasan Abu Basha from the 
position of minister of the interior, and the appointment of an officer who 
is well known for his determination and strictness to be his successor. 

The appointment of Dr 'Abd-al-Majid (61) as minister of foreign affairs was 
not a surprise, since that was confirmed at least 2 weeks ago. However, this 
appointment has become the prime "event" in the cabinet change. The reason 
may be ascribed not only to the extensive diplomatic expertise which 'Abd- 
al-Majid enjoys, but also to his Arab ties. The fact is that 'Abd-al-Majid 
is considered a prominent Egyptian diplomat; he has become famous for his 
sagacity in managing delicate negotiations and is known for his shrewdness 
and broad scope. He received a doctorate in international law from the 
French Sorbonne University and in 1954 participated in the delicate negotia- 
tions to ensure the withdrawal of the British forces from the Suez Canal 
zone. He assumed a number of positions in the diplomatic corps until he was 
chosen to be counsellor of the Egyptian embassy in Paris, from 1963 to 1967. 
He was then appointed director of the Cultural Affairs Department of the 
Foreign Ministry before becoming chairman of the Information Department and 
official government spokesman in 1969. In 1970 he was appointed Egypt's am- 
bassador to Paris, then minister of state for cabinet affairs in 
1971, then chairman of Egypt's permanent delegation to the United Nations 
from 1972 until 1983, when he reached the legal age, was transferred to 
retirement, and opened a law office. However, President Mubarak has summoned 
•Abd-al-Majid from his "retirement" and chosen him to be foreign minister. 
The fact is that while he was in the United Nations as Egypt's ambassador, 
•Abd-al-Majid established broad ties with a large number of Arab ambassadors 
and ministers; these endured for the most part even after the signing of the 
Camp David treaty and Egypt's departure from Arab ranks. 'Abd-al-Majid has 
been known for his intense concern to attempt to restore Egyptian-Arab rela- 
tions to their previous status, and Mubarak's policy of opening up to the 



Arabs has given him greater scope to act and make contacts with a number of 
Arab officials than did al-Sadat's policy. Perhaps the retention of Dr But- 
rus Ghali in the position of minister of state for foreign affairs reflects 
Mubarak's desire to follow a foreign policy founded on the one hand on the 
attempt to hold to the line of "sound relations' with Israel, as the Camp 
David treaty defined it, which Dr Ghali is concerned about, and on the other 
hand on the attempt to realize a greater opening up to the Arabs. This will 
be 'Abd-al-Majid's task. It is of course an extremely difficult task, since 
the Arab position remains as it was: no resumption of normal relations with 
Egypt before the abrogation of the Camp David treaty. 

The second "event" in this cabinet change was the "dismissal" of Hasan Abu 
Basha from the position of minister of the interior, his appointment as mi- 
nister of local government, and the choice of Maj Gen Ahmad Rushdi as his 
successor. This step in effect came as a surprise to political observers in 
Cairo, who had considered Abu Basha an important pillar of Mubarak's regime. 
However, it appears that the reason for his "dismissal" from the Ministry of 
the Interior was President Mubarak great displeasure over the violence, dis- 
turbances and incidents which took place during the parliamentary election 
process last 27 May. It appears that Mubarak kept this "displeasure" to him- 
self, since no one had noticed that Abu Basha had lost his favor with the 
Egyptian president. The new minister of the interior, Maj Gen Ahmad Rushdi 
C6C0, has worked since 1946 in state security agencies and has held various 
positions and responsibilities in it, including the position of director of 
Cairo security from 1976 to 1978 and the position of assistant minister of 
the interior, which he continued to occupy until his appointment as minister 
of the interior. Maj Gen Rushdi has been known for his determination and 
severity, and his task will be to control public security in various areas 
of Egypt, and not just content himself with attempting to control the "Isla- 
mic groups" in opposition to the current regime, as Abu Basha did. 

In addition to these two important events, observers in Cairo note that the 
establishment of two new ministries, those of education and housing, reflect 
Mubarak s social interests and his concern to deal with the crises resulting 
from the absence of adequate housing and the absence of sufficient outlets 
for university graduates. The Ministry of Housing has been assigned to Muh- 
sin 'Abd-al-Fattah Sidqi, a major general in the Corps of Engineers, and 
observers expect that this minister will actively try to solve the housing 
problem in an effective manner and deal with the state of chaos that is 
rampant in the real estate market, which has witnessed a number of scandals 
in recent years. 

Observers also paused to take note of the appointment of Dr 'Abd-al-Hadi 
Muhammad Qandil as minister of petroleum and mineral resources. Dr Qandil, 
who succeeds Ahmad «Izz-al-Din Hilal in this position, is a first-class 
technocrat with a strong personality who is skillful in negotiations with 
the foreign oil companies. His basic goal is to develop oil production in 
Egypt. 

It has also been observed that there are seven ministers who are assuming 
ministerial positions for the first time: Ahmad Rushdi, 'Abd-al-Hadi Qandil, 
Muhsin Sidqi, 'Isam Radi, al-Ahmadi Abu-al-Nur, 'Atif 'Ubayd and 'Abd-al- 
Salam 'Abd-al-Ghaffar. 
11887 
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EGYPT 

POST-ELECTION SQUABBLE BETWEEN WAFD, MOSLEM BROTHERS REVIEWED 

London AL-TADAMUN in Arabic No 66, 14 Jul 84 p 17 

[Article by •Abd-al-Qadir Shuhayb: "The First Crisis after the Elections: 
The Winds of Crisis Rage over the Alliance between the Wafd and the Bro- 
thers"] 

[Text] The first crisis between the Moslem Brothers and the Wafdists in the 
Wafd Party following the conclusion of the parliamentary elections in Egypt 
has been contained. Shaykh Salah Abu Isma'il has changed his decision to 
freeze his membership in the Wafd Party because Counsellor Mumtaz Nassar was 
chosen leader of the Wafdist parliamentary oposition in the Egyptian Peo- 
ple's Assembly — the position Shaykh Salah Abu Isma'il had occupied before 
the parliamentary elections. Both sides, the Moslem Brothers and the Wafd- 
ists, denied that there were any new disputes between them. Shaykh 'Umar al- 
Talmasani, the leader of the Moslem Brothers in Egypt, issued a statement in 
which he asserted that he did not know anything about this lie, and ex- 
pressed his "disapproval of the campaigns of intrigue and backbiting between 
the Brothers and the Wafd." 

In a statement he made, Dr Nu'man Jum'ah, the Wafdist leader, declared that 
the alliance between the Moslem Brothers and the Wafd would continue. 

The new crisis between the Wafd and the Moslem Brothers arose because of the 
decision the Wafd's higher committee had made to choose Counsellor Mumtaz 
Nassar leader of the Wafdist opposition in the Egyptian People's Assembly. 
Shaykh Salah Abu Isma'il was one of the Moslem Brothers' main figures, and 
the Moslem Brothers considered this to be a decision against them, or a 
shift in the position of the Wafd's leadership against them, since this lea- 
dership did not consider that Shaykh Salah Abu Isma'il should stay in the 
position which he had occupied before the parliamentary elections were held 
in Egypt — especially since the decision to choose Counsellor Mumtaz Nassar 
had been preceded by statements by a number of Wafdist leaders asserting 
that the Wafdists' opposition leader would be chosen from among the Wafd- 
ists, and not the Moslem Brothers, as was the case before the elections, 
since the Wafdists had won about 48 of the assembly's seats, while the num- 
ber of seats the representatives of the Moslem Brothers obtained did not 

exceed 10. 
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news of the freezing of his membership in the Wafd Party did not correspond 

to reality. 

Thus, after Shaykh 'Umar al-Talmasani's efforts at winning over the Bro- 
thers' other deputies within the Wafd had succeeded in diverting a freeze in 
their membership, they managed also to persuade Shaykh Abu Isma'il himself 
to desist from freezing his membership in the Wafd Party. Thus, the first 
crisis to arise between the Wafd and the Brothers following the end of the 
parliamentary elections in Egypt was controlled; however, some observers do 
not consider that this means an end to the crises between the Wafdists and 
the Brothers, but rather that the future will involve further disputes be- 
tween the two parties and that a rift between the two is imminent and inevi- 
table. These observers consider that the choice of Mumtaz Nassar for the 
leadership of the Wafd's parliamentary opposition is just a tentative step, 
which it is expected will be followed later by another step, with the choice 
of a sincere Wafdist to lead this opposition. Therefore observers expect 
that the Brothers will form a front within the People's Assembly which is 
independent of the other Wafd deputies, when voting is held on the numerous 
issues and questions which provoke disputes, in a manner where such a front 
will not be declared. 
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EGYPT 

REGULATIONS REGARDING ISLAMIC BANKING 

Cairo AL-AHRAM AL-IQTISADI in Arabic No 804, 11 Jun 84 pp 36-37 

[Article by Jamal Fadil:  "Islamic Banks Demand Islamic Control"] 

[Text] Islamic banks have become a fact of life, but the framework 
surrounding and controlling them needs to be Islamic as well. Consequently, 
many have been asking why not set up a special watchdog department for 
Islamic banks within the [Egyptian] Central Bank or set up an Islamic 
central bank? 

It is clear that control measures, exercised by the Central Bank in 
accordance with its law and with the banking and credit law, are 
inconsistent with the nature and activities of the Islamic banks and the 
newly-established Islamic bank branches. 

The Islamic bank system, be it in the form of purely Islamic banks or 
Islamic transaction branches, is governed by Law No 163 of 1957, recently 
amended in 1984. Nonetheless, the Islamic bank system has many 
characteristics that render it a totally different activity, in the 

ll1™™  «f 1
Isma

c
il Sayyam> fomer director of  the Islamic branches department 

at Misr Bank.  Some of these characteristics are: 

-Wide-ranging activity inasmuch as there are two types of traditional 
banks m Egypt operating in light of the banking,and credit law. They are 
the commercial and non-commercial banks, defined as the real estate 
industrial and agricultural banks known as specialized banks. The Islamic 
system banks include the activities of the commercial and specialized banks, 
in addition to two types not mentioned in the banking and credit law: 
the investment and the credit banks. 

Moreover, the nature of the Islamic bank system requires that holdings 
and dealing be executed either through the banks or other parties, which 
is contrary to the valid banking and credit law.  Whereas the purely 
Islamic banks have defined these purposes in their statutes, the Islamic 
transaction branches of traditional banks do not follow this sytem 
While they can, in practice, abide by these practices, this system limits 
the characteristics of the Islamic bank system. 
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-Depositors and clients of the Islamic system banks accept the principle 
of profit and loss, a concept not observed in the traditional banking 

systems. 

The Islamic bank system banks are not founded on the basis of giving 
credit for collateral, but rather on actual participation in their 
projects, thus operating outside the scope of known traditional credit 
functions. They are founded on a special standard that achieves social 
and economic growth and is based on the projects' economic feasibility 
studies' and not on the basis of their ability to pay off the loan, as is 
the case with traditional banks, a method that has proven its uselessness 
because it ignores many factors, such as the economic production capacity, 
how the project relates to other projects and the ability to realize the 
feasibility study's objectives. 

-The Islamic system banks require two kinds of controls: religious 
control authorized by their basic system and technical or economic control, 
not as credit institutions, but rather as full-service ones. 

The truth is, in the words of the former director of the islamic branches 
department at Misr Bank, Isma'il Sayyam, that the banking and credit law 
does not provide such control criteria that are necessary for state 

sovereignty. 

However, there remains an important question that if the present control 
and credit law does not provide a modus operandi or control consistent 
with the nature of the Islamic system banks, will these banks remain as they 
are after the discovery of this loophole? 

And, will an Islamic central bank be established and what will its 

function and standards be? 

To answer these two questions, it must be established that during the 
transitional phase and until such time as the Islamic bank system is 
crystallized, it is preferable that a special entity be created within 
the Egyptian Central Bank domain, as provided for in certain ministerial 
decrees, such as Articles Nos 39, 41 and 43 in the Egyptian Central Bank 
board of directors' resolution based on Articles Nos 40 and 44, in order 
to achieve the desired phased objective. 

In other words, an Islamic system banks' watchdog department must be 
created in the Central Bank. This department would operate on the basis 
of this systems* dissimilar nature in light of objectives and means of 
these banks, so that the state's sovereighty over them may be defined, 
and on the basis that the apparent objective of the Islamic system banks 
is not to deal in usury, an easy matter achievable either through the 
legitimate watchdog committee within the scope of each bank or the higher 

committee within the scope of the Islamic Banks Federation for referral 
to the al-Azhar Futwa [legal opinions] Committee, the Awqaf [ministry], 
the Grand Mufti of Egypt or any other religious entity, thus achieving 
legitimate control which is the easiest kind of required control of 

Islamic system banks. 
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As for the Islmaic banks's true objectives, they are economic in 
nature. Do they follow ways and means that would help realize such 
objectives? The first of these objectives is to lower costs through 
participation in projects, which is different from project financing 
offered by traditional banks inasmuch as it does not represent an expense 
on the project, but rather participation is pro-rated as far as distribution 
is concerned. Hence, there is no expense as is the case with loans whereby 
loan costs are deducted from project returns prior to income distribution. 

Furthermore, costs may be reduced via lower prices of commodities, 
imported goods in particular, owing to the fact that the Islamic banks 
follow a well-planned scientific method of investment acquisition. It 
imports from the original producer in quantities that allow it some 
advantages in prices not available to individual importers asmuch as its 
apparatuses study the markets and the possiblity of entering the contract 
exchange and regulating commodity flow.  Concerning investment acquisition, 
the Islamic banks are likewise capable of regulating these deals in a 
way that lowers costs. As original owner, it can elimiate the middleman 
and other services that jack up prices. 

Such objectives cannot be realized by the Islamic banks or even the 
transaction branches within the scope of the present banking and credit 
law.  So are we going to impede a clearly advantageous march just because 
the Islamic banks follow objectives not permitted by the present law tht 
regulates their activity? 

The Islamic banks have the unique objective of working to deal with 
inflation in view of the fact that their activities are based on the 
precept of managing the monetary liquidity in society by achieving a true 
transfer of goods and services rather than redistributing the liquidity 
according to traditional banking criteria in the form of cash credits 
that ultimately lead to higher inflationary pressures. The Islamic 
bank system leads to the transformation of inflationary pressures into 
commodity flows in the sense that participation with banks, which are 
equal to loans in traditional banks, are represented in increased goods 
and services whereby the partner is not allowed money as a loan against 
collateral, but rather a liquidity for an actual purchase of goods and 
services.  In other words, stimulating monetary liquidity in exchange for 
the material stimulation of goods and services. There is no doubt 
that the remedy for true inflation lies in increased production in the 
form of goods and services which can be accomplished by the Islamic 
bank system tactics. 

Therefore, the quantitative control exercised by the Central Bank over 
the traditional banks has no justification in Islamic banks because 
partnerships do not increase the amount of money in circulation as in 
traditional credit, but rather raise production and increase the volume of 
goods and services. Therefore, the determination of liquidity reserves 
or legal reserves is different in Islamic banks since they are means of 
regulating credit in traditional banks and is inconsistent with Islamic 
banks which are not based on traditional credit but on production or 
service partnership. 
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This is a key objective of Islamic banks. So will they remain under the 
traditional umbrella of the quantitative and qualitative control of 
traditional banks? 

BAsed on this, the functions of the traditional Central Bank are not what 
is required in the Islamic central bank because procedures related to credxt 
control criteria and the monetary policy system which is linked to the interest 
rate are inconsistent with the Islamic bank system and, in fact, impede 
its means for realizing its true objectives. For non-dealing in interest 
rates and usury is only the ostensible objectives whereas its credit 
objectives in their entirety aim at bringing about economic and social 
growth on the basis of constant and lasting rationalization with a view 
to realizing the best returns for depositors and investors. 

It is possible at this point, to define the functions of the proposed 
Islamic banks watchdog department which includes: 

-Ensuring that partnership projects are fashioned after the state's 
development plan. 

-The price of dealing in investment acquisiitons represents the price 
of the first producer or owner. This brings down the prices. 

-That partnerships and transactions are a true transfer of goods and 
services and not an artificial transfer resulting in only a cash flow. 

-Gathering uninvested deposits to make them available to other Islamic 
banks that are in need of partnership money and instituting serious 
control on the receiving bank with regard to investing and employing this 
money in partnerships and gainful resales with good returns that would 
benefit the bank from which such a surplus was withdrawn. 

-Commitment to the bank service charge imposed by banking banks on 
banking services. 

-Data collection and statistical studies and also drawing up appropriate 
exemplars for Islamic banks statistics. 

-Ensuring that the Islamic transaction branches in traditional banks are 
based on the separation of Islamic activity money from their traditional 

activities. 

-That the connecting link between the Islamic banks and the legal watchdog 
agency be within the scope of state systems. Also, subsequent resolutions 
may be issued in order to render the articles of the banking and credit 
law compliant with the nature of the Islamic banks. These articles are 
Nos 39, 40, 41, 43 and 44. 

Muhammad Fahmi al-Sayyid, former advisor of the Saudi Arab Monetary 
Institution and former governor of the institution's banking system 
Studies Institute,, confirms that the unique characteristics of the Islamic 
bank system include the following: 
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-A comprehensive system that offers various economic activities. Thus 
its activities are not limited to those of the commercial banks, but ' 
extend to specialization, investment and business banks, hence its unique 
characteristic of managing society's cashliquidity. 

frit™ 71  ?eal jn.USUry from the viewpoint of liberating its transactions 
from any legal restrictions. Therefore, its transactions are based on 
the principle of dealing in and ownership of movable and real assets, 
something not allowed in commercial banks. 

The Islamic bank system depends on the concept of being a proxy for 
depositors in that it speculates with their money, hence the investing 
depositor deals with the bank and accepts the principle of gain or loss 
of his investment. This is not observed by traditional banks. 

These characteristics have led to intrinsic differences between the 
fnia?^7    astern and the provisions of the Banking and Credit Law No 163 

o7tllZkZTt:Ts.hy  ^ N° 5° f°r 1984' ***«**«es ^e activities 

fbfr™TJlth regfd t0Jhe Provlsions °f this law may be summed up in 
a ban on dealing with movable and real assets, except as authorized by 
the lawfor employees recreation and bank transactions; a ban on owning 
shares m joint stock companies, except within the confines of specific 
precepts not to exceed 25 percent of the company's capital and the 
bank s paid-up capital and reserves; the establishment of liquidity and 
reserve rates which every bank must maintain; establishment of the kinds 

iLllT      aTlS  and alS° the rat6S that mUSt be "Served between money 
loaned in relation to the volume of deposits and establishment of 
maxium limits for credit and debit interest rates which is inconsistent 
with the Islamic bank mode of operation. 

Whereas the statutes of Islamic banks already operating in Egypt clearly 
specifiy certain conditions whereby these restrictions may be lifted in 
accordance with the nature of their activities, the situation is different 
with regard to the Islamic transactions branches in view of their 
affiliation with banks or the fact that their statutes do not include the 
same thing as those of the Islamic banks. mciuae the 

The former advisor of the Saudi Arab Monetary Institution proposes the 
establishment of the Islamic bank administration to assume the task of 
overseeing Islamic banks and Islamic transaction branches, particularly 
S2Trt  fc  ^nT^Mnk °f SudSn haS Set UP such an administration    y which has the following tasks: 

-Regulation of control over Islamic banks and Islamic transaction branches 
xn a way that will distinguish between their transactions and the sjecial 
transactions of traditional banks. special 

-Drawing up rules to achieve coordination between these banks and the 
transaction branches as well, with regard to the investment of their 
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money within the limit of what God has permitted. Furthermore, the 
banking and credit law must be revised, especially since the Islamic banks 
have become a fact of life; the boundaries of Islamic transaction branches 
in their ownership of shares in companies that they set up and the limits 
of trading and dealing in accordance with Islamic bank systems have been 
set free; the kinds of dealing within which the Islamic bank system 
may operate have been defined; speculation, contributions, resales and 
direct and indirect investments have been circumscribed and liquidity 
and reserve rates have been revised in conformity with the nature of 
Islamic transactions. 

12502 
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EGYPT 

INCREASED DEALS BETWEEN PUBLIC SECTOR, CURRENCY TRADERS DISCUSSED 

Cairo AL-AHRAM in Arabic 13 Jul 84 p 7 

[Article by Sharif al-'Abd: "The Black Market in Dollars... Who Is Res- 
ponsible?"] 

[Text] The office of the Socialist Prosecutor is currently conducting 
several investigations into the investment banking sector. These 
investigations produced serious results when they showed that the dealings 
of one important currency trader had amounted to $2 billion in one year 
alone! 

The investigations also showed that this trader had extended his dealings 
to public sector companies and banks. In one day, he did $87 million 
worth of business with them. 

All this definitely indicates that the last few years have seen increasing 
interaction between the companies of the public sector and currency traders. 
Naturally, this has been justified by the inability of the public banks 
to provide the funds these firms need in order to import the requirements 
of production.  The public banks lack monetary liquidity. Thus, they 
have been forced to expand the scope of their interaction with currency 
traders in an unrestrained manner. We can ask whether this interaction 
between the public sector firms and the currency traders, though illegal, 
takes place at the lowest prices predominating in the free market for 
dollars, or whether it contains within itself the specter of fraud and 
exploitation, as a result of the shortage and lack of currency. In 
other words, in such a case, some officials in these companies get the 
chance to collude with currency traders to buy foreign exchange at prices 
above those in the autonomous free market. In the end, this benefits 
both sides. No other interpretation of this behavior is possible, because 
the absence of a doubt means that all the firms in the public sector have 
bought dollars at a unified price in 1 or 2 days or over a short period 
in which the dollar was staady. Of course, this has not happened. This 
is what also makes us ask about the possibility of uncovering this fraud, 
which was undoubtedly by the fact that our producers have had to bear 
burdens they did not have to carry before. In addition, it was caused by 
the squandering of public funds. Can one say that this will not happen 
again in the future? 
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The Cause:  the Failure to Regulate Industry's Needs for Foreign Currency- 

According to Mahmud Hilal, the first assistant secretary of the Ministry 
of Industry, the lack of currency and the state's failure to.regulate 
the needs of the public sector firms for foreign currency have directly 
caused the existence of this phenomenon. That is, they have given rise 
to the companies' interaction with the currency traders. No such thing 
should have happened. 

However, the fact is that any industrial company needing certain quantities 
of raw materials or spare parts imported from abroad also needs to take 
out the loans that are essential for import operations. Any delay in 
taking out such a loan means that factories will stop and operations 
will slow down. All this adds to production costs. 

This is what has been happening. The company in question would ask for 
a loan from a public sector bank. The bank would refuse saying it had 
no supply of foreign currency. Often, the bank would ask the company 
to come up with the currency it needed on its own.  Such things should 
not happen at all. In such a case, it is natural for us to expect the 
company in question to find foreign currency for an exaggerated price, 
since it will have to deal with the currency traders. Often,.companies 
in this situation lacked the banking experience that would have permitted 
them to get the foreign exchange from the free market at the lowest prices. 
The minister of the economy has previously suggested that the public 
sector companies import a portion of their needs without changing currency. 
"We have opposed this suggestion strongly, noting that this is not part 
of our work or field," Mr Hilal said. Rather, it is a basic task of the 
banks for which they must assume full responsibility. 

Indeed, the matter became so complex that banks in the public sector, 
which hold the basic responsibility for providing us with currency, would 
ask the presidents of companies to forget about the price. The banks 
would undertake to buy dollars at the currently prevailing price. Of 
course, the company presidents would be forced to agree, given their 
urgent need for currency, since any delay would cause factories to come 
to a hault and losses to accumulate, äs a result of the unavailability 
of raw materials that must be imported from abroad, for instance. 

The companies are supposed to deal with national banks, since they are 
forbidden to do business with any foreign bank so long as they are in debt 
to a public sector bank. However, in the face of various pressures and 
the failure of the public sector banks to provide what they need, the 
companies have begun to turn to foreign banks and currency traders in 
order to get the foreign exchange they need. 

The situation here dexcribed can be dealt with by granting the industrial 
firms of the public sector total priority in the allocation of foreign 
exchange, thereby assuring that these companies will not do business 
with currency traders and so become prey for them. This can happen, 
either through the existence of good intentions resulting from a lack 
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of experience in such matters on the part of the officials in these firms 
or through the agency of employees who want to exploit the crises for 
their own advantage by getting rich quickly. We would like to add that 
the industrial sector companies are managing to take in about 460 million 
pounds from exports, while they need 800 million pounds worth of foreign 
currency a year. That is, they can meet more than half of their needs 
for foreign exchange, not counting the American loans allocated to the 
industrial sector, which also help to cover a portion of its foreign 
currency needs. Thus, all the industrial companies taken together need 
about $350 million a year above and beyond the returns from exporting, 
which cover the greater part of their needs. The state must see to the 
remainder and give it priority. In this way, it can avoid the occurrence 
of many negative developments that often outweigh by far any burden the 
state might have to bear in the form of loans granted to industrial 
companies. 

The Public Sector Banks Give Priority to the Requirements of Production 

According to 'Abd-al-Mun'im Rushdi, the president of the National Bank, 
all the public sector banks without exception are trying as hard as they 
can to continue to respond to the requests from the public sector companies 
for loans.  Indeed, the banks are making sacrifices in order to do so. 
They do this at the expense of their own customers, since they constantly 
give priority to requests from the public sector companies. 

"As for statements to the effect that some loans are delayed for 6 months, 
this sort of thing rarely happens, especially in the case of loans to 
finance the importing of raw materials," Mr Rushdi said.  "We are well 
aware of how serious it is to obstruct the importing of these materials. 
We know that each such period has a damaging effect on the production 
process." 

In general, a company is not forced to do business with a particular bank 
in the public sector. If it suffers in its dealing with one bank, it 
can switch to another. It has an unrestricted right to do so. 

"Public sector companies no longer do business with currency traders," 
Mr Rushdi said. "On the basis of a decision by the minister of the 
economy, their [currency traders'] funds have been frozen. No bank can 
do business with them. Private activities in the field of currency 
trading are almost nonexistent now." 

There is no doubt that the government will be eager to follow up this 
positive step with the required flexibility in the determination of the 
official exchange rate used by the banks. With this eagerness to achieve 
flexibility, it will be easy for the banks to produce enough foreign 
exchange to meet the needs of the public sector companies. However, this 
also requires the continued application of the policy of controlling 
imports. 
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Doing Business With Traders on the Black Market Is Necessarily an Error 

According to 'Abd-al-Hamid Sa'id, the chairman of the Association of Food 
Industries, "It is totally unreasonable for public sector companies to 
acquire the hard currency they need through individuals. I do not believe 
that any company has adopted this method, since it is considered a 
dangerous procedure that is held against the company and places its 
officials in a predicament. This is true even if they have good inten- 
tions, because a currency trader always exploits the scarcity of hard 
currency in his own favor. He always tries to engage in speculation in 
order to realize the greatest profit possible. Consequently, a company 
doing business with a currency trader will fall victim to exploitation 
and fraud. 

"There is no disputing the fact that all the public sector companies 
without exception are suffering greatly in the course of obtaining the 
foreign currency they need," Mr Sa'id said.  "I am not exaggerating at 
all when I say that 80 percent of the loans these firms need to get in 
order to import the goods they need from abroad are obstructed and 
blocked in the national banks, which are basically responsible for 
regulating the flow of foreign exchange and making such loans when they 
are required. However, no matter how huge this obstacle is, one cannot 
accept it as a justification for doing business with individuals to 
acquire foreign exchange." 

Industry and Dollar Problems with the Public Sector Banks 

If some consider it probable that public sector companies will do 
business with currency traders, this is because of the difficulties that 
have come to be experienced by all those who do business with the public 
and private sectors in the area of acquiring currency.  Given the existence 
of the obstacle presented by the providing of foreign exchahge, how can 
we increase productivity and stimulate the activity of the public sector? 
The most dangerous thing that can threaten activity and place burdens 
upon production cost is the failure of necessary raw materials to reach 
their destination on time.  This immediately causes factories to stop. 
This means that the company in question has to.pay the workers' wages 
and the fixed costs and expenses without achieving profits from which 
to take the funds.  The public sector banks do not possess the necessary- 
amounts of foreign exchange that could cover the companies' needs. 
Often, a bank will ask a firm that has requested a facility to wait a 
little. This waiting can last for 6 months. Sometimes, it lasts for 
an entire year. When taking out such loans, most public sector companies 
do business with the Bank of Alexandria. All of them without exception 
suffer from both matters. Most loans are delayed for long periods.  This 
really does threaten the continuity of business activity. 

Let us put ourselves in the shoes of the president of any company to whom 
the bank in question grants a facility of foreign currency of which he 
has need. Will the president wait, as the bank has asked, until 
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production halts, or will he look for other sources from which to acquire 
the foreign currency? Even if he can only find dollars at a far higher 
price, that will be far less damaging to his firm than if he were to 
wait for the facility to be made available, in accordance with the 
circumstances of the bank in question. 

As we have said, doing business with individuals in this area is unaccep- 
table. There are other alternatives whose cost might be.a little more. 
For example, one can turn to public sector firms that have realized an 
export surplus and have more foreign exchange than they need. They can 
give this currency to a firm whose facility has been delayed at the 
market rate. Even if there is an increase in the price of the dollar, 
the money will stay in the public sector in the end. 

Some companies turn to foreign banks for such facilities. This is also 
unacceptable, since it might involve indirect dealings with individuals. 
In such a case, the foreign banks can play the role of intermediary by 
buying foreign exchange from a currency trader and selling it to a company. 

The Solution: Realistic Exchange Rates for the Dollar 

The problem can be handled by reviewing the dollar exchange rates used 
by the public sector banks, so that we can be sure that the transfers 
are actually flowing through legitimate channels.  In this way, these 
banks will be able to make all the necessary loans.  This will largely 
spare us the tendency for the public sector to turn to foreign banks in 
order to acquire foreign exchange.  It should not be part of the job of 
the president or the officials of a company to keep after the national 
banks day by day in order to get these loans. Neither should they have 
to look for the most appropriate or cheapest sources of foreign exchange. 

The Responsibility of the National Banks Is To Balance Supply and Demand 
in Order To Control the Exchange Rate of the Dollar 

Eng Majdi Khitab, the president of the Coldair Company, had this to 
say: "The exchange rate announced in the national banks nowadays does 
not realistically attract transfers. The greatest proof of that is the 
worsening of the crisis and the failure to make the loans needed for 
importing. As long as the predominant exchange rate fails to be attractive, 
the crisis will continue.  The companies of the public sector are con- 
sidered its primary victims." 

Perhaps there are companies that export their products, thereby providing 
some of the foreign currency they need for importing. Perhaps other 
companies sell their goods in the country for hard currency, on the local 
market, thereby also helping to meet their need.  Such activity is 
modest and cannot solve the crisis entirely. Therefore, what is the 
solution with respect to companies that produce goods that do not achieve 
an export surplus? The majority of the public sector companies fall within 
this category. All their output is used to meet local needs. 
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The responsibility for regulating foreign exchange must never fall on 
the shoulders of the public sector companies. It is the responsibility 
of the banks and falls within their original specialization. Thus, the 
banks must fulfill their responsibilities, even if it is necessary for 
them to announce frankly a high price for the dollar that represents the 
true alignment of the forces of supply and demand. This would be much 
better than having the process of granting facilities stop, as is the 
case now. Even if the public sector and its companies bear an additional 
burden in the form of an increase in the dollar's rate of exchange, 
at the very least the increase will flow into the national banks instead 
of foreign banks, which often serve as a cover for currency trading. 

12224 
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EGYPT 

SUCCESS OF PORT SAID FREE TRADE ZONE DISCUSSED 

Cairo AL-AHRAM in Arabic 22 Jul 84 p 9 

[Article by Dalai al-'Atawa:  "Port Said: Free to Consume or Produce? 

Industrial Enterprises in the Free Trade Zone and the Resumption of Exports 
Abroad"] r 

[Text] After the direction of the free trade zone in Port Said has been 
changed, and after its transformation from consumption to industrialization 
and production, it is necessary to take another look at the many economic 
regulations and measures that govern the process of change from consumption to 
production. r 

The figures confirm that most of the enterprises in the Port Said free trade 
zone, including 26 industries, 57 storage projects, and 8 refrigeration 
enterprises, have faced numerous difficulties of various kinds which have played 
a part m stopping some of them and eliminating or freezing others. 

The Ministry of Economics has required the industrial enterprises to export at 
least 50 percent of their production, allowing them to distribute the remaining 
50 percent domestically on the condition that they reduce their domestic 
distribution by 10 percent every six months. These companies have little capi- 
tal, however, and their owners have insufficient expertise in comparison to 
tnat found m similar industries in countries which preceded them industrially 
Moreover, it is not possible for them to compete with industries from which they 
have gained their experience and in markets from which they have derived support 
for many years. ^F 

t.ofr the P™1?1«;1115 of  the storage enterprises, they revolve around regulation 
259 from the Ministry of Economics, which forbids importation except from 
countries which produce many items needed in Egyptian markets. This allowed 
the storage of these goods by the storage enterprises of the general free trade 
zones and the free city, as if it were a foreign country. Despite the direct 
importation of these goods to the projects directly from the producing country, 
the projects were then obligated to redistribute these goods within the country. 
This regulation led to the stagnation of most of the storage enterprises in 
rort Said, the free zone!! 
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As for.the eight refrigeration enterprises in the Port Said general free zone, 
they have their problems as well. Most of these enterprises store frozen 
foodstuffs, mainly imported to the interior, most paid for by the Ministry of 
Supply, which pays for the storage in Egyptian currency given to it. 

The general problems that block the progress of production enterprises are the 
worst of all. 

The principle of allocating land for leasing to enterprises leads them to fear 
the huge outlays for permanent fixtures on land owned by someone else, and it 
makes banks hesitant to finance structures on lands owned by the enterprises. 
Moreover, they are only licensed to operate by the Enterprise Investment Council 
for 10 years. 

The high cost of freight and unloading from other Mediterranean ports. 

The high cost of leasing in comparison to the cost of owning land outside the 
governorate, where land can be owned for the price of a 1 or 2-year lease!! 

The ideal solution to most of these problems—in the minds of the investors of 
Port Said, its industrialists, as well as its officiäls-~is an agreement to 
the principle of changing some of the enterprises in the free zone whose owneres 
wish to participate in the domestic investment system, contingent upon a study 
of each individual case.  There are a number of industries which have applied 
for conversion to the domestic investment system, and in addition most of the 57 
storage enterprises want to change to industries in the domestic investment 
system. 

An acceptable proposal is to study the range of possible answers to these 
desires that would leave the domestic investment system intact.  The only 
obstacle is that these enterprises are now sitting on land allocated to the 
general free zone, especially since the 864 square meter area of land allocated 
to the general free zone is not completely independent, and is still about 
50 percent unoccupied, although it has been designated for more than 7 years. 
On the other hand, there is no other land available to Port Said for use by 
enterprises in the domestic investment system. The best use of the non- 
independent land available in this area calls for the conversion of enterprises 
which now have equipped facilities in order to achieve the maximum use possible. 

The basic issue in Port Said is to free its hands to participate in the domestic 
investment system so that it may turn to production and make use of this idle 
capacity, especially since most of it is Egyptian property. Its stagnation 
in this situation is a national loss and possibly the forfeiture of an oppor- 
tunity for any industrialization and production which is possible and not in 
the realm of the impossible. 

9310 
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EGYPT 

INCREASE OF REFINED OIL PRODUCTS LEADS TO INCREASED EXPORTS 

Cairo AL-AHRAM in Arabic 22 Jul 84 p 9 

[Article by 'Adil Ibrahim in the column "Business, Finance, Economics": 
"Quarter Century of Petroleum Refining: Surplus Petroleum Exported; Additional 
Storage Capacity Holds Two-Month Supply"] 

[Text] The Petroleum Council began implementing new laws to increase 
petroleum refining capacity by 20 percent, in order to meet increased 
consumption of petroleum products, and to export surpluses as refined products 
rather than crude oil. Allowing for domestic demand, new storage capacities 
will permit 45- to 60-day reserves of light and heavy petroleum products. 

The policy of the petroleum council thus calls for an increase in existing 
and new petroleum refining capacities, to 28.8 million tons during the next 
3 years, to cover local needs, provide a reasonable margin of security, and 
keep pace with the latest technological developments in the world refining 
industry.  Credit of 825 million pounds has been procured for constructing 
two new refineries in Asyut and Suez and expanding present operations.  The 
Asyut refinery will have a 2 million ton capacity initially, to meet the 
petroleum product needs of Upper Egypt and eliminate the need to transport them 
from Lower Egypt.  It will cost a total of around 120 million pounds, with an 
output valued at around 30 million pounds.  The new Suez petroleum refinery 
will have a capacity of around 5.65 million tons of petroleum products and 
cost around 225 million pounds, with an annual return of around 1.1 billion 
pounds. A new filtration unit will be added to the Cairo refinery with a 
capacity of 3 million tons annually. Filtration unit number four will be 
added to the Alexandria refinery with the ability to process 2 million tons 
of crude oil and produce 80,000 tons of butane and 500,000 tons of naphtha 
per day from natural gas. A repair facility will be added to the high-octane 
gasoline production annex, with a capacity of around 15,000 barrels per day, 
at the Suez petroleum processing plant. 

The policy is aimed at providing us with six refining areas, Suez, Alexandria, 
Cairo, Tanta, Sinai, and Asyut. Thirty years ago all refining operations were 
centralized in the Suez area.  Then in the mid-fifties the Alexandria region 
had 5 percent of the total refining capability, and in the following decade 
this figure increased to 20 percent, when refineries were built in the coastal 
areas near the oil fields. After the 1967 war our dependence on Alexandria's 
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production capacity increased to 75 percent because of the destruction that 
befell the Suez area. The Petroleum Council then undertook to build refineries 
in Cairo and Lower Egypt, building a refinery in Cairo and transporting the 
equipment and materials in Suez to Tanta. After the October 1973 war continued 
operations for the Suez refinery were assured, and it subsequently resumed 
operations. After the opening in recent months of the Abu Rudays refinery to 
the south of Sinai, with an annual capacity of 2 million tons, we now have five 
refining areas, namely Alexandria, producing 38 percent, Suez at 28 percent, 
Cairo at 27 percent, Tanta at 5 percent, and Sinai at 2 percent. 

With the increased consumption of petroleum products in Upper Egypt, and after 
the Asyut refinery goes into operation, we will have six refineries, 
Alexandria, at 32 percent, Suez at 30 percent, Cairo at 20 percent, Asyut at 
12 percent, Tanta at 3 percent and Sinai at 3 percent. 

Future policy will be aimed at employing world technological developments for 
the treatment of crude oil and petroleum by-products relying on available 
local resources. 

9310 
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IMPORTED CUSTOMER GOODS HARM MONETARY SITUATION 

Cairo AL-AHRAM AL-IQTISADI in Arabic No 806, 25 Jun 84 pp 40-41 

[Article by Nabil Sabbagh: "Financial Market: Ban on Imported 
Consumer Goods from Free Zone A Step to Correct Monetary Course"] 

[Text]  I have not yet looked at the executorial by-laws of the new 
importation law, but if what Mr 'Izzat Ghaydan, president of the Federation 
of Chambers of Commerce, said, and what the press has published, that 
the by-laws under study stipulate a ban on importing consumer goods from 
the free zones—excluding foodstuffs—on grounds that importation from 
free zones is tantamount to importing from abroad without a license, 
something that must not be financed by the Egyptian pound, and that used 
goods importation must be done by permit, I say if this is true, then 
we have taken the first step on the road to correcting the monetary course 
in Egypt. 

Effectiveness of Recent Monetary Measures 

Recent monetary measures tightening the grip on money dealers and foreign 
exchange dealers and raising the promotional exchange rates for remittances 
from Egyptians working abroad or owners of foreign currency from 82 to 
112 piasters, as well as permitting importation via the special bank complex 
to finance imports at a rate of 117 piasters, these measures did not yield 
the desired result, as attested to by the fact that many importation 
applications, including the importation of foodstuffs, raw materials, 
production requirements and spare parts, do not find in these new foreign 
currency bank accounts an adequate monetary cover to cover the opening of 
letters or credit at this new rate of 117 piasters for the [U.S.] dollar. 
Therefore, importers are obliged to resort to banks to arrange for the 
balance or the total of the financial importation needs through margin 
markets, or importation without money transfer or payment of the current 
free market price of 121/122 piasters. 

The truth is that the adopted measures have ostensibly resulted in a drop 
in the free market rate of exchange from 127 piasters for dollar 
remittances to 121-122 piasters. However, we must not tie this drop to 
previous measures because it is a seasonal one largely attributable to 
the return of teachers and workers from Arab countries and some expatriates 
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to vacation in Egypt. It goes without saying that a situation such as 
this will be followed bya higher than usual money supply. Were it not 
for the pilgrimage rituals and the demand by pilgrims, the currency rate 
of exchange would have been lower, as proven by past experience. Last 
year, the market exchange rate for the dollar, which was in the neighborhood 
of 108 piasters, dropped during this period to about 100-102 piasters. 

Therefore, recent measures concerning the currency rate of exchange and the 
tight grip against exchange and currency dealers gave the market the kind 
of stability, but, in our opinion, did not yield the desired result 
because there are marginal factors that should have been taken into account 
and dealt with at the same time. Some of these factors are: 

First, the rate of exchange of 112 piasters set for the dollar was not 
a realistic one consistent with or close to the local free market current 
rate of exchange, a rate accepted by importers. 

Second, as this new rate was set, loopholes and marginal employment of 
foreign currency were exerting pressures on the exchange market and 
swallowing up the major share of these monetary assets. These loopholes 
include the following: 

-Many commodities produced locally were still being sold on a priority 
basis for those who pay in foreign currency. 

-Free markets within the country are wide open to those who pay in foreign 
currency, as though the Egyptian pound is the currency of another country. 

-Most international agencies and investment companies pay thier national 
and foreign resident workers in foreign currencies. This, in our opinion 
is in violation of the country's laws that deem the Egyptian pound, not the 
dollar or sterling, the official currency. 

-Many of the shares issued by new companies are valued in dollars, while 
subscription in dollar shares must be restricted to foreigners or Egyptians 
working abroad and not those who reside in the country. 

-Permission for residents to open current and deposit accounts in 
dollars and to finance such accounts locally to benefit from the truly 
high interest rates. We support the possession of foreign currency, 
but with the proviso thatthe returns be financed from abroad and not from 

the local market. 

-As for the largest drain of foreign currency circulating in the local  _ 
market, the free zones draw thelion's share of it to finance the importation 
of luxury and durable goods and even old and used clothes, as though 
the country is in want of fabrics and ready-to-wear clothes. All we need 
is these tatters coming to us from abroad which foreigners dispose of by 
dumping them in the garbage for us to buy with hard currency. 
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All these loopholes that drain currency have remained wide open while 
free currency balances remained restricted to what citizens working abroad 
sell to banks as a national commitment and to spending by tourists who 
exchange their money for Egyptian pounds through the banks. All these 
are very meager resources because the new rate set by the government is 
112 piasters, which is still 10 percent to 12 percent lower than the 
free market which is still thriving because it finances imports without 
money transfers. 

Adjusting the Rate of Exchange 

There is a consensus that the new rate of exchange set on the basis 
of 112 piasters to the dollar needs to be adjusted and made more flexible 
so that it will not remain fixed, as is the case at present, but be able 
to move upward if the scale of currency demand remains preponderant and 
what is available at the new promotional rate does not draw the citizenry 
to relinquish its foreign currency. 

However, even the adjustment of the rate in accordance with supply 
and demand will not be an effective measure unless marginal measures are 
also adopted at the same time to check the drain on foreign currency 
via provocative uses at a time when our currency resources are dwindling. 

The most significant and dangeours loophole for attrition is importation 
via the free zones.  Employees in these zones are ready to pay any price 
to get the largest amount of foreign currency because they can import 
anything without restraints and without paying taxes or custom fees, 
thus bringing in goods a lower price and a higher profit than through 
official importation, especially since they depend on an army of thugs 
and suitcase merchants to market their goods.  These thugs and merchants 
have found in these free zones all the goods they want to deal in while 
full of hope that they can escape customs; goods that must not be 
dumped in the local market because they are not basic commodities and 
they compete with Egyptian production since they are sold at prices lower 
than the actual price or the price of similar goods imported through 
official channels. 

This, in our opinion, is the loophole that swallows up the largest 
portion of the free market yields. It is also the one behind the higher 
dollar rate of exchange in the free market. If we close this loophole, 
a portion of the free market yields "will not find a demand." Consequently, 
demand will be less, so it will be forced to turn to banks for the financing 
of the importation system that is based on currency exchange, a system 
we have long called for. 

When this operation is regulated, who knows, the current exchange rate 
of 112 piasters for buying and 117 piasters for selling may become 
realistic because the regulation of import via the free zones and the setting 
of guidelines for importing foodstuffs, raw materials and production 
requirements will be the prime active factor in regulating this market and 
correcting its course. 
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From Here We Begin 

Now, after we have raised the rate of exchange to 112 and 117 piasters 
for the dollar, the next required step is the regulation of importation 
via the free zones by means of strict guidelines. Besides, it must be 
subject to import regulation measures and tax and custom fee collection 
at the source.  Such measures will put an end to the foreign currency drain 
and restore to the Egyptian pound its actual value because its current rate 
does not at all reflect its buying power or true value. 
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EGYPT 

EGYPT'S OIL CARD IN TABA NEGOTIATIONS 

Cairo AL-AHRAR in Arabic 25 Jun 84 p 8 

[Article by 'Amr Kamal Hammudah:  "Winning Egyptian Card in Taba 
Negotiations ] 

[Text] If we recall former foreign minister Moshe Dayan's and energy 
minister Yitzhag Moda' insistence, during the Israeli-Egyptian peace 
treaty negotiations, on obtaining about 2 million tons of Egyptian oil 
as one of the conditions for peace between the two countries, other 
reasons and strategic motiyes reigned over this stance of the Israeli 
negotiator. 

1-The rapid fall of the shah in Iran and the danger threatening 
;Ürt v fCaUSe °f itS dePendence on Iranian oil in compensation for 
theArab boycott which made it difficult for it to get oil from nearby 
Arab Gulf sources, thus forcing it to pay a premium of up to $4 for each 
barrel it got on the international market. 

2-The short distance between the Gulf of Suez and the Port of Elat  The 
low cost of transportation for this distance cannot be compared to any 
standard for buying oil from any other source. 

3-During and after the treaty negotiations, Israel was considering the 
escalation of the Lebanese civil war and the need to secure its fuel 
needs m order to sustain the invasion with its customary efficiency. 

Israel had great security, economic and political motives for obtaining 
2 million tons from Egypt annually. Nevertheless, it tried to get a 
special price lower than the international price available on the 
spot market, but the Egyptian side completely refused and insisted that 
the sale be under the same terms and prices the Egyptian General 
Petroleum Authority used in its dealing with all its other agents and 
which are revised in November of each year. 

The refineries in Haifa were accustomed to using Egyptian oil and it is 
not technically easy to switch quickly to other crude oils if the crudes 

ttTL^r  ^\n0t p0ssiJle to obtain. Then came the recent events in 
the Arab Gulf to upset the balance to a great extent. 
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As of this past 20 May, Israel has found itself in a very tight situation 
following the recent strikes against the oil tankers and the blockade of 
the Iranian Kharj Island. Add to that the movements of the fleets of 
major powers such as France, the U.S. and Great Britain towards the Straits 
of Hormuz Keys and the Indian Ocean area to safeguard the interests of 
the industrial countries. 

This charged situation brought out some possibilities: 

1-The possibility of closing the Straits of Hormuz to international 
navigation at any moment. 

2-The possibility of higher oil prices. 

3-The possibility of military operations being undertaken in the Arab 

Gulf area. 

This situation has direct and vital repurcussions on Israeli security: 

1-Higher oil prices have a destructive effect on the Israeli economy. 
They lead to higher inflation and higher prices for Israeli exportable 
goods, which in turn leads to lower demand, thus upsetting the political 
and economic situation at a stormy time close to the date of the 
parliamentary elections next July. 

2-Raising the level of alertness in the Israeli army due to possible 
complications in the area and an increased desire by several sides to 
used the armed forces to settle the situation between Iran and Iraq. 
Consequently, Israel must be ready under such disquieting circumstances. 
A higher degree of alertness means a financial loss all the way. 

3-The necessity to maintain good and friendly relations with the 
Egyptian government in these times because it is the only secure source 
of oil for Israel. 

This dangerous and uneasy situation reflected on the thinking of the ruling 
elite  It is expected that Israel will ask for the highest possible 
amount from the Egyptian General Petroleum Authority during the next 
3 months.  Israel has started contracting with the largest possible group 
of authority agents to buy their shares. So, the economic and strategic 
situation is not in Israel's favor. 

The Egyptian government or the Egyptian Foreign Ministry holds a very 
valuable "negotiating card." Egypt has the right to start serious 
negotiations right now to regain Taba and put an end to the fluid 
situation in exchange for a continuous flow of oil to Elat, or else the 
Egyptian government, represented in the oil authority, can place 
obstacles to prevent it from easily obtaining what was agreed upon. 
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There are several ways and means of pressure and Egypt has an 

T^f i^Vfd '? Which We Cal1 attention because it means much to 
Israel slife. Israel must return Taba because territory did not give 

il Tn?llty'  iReCen5 6VentS in the area prove that contro1 °ver territory 
"  "  °ni^fad t0 PeaCe* PeaCe comPri^s raany different aspects which have a different consideration. 
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EGYPT 

BRIEFS 

GDR AID FOR ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS—The German Democratic Republic Govern- 
ment has agreed to provide 68 million pounds in facilitated loans for the 
building of new power-stations, which include 20 66,000-volt capacity 
transformer stations to serve the regional electricity distribution networks 
and a 220,000-volt, high-voltage, transformer station in al-Mahmudiyah. 
That was announced by Eng Mahir Abazah, the minister of electricity and 
energy, who witnessed, the day before yesterday, the signing of an agreement 
with the German Democratic Republic for the manufacture of medium-voltage 
cables.  [Text]  [Cairo AL-AHRAM in Arabic 14 Jul 84 p 8]  12566 

GRANTS FOR ELECTRICITY PROJECTS—It was decided that $45.7 million in foreign 
grants be allocated for a number of sea water distillation projects on the 
north [Mediterranean] and the Red Sea coasts to provide drinking water to 
the population of these areas by using solar energy, for setting up collec- 
tive zones for fishermen on these coasts and provide them with refrigerators 
to preserve fish, and for establishing the first center of its kind in Egypt 
and the Middle East for research on new and renewable energy to serve the 
area.  That decision was announced by Eng Mahir Abazah, the minister of 
electricity and energy, who added that these projects will be executed withxn 
the next 3 years of the 5-year plan; they include projects for using integrat- 
ed systems of the new and renewable energy of the wind and the sun in bring- 
ing up ground water and generating electricity on a 2,000-feddan area in the 
experimental farm in the al-'Uwayant district in Sinai. The projects also 
include using industrial solar heating for industrial pruposes, especially 
in the textile, paper and food industries.  The minister of Electricity said 
that his ministry's plan toward the Egyptian countryside aims at spreading 
small units to extract biogas from animal waste for lighting and heating 
purposes and at using small, limited capacity units to produce water by 
using windmills to exploit the water levels.   [Text] [Cairo AL-AHRAM in 
Arabic 15 Jul 84 p 1] 12566 

PHOSPHATE EXPORTS TO FRANCE—A delegation of mineralogists, headed by 
Mr Mahmud al-Sharif, the president of Misr Phosphate Company, arrived in 
Cairo from Paris after a tour of France during which a contract to export 
100,000 tons of phosphate was signed.  The head of the delegation said 
that the production lines in the company have been developed, through Egyptian 
expertise, to meet international specifications. Dr Muhammed al-Gharuri, 
the minister of industry, in a meeting headed by him and attended by 
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Eng Ibrahim Kamil, the president of the Mining Authority discussed th* 

TIZ: ^ts to export phosphate to Asia and Europe  fxStJ  [Cairo 
AL-AHEAM m Arabic 15 Jul 84 o 131  12566 L^airo 

CSO: 4504/372 
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PALESTINIAN AFFAIRS 

FATAH REBEL LEADER INTERVIEWED 

West Berlin TAGESZEITUNG in German 22 Jun 84 p 7 

[Interview with Samih Abu Kuway Qadri by Alia Ahmed] 

[Text] Berlin (taz).  Since members of Al Fatah, 
the largest of the organizations comprising the 
FLO, have rebelled against their leader Yasir'Arafat 
more than a year ago, the PLO has split into three 
political groups. Today followers of 'Arafat within 
Al Fatah are opposed by two alliances of Palestinian 
organizations:  the "Democratic Liberation Front and 
the "National Liberation Front." The Democratxc 
Liberation Front represents a merger of the two    ^ 
largest, barring Al Fatah, organizations—the People s 
Front of George Habash (PFLP) and the Democratic 
Front of Nayif Hawatimah (DFLP)--and of the small 
Palestinian Communist Party and the Palestine 
Liberation Front. The "National Liberation Front 
includes the Fatah rebels led by Abu Musa; the pro- 
Syrian Al-Sa'iqah; and two small groups, the Popular 
Front General Command and the People's Struggle Front. 
Following previous interviews with 'Abdallah Franji, the 
PLO representative in Bonn, and Georges Habash (TAGES- 
ZEITUNG 21 and 28 May), a representative of the third 
group is presenting his views today. He is Samxh Qadri, 
by training a lawyer, who was a founding member of Al 
Fatah and a member of its central committee for many 
years. Today he is one of the leaders of the Fatah 

rebellion. 

[Question] What were the causes of the rebellion within Fatah? 

TAnswer] The history of our movement is the history of controversies within 
ttipalestinlan revolution caused in part by different assessments of 
imperialist plans and of the designation of roles in the Near East. The 
pTestinxan revolution had its origin in the realiz at ion that the people 
themselves must take charge of their own struggle. After the defeat 
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1967 June War, hope that this struggle could be delegated to other Arab 
states had greatly diminished.  In the last analysis only imperialist 
interests were served by the Arab liberation army as early as 1948 In  that 
they asked many Palestinians to leave their homel "temporary « Since 
1967 there have been umpteen plans for the liberation of the Near East and 
some of our leaders have time and again allowed themselves to hope that 
issues »could be negotiated." These leaders fell into this trap because 
they separated U.S. plans for the regions from the existence ol'israel and 
they also wanted to treat them separately-as if the United States would 
work against its own plans!  Israel's existence is dependent on playing a 

TrllTr  'UrtheTg ^erial±st  ^terests. The United States needs Igeo- 
SÄ t^  and an a^resslve advance guard which divides the Arab slates 
and thereby prevents unified Arab resistance. states 

These false assessments led to controversies from the very beginning  Some 
people have always believed that our goals could also be attaSS by'dif- 

ZTltZTlLWi^OUlaTmS  and thrOUgh diPlomacy. 'Arafat, for example" 
thought of the Palestinian presence as a trump card in negotiations  flP 
virtually usurped the PLO Infrastructure, presenting cooperation with 
progressive Lebanese forces.  'Arafat also deliberately bypassed Syria a 
country threatened and also partially occupied by IsraL/Lst the Syrian 

furth^Ste^ SV° S POUCy °f COnfrontati--  The'war in L^bano" 
further intensified the controversy over the basic issue: Armed conflict 
or willingness to negotiate.  There was, of course, a method^n this 
Numerous political plans followed in the wake of war and massacres  First 
there was the Reagan plan, made public the day the PLO withdrew fr m Beirut- 
then there was the Fahd plan, presented 6 days later at the Arlb IZAt ' 

ZttT^'u  Fe^ and/inally> 2 «eeka later, there was King HusayX 
concept which envisaged a Palestinian-Jordanian federation. Arafats pref- 

withCK^Tme -l6aT f1 tha t±me'     He b6gan hectic diplomatic activitj with King Husaym, the Egyptian Chief of State Mubarak, and the United 
States; he even met with avowed Zionists (Editor's comment: he means Uri 
Avnen a member of the Israeli opposition). Broad opposition to this 
approach developed among Palestinians, even among rank-and-filefighters 
who felt betrayed by Arafat. Their evacuation from Beirut was not pro! 

t^go!' " Pr°miSed' bUt had been deCided °n aS a negotiable item" long 

lastSyiar? ^ "** '** ^^  CM8e °f the Fatah rebelli™ ** May of 

[Answer]  The timing and methods were forced on us.  I, myself, barely 
escaped an attempt on my life on 2 Jan 83 while giving a speech in BaM^Mr 

d" *aStrVeban0n- We aCted Under the P-ssure8of events! Wing been 
deprived of any opportunity to engage in democratic opposition. The 
Palestinian news agency WAFA has a document concerning a discussion between 
Arafat and Morocco's King Hasan who for a long time had been 'IrSat's 
intermediary with the United States.  In the course of thl^^on 
15 Oct 82, it was made clear that the United States reiected a PaWini*n 
state and favored the federation proposed by Jordan.  ThLlm^J to ° 
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giving up of our self-determination, the primary objective of our struggle. 
King Hasan explained to 'Arafat literally that the opposition would have 
to be eliminated first (Editor's comment: among the Palestinians). To 
achieve this end, King Hasan suggested a division of Fatah. Subsequently- 
after 51 of our best fighters in Lebanon had been replaced by 51 cowardly 
and clearly corrupt officers who, after Beirut, were supposed to initiate 
the withdrawal of our forces from the Biqa' plain—we could wait no longer. 
We had to oppose this with all means at our disposal since withdrawal from 
Lebanon had become a decisive national issue for our future. We tried to 
avoid military confrontations but, after the fifth armed attack by pro- 
Arafat forces, we felt impelled to strike back. I believe that everyone 
realized that Arafat was using armed confrontation as an instrument for de- 
faming and eliminating the opposition. George Habash had warned me 
specifically that this would happen; however, the alternative was to abide 
by 'Arafat's decision to accept the plans of the United States. 

[Question] The confrontation between 'Arafat followers and opponents in 
the northern Lebanese town of Tripoli in December made headlines in the 
international press. How do you see the events in Tripoli? 

[Answer] The evidence proves conclusively that preparations for the battle 
had been made by 'Arafat a long time ago in Tunis. He had announced several 
times that there would be a bloodbath; he had bought a large quantity of 
arms; infiltrated foreign legionnaires; and constructed bunkers, sub- 
terranean passages and fortifications which were disproportionate to similar 
installations in southern Lebanon. And then he began his "purge" with the 
massacre of 18 fighters of the Palestinian organization Popular Front 
General Command and of 74 comrades of the Lebanese Communist Party. However, 
the hostilities as such have been exaggerated enormously.  It was more a 
spectacle for the press; nevertheless, it made a disastrous impression on 
the assembled flock of journalists.  'Arafat's followers withdrew, more or 
less, without a fight. The only casualties, and the greatest destruction, 
occurred in Baddawi, a Palestinian camp near Tripoli, when Arafat withdrew 
and left the field to his fundamentalist allies from the town. After 
staging his withdrawal, which by Arafat's own admission took place under the 
protection of Egyptian and French forces and after clearing it with Tel Aviv— 
whereby Israel supported him with propaganda in his ridiculous pseudo attacks- 
world public opinion suddenly became uniformly friendly toward Palestinians 
as well as pro-Arafat while turning against us as unscrupulous murderers 
of our brothers. 

[Question] Negotiations are supposed to continue over the weekend in Aden 
between Arafat followers and representatives of the "Democratic Liberation 
Front," in other words, the People's Front and the Democratic Front. You 
are not participating. What is your relationship to other Palestinian 
organizations? 

[Answer] The PFLP and the DFLP are hesitant—although I am sure they will 
join us sooner or later—even though it is absolutely essential for the 
further development and proper functioning of PLO's institutions that a firm 
stand be taken at long last. 
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moTt^a Tel^e PFLP haS b6en *™inat^ «bout  this decision for 

[Answer] That is true.  George Habash knows better than almost anybody else 
that the controversies within the PLO must be resolved in favor of the 
Palestxnxan.revolution.  It was hoped that he in particular would take a 

TollT.T  rCal Sta,nd; ^ C°ndemned the utilities in Tripoli as if they could have been avoided, even though he, himself, admitted that it was a 
trap laxd by Arafat. He also took refuge behind the alleged inability of 

It 7™T  and    1S DFLP SlSter Party t0 Verstand (editor's cogent• 
the armed confrontation between Palestinians). The DFLP, on the otTr hand 

all  ;t? ^ T"  t0 'f117 Arafat the right t0 l^ership once and for ' 
Lt       K   Sre aSkln§ f°r m°re t±me t0 make a decision. The 

effort to gam time at any price must be criticized for two reasons- On the 

xTbein*    P-Ple'« dependence on their revolution and its'ccompiishments 
is bexng xmproperly diverted to dependence on persons and symbols true 
power xs thereby extorted and prevented from being properly^mployed 

tt1SoSn ^ °h/Tei  °n the Palest^a*> Arab, orinternatLnal level  On 
the other hand, Arafat is thereby given a gift of time to continuehis 
natxonal acts of sabotage.  Everything is being interpreted as tWh it were 

Last's vxSt'St ^"^ *"' ***  S°V±etS «*»*»*«» commen i^g on ^ 
h    "A    -  »  r° "M- 

P^VenM PUSh±ng him further into American nands, Arafat s Forexgn Minister" Qaddumi, during his last visit to w^ 

IrafaTfroamTS* T^  '"S""* ^^ «* A™fat  ^ ^In  o ke£ Arafat from further deviating from natxonal policy. And all thl«. h*™!rL 
after Arafat's visit to Cairo and all his other unambiguous^ action^He 
met with Mubarak a second time in Guinea on the occasion of Sekou Toures' 
funeral; he sided with the pro-American Sudanese government of Numayrx 

Tsrl7ied 31 of Mr'" °ffiCe '? Cair0;  ^ V°iCed hls -adinLf to^cognize 
tlltt ; J. 1S aPParently n°t  enough,  one remains  flexible and 
Front"  xn^X  TeM lollm^f Arafat's  suggestion the  "Democratic Liberation 
rt?f    i M P    t0 l0°k °n US as a second Fatah gr™p.    We reject 
thxs.     Fatah xs indivisible   and our legitimacy is based^n the Party's axioms. 

In^fi0nJ  i°W d° y°U aSSeSS  the situati°n in Lebanon following the militarv success of  the opposition's militia in February? military 

fl
yrinS'   T

As a
i
result of our successes  in the Shuf Mountains and  in the 

Jabal    where Israel's Lebanese surrogates  tried  to destroy us    we Save f«™L 
Israel to retreat behind the Awali river line.    The dail^rLisSnce in the ' 
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south, which we support with all means at our disposal, has ^aved ** 
auality it causes the occupation force a great deal of trouble and has 
developed into an important political force. Last but not least the 
liberation of West Beirut from the Phalangists has frustrated all Amerxcan 

plans and doomed them to failure. 

The common struggle, properly directed and well c°0^^f^a^^stinlan 
enormous successes. It represents the only way of solv^g     a^tinian 

" ,1om ii There ls n0 negotiable alternative which could resolve the 

I "SSiction^Lrour^istence and the ^^'l^^^T 
entitv  It is our task to create a structure which is able to carry tue 
burden'of our fight for liberation without further waste of energies and 

without generating controversy. 

12628 
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AFGHANISTAN 

KARMAL PARLEYS WITH PAKISTAN IN BID TO NEUTRALIZE MUJAHIDEEN 

East Burnham ARABIA THE ISLAMIC WORLD REVIEW in English No 36 Aug 84 pp 26-27 

[Text] 

I The latest round of indirect talks on 
P Afghanistan are due to take place at 

the UN's Geneva offices this month on the 
basis of a "package of understanding" bet- 
ween the usurper Karmal regime, Pakis- 
tan, and the United Nations. 

The foreign ministers of Pakistan and 
Afghanistan will occupy separate rooms in 
the UN office. The UN Secretary Gen- 
eral s; representative for Afghanistan, 
Diego., Cordovez, will shuttle between 
them. As in the past, Iran will keep itself 
informed about the progress in the talks 
with a non-participating representation. 

The two previous rounds of talks 
reached an impasse over the Soviet refusal 
to make any commitment to the eventual 
withdrawal of their troops from Afghanis- 
tan. With the accession of Constantin 
Chernenko, Soviet Afghan policy has har- 
dened: the Russians have launched a 
major offensive against the Panjshir valley 
and have intensified military operations 
elsewhere.      -- 

Since 1982, when the second'round of 
talks was postponed, there has been little 
change m the attitude of the Kabul regime 
on this question. Babrak Karmal has re- 
emphasised that the presence of Soviet 
troops in Afghanistan is an issue for dis- 
cussion between the Soviet Union and 
Afghanistan: the Soviet forces, Karmal. 
says, came to Afghanistan at his request 

Karmal's main interest is to see the 
Mujahideen off the Afghan political 
scene. Moreover, he also wants the Mus- 
lim world to withdraw all political and 
material support from the guerrillas. For 
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these reasons Karmal insists on direct 
talks with Pakistan and Iran to reach a 
negotiated settlement in which the role of 
the Mujahideen is completely ignored 
Karmal views the Afghan problem in the 
context of inter-governmental relations 
between Pakistan, Iran and Afghanistan. 
He has succeeded in persuading his 
neighbours to accept this position. 

Many observers believe the notion that 
the UN can bring an early end to the 
Afghan jihad through a negotiated settle- 
ment between Pakistan, Iran and the Kar- 
mal regime stems from ignorance of the 
situation inside Afghanistan. The Geneva 
talks can, however, legitimise the Afghan 
regime's political status. 

_ The Islamic Alliance of Afghan Mujahi- 
deen has said that no one has any right to 
take  decisions on  their political and 
ideological future. The Alliance believes 
that as long as Soviet troops are present in 
Afghanistan and the Karmal regime is in 
power the Afghan problem cannot be sol- 
ved. The jihad, the Alliance insists, is the 
only means.of driving the Russians but of 
the country and bringing down the Karmal 
regime.7".' .   .-■;•■.'     '?:;.>;•'...'■•  ...-•-. -,;;■ 
l- 1Je; %f Bovemment, on the other 
hand, justifies its participation in the talks 
by arguing that Pakistan's economy is suf- 
fering from the influx of almost four mill- 
ion Afghan refugees: it says that it cannot 
postpone a settlement of the refugee prob- 

7^aYnti| -h,e vCtoiy of theMujahideen. 
Zia also feels that the presence of Afghan 
.refugees™ the country's border areaf has 
provoked the Russian and Kabul forces t0 
attack the muhajreencämps:     ;,''    •■:; 



Can a piecemeal solution to the refugee 
problem be sought without,taking into 
account the overall situation in Afghanis- 
tan? Afghan muhajreen did not come to 
Pakistan voluntarily:: they were forced to 
leave their country..the Kärmal regime 
will not accept them as long as they remain 

'committed to the'Islamic struggle. 
Moreover,  if they are .sent back  to 

• Afghanistan, they will have to live in a 
hostile environment where neither their 
religion nor their culture will be safe. Any 
piecemeal solution of the refugee problem 
will weaken the jihad and leave the major- 
ity of the Afghan people at the mercy of 
the communist regime!;   ;; ■->>.■   - 

Si  The fact that Pakistanis involved in 
negotiations  with the  Kannal  regime 

"means that it wants ^'.solution to the 
refugee problem .within the context of the 
existing Afghan political set upYThe jihad 

i in Afghanistan did' not'begin, because 
j Pakistan or$Tf an ?wijjed''it., }t' started 

because of the conviction of the Afghan 
Islamic   parties   that   under  the   cir- 

: cumstances Islam could be defended only 
by taking arms against the Russians and 
their puppet regime. The Mujahideen 
believe that the jihad is the only means to 
maintain the Islamic character of the 
country. .  .   ■ ■  . 

At Geneva the Kabul regime will try to 
negotiate a settlement on its own terms 
with Pakistan and Iran who cannot repre- 
sent the Mujahideen or muhajreen. Even 
if they agree to a settlement it will have lit- 
tle impact on the Mujahideen's determi- 
nation to continue the jihad. Instead of sit- 
ting at a negotiating table with the Kannal 
regime, Pakistanand Iran should try tofind 
ways of strengthening the Mujahideen. 

Many observers believe that Pakistan's 
presence at Geneva legitimises com- 
munist power in Afghanistan. Success at 
Geneva can only mean an intensification 
of the Soviet threat to the Gulf states 
whose vulnerabilities have gTeatly 
increased because of the continuing Iran - 
Iraq war. 

CSO:     4600/716 
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AFGHANISTAN 

MANEUVERING TOWARDS FINAL PUSH 

East Bumham ARABIA THE ISLAMIC WORLD REVIEW in English No 36 Aug 84 pp 27-28 

[ Text ]    The Afghan mujahideen are 
clearly at a crucial point in the 
war against Soviet 
imperialism. A series^of heavy 
Soviet offensives against 
strongholds of ihe Resistance 
show up some of the defects in 
organisation and the inferior 
weapons available to the 
mujahideen, whose courage, 
morale and self-confidence 
does not compensate for, in 
particular, a lack of discipline 
and training. What the jihad 
needs now, according to many 
military observers, is to expand 
and improve guerrilla training 
as rapidly as possible 
©Since the Very beginning of the jihad 

against the communist regime in 1978, 
it has often been difficult to be sure of the 
exact details of guerrilla training. Much of 
it is done in special camps where visitors 
are not welcome, and these are scattered 

, over much of the frontier region as well as 
inside Afghanistan.JHowever, it is possi- 
ble, to, piece together a realistic picture 

ifrom your correspondent's own experi- 
ence, interviews with Afghan comman- 
ders and mujahideen and also from clues 

.in the press, i;-^.^,.,.^,..?.» ;::/-i;.-'».'..''-: 

..The importanceTofTeÖective «nffitary 
training is increasingly recognised by ordi- 
nary young recruits,.as well as by leaders 
of the Afghan parüesJ^This has led to 
expanded training facilities in the past 

-.year, though on a small scale. It is the bet- 
. ter organised "Islamic parties which have 
taken the lead in military training, ;and 
they still maintain this lead over the rival 
conservative, nationalist parties: So far, 
military training has been on too limited a 

; scale to make a dramatic impact on guer- 
rilla performance in Afghanistan"; as a 
whole. Yet particular areas stand out as 

■examples of what -might <be'; achieved, 
given good training and effective guerrilla 
tactics •*. of commanders:-notably the 

.:'?^jsh|r'Valley and the surrounding reg- 
•Son, tbgether.with the Paghman area just 

■northOfKabulA^   -^    -:v>r,   •■'<<• ■■■■f 
>| life JPahjshir Valley has served until now 
as-;by^^|he'moil;important centre for 

'guerrilla training inside Afghanistan, with 
recruits from many parts of the north, 
such as Badakhshan and Mazar-i-Sharif 
and even as far west as Herat on the Ira- 
man   border.   Thousands   of   Afghan 
mujahideen  have passed  through the 
Panjshir training camps. The effectiveness 
of this training has been seen in countless 
ambushes on the Salang highway between 
the capital and the border with the USSR 
and in raids on military posts and towns in 
the northern provinces. 

The military genius who designed this 
highly relevant training course for the 
mujahideen, from strictly limited material 
resources, is Ahmed Shah Massoud, com- 
mander of Panjshir. Massoud is an ex-stu- 
dent of Kabul University, the son of an 
Afghan Army officer, and an early activist 
of the Jamiat-i-Islami party. He probably 
received basic military training in the earl v 
1970s in Pakistan, when the Bhutto gov- 
ernment was giving covert support to 
Afghan opponents of President Daoud's 
government. 

The Panjshir mujahideen developed 
original tactics.of guerrilla warfare and 
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training skills. Recruits are organised into 
small military units, taught the value of 
coordinated attacks and discipline, and 
shown how to exploit to the full their 
weapons.and the terrain. The impression 
of a reguiar guerrilla army is reinforced by 
the smart appearance of the Tajik forces 
of the Panjshir, who wear Afghan Army 
uniforms,  combat jackets,  boots  and 
berets (Pakuls). For communications in 
the area, mujahideen groups are trained 
to use radio sets, which often play a vital 
part in ambushes for coordinated attacks. 

""   Even if^ccess to the Panjshir central 
valley is denied tö the mujahideen by the 
Soviet Army garrisons placed there this 
summer, these skills in training and war- 
fare will certainly not be lost to the jihad. 
A Kkely indirect benefit from the Soviet 
attack on the Panjshir is the dispersion to 
Various northern Afghan centres of these 
.invaluable guerrilla training skills, by the 
formation  --of   badly-needed    regional 
-schools under capable" instructors from 
;PanjshirNFor more than a year con- 
'tingency plans had been prepared for such 
a forced evacuation of the Panjshir.' 
;y Training on the other side of the border 
in Pakistan's two northern provinces is 
naturally organised on a different footing 
from the practice of internal fronts of par- 
ties. Usually situated close to the Afghan 
border in tribal Pushtun territory,'training 
camps are run by Jthe exiled parties. 
Instructors are, often:.ex-AfghanArmy 
officers;who have defected to the' Resis- 
tance .-^as, .indeed, is the''case inside 
Afghanistan'where training |s carried on 
systematically ^Officers from the rank of 

.Bridmah {Lieutenant), Turan (Captain) 
;ahd ^lagran ;(Major) and upwards- are 
'numerous ■;' in Äparty"j- organisations  In 
iPeshawaf^ai well as active in; training 
xamj^s^Whatls aimed at is really basic 
military graining ; skills,  rather rthan 'a 
course  -in    guerritTa1   warfare    tactics 
designed for this particular war as has 
evolved in Panjshir:'  ; •       .1   .■    .^u 

:    Both' Jamiat-i-Islami of Burhanuddin 
Rabbani and Hizb:i-Islami of Gulbuddin: 
Hekmatyar maintain a string of training 
camps    for    their-mujahideen; near 
Peshawar at Darra, Jamrud, Bajaur, Chit- 
Tal,  Miram  Shah:and to the west/in 
Baluchistan. The largest of the Jamiat: 
camps, at Darra, is said to have 700 men in 
training on seven-month courses. Afghan 
Army uniforms and boots are issued to 
volunteers, who are mostly aged 18 to 22, 
and Afghan instructors run the courses. 

'■'•   A great deal of misinformation has been 

disseminated about the extent of foreign' 
organisation of training camps in Pakis- 
tan. At its crudest, this takes the form of 
assertions from official media in Kabul 
and Moscow that all refugee camps in 
Pakistan are actually guerrilla camps, with 
relief aid for Afghan refugees commdnly 
described by Radio Moscow as "weapons 

• for Afghan bandits ' airlifted by .PIA 
(Pakistan International Airlines).": The 
same sources often assert that what guer- 
rilla training goes on is being imparted by 
foreign experts, Pakistanis, Americans, 
Chinese  and Egyptians.' " 

Such claims have an obvious use in 
propaganda,- serving to bolster the Soviet 
justification for occupying Afghanistan - 
to "defend the Revolution against foreign 
plots&If, foreign ;experts in guerpUa, war-; 
fare were directing Afghan Resistance 
training," the standard of training would 
undoubtedly be much higher. Ex-Afghan 
Army officers may know about weapons 
instruction, but they have never been 
trained for guerri.Ha warfare.' Really effec- 
tive training is still comparatively rare.for 
the mujahideen. r. .   ^    c.,: ,        : 

Some of the problems,- as: well as the 
achievements in spite of the odds, of the 
guerrilla .training can be appreciated by 
looking at a particular training camp set 
up'in midT1983 for volunteers of NIFA 
(National Islamic, Front of Afghanistan), 
led by Sayyid Ahmad Gailani. The camp 
lies close to the Afghan border in tribal 
territory, and^OO.volunteers train there 
on three-month courses,, instructed by a 
team of ex-officers of the Afghan Army. 
Although receiving only scanty resources 
from NIFAv Jhe mood at the camp is one 
of eager desire to learn more about the art 
of warfare; Here there art no "uniforms, 
only the everyday.dress of Pushtun tribes* 
men.:Jüäck of shoes, let alone boots,' 
results in frequent sores and cut feet, due 
to the men running on hard ground in plas- 
tic sandals -the cheapest form of footwear, 
available. As for food, the daily budget of 

•_3 rupees per man is too low to be other' 
• than grim.-imd the poor nutrition restricts 
<thephysical exercise of volunteers. '■■-■■'<_ ; 
:■'   In spite: of these'considerable draw-; 
backs, the organisation of this camp is well 
adapted to its purpose. The camp com- 
mander is ex-Brigadier Safi, former chief 
of the elite Afghan commando corps 
under King Zahir-Shah. He has done 
military training in the USSR on moun- 
taineering and commando courses, and 
also served on detachment with the SAS 
(Special Air Services) in Britain: This 
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experience has helped in the creation of a 
professional training centre. «' 

Volunteers  are  split  up  into; small 
groups for instruction in the use and 
maintenance of heavy guns as well as rifles 
- with which many men are already famil- 
lar.-having spent time in the war. fronts 
inside Afghanistan. Until recently,'* was 
a common assumption among Afghans' 
that they knew everything there was to he 
known about weapons and war: Hard 
experience has taught them otherwise. 
MortarsJDashakä 12.7mm or other heavy 

/machine-guns and RPGL7 grenade-laun- 
chers are. weapons which are used foe 
training in all the camps. ■*&%'<■. 

Each of the few heavy weapons .'in th6 
camp stands on a table facing the nearby 

.-rockface of-arhoüntaiii, marked iSvitb: 
-numbers in white paint", which serves foV 

target practice. Teamwork is'the rule"' 
Small  groups of, men;;'each with  an 
assigned task, practise carrying the indi- 

> viduaJ parts of a heavy machine-gun, mak- 
ing ;a rapid assembly of it, loading with 

ammunition>and making ready to fire; 
Alter instruction in accurate mortar fir- 

^ ing, volunteers are shown how to fire mor- 

'; tars in the dark.    - 
An obstacle course is tackled regularly 

by volunteers, helping build their confi- 
dence in their ability to perform difficult 
physical tasks. Another feature of the 
camp 4s basic instruction in the use of 
explosives; Plastic TNT is used  and 
demonstrated, as well as "home-made" 
bombs - raw materials of nitrates, fuses 
and bottles and piping for filling with pet- 
rol to make hand-grenades are available' 
Self-sufficiency in bombs and grenades is 
considered vital for the internal struggle. 

Most observers are agreed that there is 
more concern now for tactics within the 
Resistance in general. Smaller bands of 
guerrillas are being used, and big concent- 
rations are-avoided in daytime. Since 
1980, wider knowledge of guerrilla tactics 
together with the spread of bazookas and 
heavy   machine-guns  sent   by  foreign 
backers, have enabled the mujahideen 
to mount many sophisticated and highly 
Successful    "double"   or   coordinated 
ambushes. These are indications of how 
important to the Afghan struggle is guer- 
rilla training on a wider scale.    . 

CSO:     4600/716 
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BANGLADESH 

REPORTAGE ON BANGLADESH BUDGET FOR 1984-1985 

Text of Budget Speech 

Bhaka THE BANGLADESH OBSERVER in English 29, 30 Jun 84 

[29 Jun 84 pp 11-13] 

[Text] Following Is the text of Budget speech by Mr. M. Syeduzzaman, Principal 
Finance Secretary and Financial Adviser to President and Chief Martial Law Ad- 

ministrator. 

It is a natter of great pride and privilege for me to be given the task of 
presenting the Budget of the Goveraent of the People's Republic of Bangladesh 
for the financial year 1984-85. In so doing, I remain aware of the heavy re- 
sponsibilities for preparation and presentation of bee Budget and remain deeply 
conscious of my own limitations. Before I go to discuss the outcome of the 
current financial year and outlook for the year for 1984-85, I would like to 
take full advantage of this occasion to express, on behalf of the Government, 
deep regrest and condolences for those who have been the victims of natural 
disasters and other violences during the year. These include political workers, 
industrial labour and workers, farmers, students, and Government servants in 
performance of their duties. I would like to express my deep sympathies for 
their near and dear ones. In particular, I would like to refer to the victims 
of the recent torrential rains and severe floods in certain parts of the country 
and massacre of innocent civilians in Chittagong Hill Tracts. 

2  The year that we are leaving behind has been an eventttl one in more than 
one sense. There was significant expansion in international exposure of the 
nation. Bangladesh played an active and meaningful role in international af- 
fairs during the year. This was achieved through active and effective partici- 
pation in the activities of the united Nations system, the Organisation of the 
Islamic Conference, the non-aligned movement, the Commonwealth and the South 
Asian Regional Cooperation forum. The confidence reposed upon Bangladesh by 
the Islamic World was further enhanced with the impressive organisation of the 
14ih Islamic Conference of Foreign Ministers held in Dhaka last December. New 
areas of cooperation with friendly countries were explored and identified dur- 
ing the year. Fruitful visits were undertaken by the Hon'ble President to a 
number of Islamic countries and to the United States of America. The Queen of 
England, the King of Bhutan, Presidents of the united Arab Emirates, Zambia 
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and the Maldives, Prime Ministers of Canada and Thailand, visited Bangladesh 
during the past one year. These are indications of the important strides taken 
by Bangladesh in its foreign policy pursuits. "Torcanc strides taken 

3. Within the country the nation saw active resumption of political activities 
as part of the programme of the Government for transition tTTSSaSfJSS- 
ical system. The pilitican parties have been actively projectedrtheir 
programmes and the Government had elaborate exchange of views with the ooliti 

:ilJ?i?*°f  the COUntry f°r <•"—«■, a road lor trSlti^to'a'd^1 cratic system. 

4. During the year the Government laid the foundations of long-term changes 
£n n6 <fd ^/f^trative reorganization and development fdmSstrtSon 
460 Upazilas and 64 Zilas now characterise the administrative mVoT t£ 
country. This has, in its wake, called for new steps in the matLr of de- 
velopment planning, administrative decentralization and delegation offinan- 

auat^f ESSS"8 responslbillticS- Despite teethln8 troubles and inaat^ 
tt£svtf*     S at *? nCW COmmand P08ts of thc reorganized administra- 
™f 8J^» ~ one can deQy that a new direction has been charted for future 

public administration and development administration in Bangladesh 

The Economy in 1983-84 

<™ SM Ühe P°lnt °f View of economic changes, 1983-84, the year we are leav- 
ing behind Presented a mixed picture; but a significant departurefro^ the 

effottf Jilt r    1981'82 "d 1982"83- ^ was as »uch *« to determined 
Jff^Ti.!? ^T6" " due t0 chan*es ln the external environment. 
ITTtlt economic environment is looking up, the trade climate seems to 
nr^L  I?

PS
JS

8
* 

com0°dity prices have startad to slowly recapture thetr 
prices-all with noticeable beneficial Impact on our export earning SiL 
omic relationship with friendly countries! ^   earnings and econ- 

r;vefledC^8n^°MrdS ^ ^ f the year' the lnternal economi^ environment revealed some problem areas and mixed performance. The gross dome tie ZZA«^ 
was projected to grow by 6% during the year. The anchor fheets of this target 

atr: ceerol°?2lfm?igains ?J; lerei "-1 UU3*~ tons -tÄT *; a«J?     $ 60° million- Taki»8 into account the actuals and realisation 
of different programmes during the past 11 months of the year, It  I^now 
quite clear that these targets will not be reached. But for tte late fToods 

Jostibmty of tliTLZf  "^ fl0°dS in reCent Week8' there was a distinct 
Sons l£yr!f JS S" °  Productlon reaching a level of at least 16 million 
°n' ^ fcent floods alone are estimated to have destroyed about 600,000 

be no Llltt      ?*\ T<^  f0°d Production *» the country is now estimated to 
198?-8r 

1UOn t0nS' COn,pared "^ "^ -111*» *»■ realised in 

l'r*M<L±S Mhe T 1,,fWrtant Parameter in guaranteeing overall economic 
ul     itllL  ?° """^ that ** Production «oing below targets, prices moved 
S^S^'SETT"? target which was set at 700,000 tons will hardly 
«ntlrices  lfotdS%«VreVallJn8 **&/**" P***« compared topprocure- ment prices. In order to ensure adequate food stocks arrangements had, 
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therefore, to be made for additional imports from friendly countries under 
aid as well as with our own cash foreign exchange resources and under deferred 
payment arrangements. At the same time as market prices of rice continued to 
remain high starting from January '84, an unusual phenomenon after the Aman 
harvest sale from Government stocks both under the ration system as well as 
under open market sales had to be stepped up. Whereas the original targets of 
food imports land distribution were 14 lac tons and 17 lac tons respectively, 
these figures may now reach 2.2 million and 2.1 million tons nearly. At the 
end of June 1984, total stock of foodgrains with the Government is expected to 
be almost 9 lac tons, compared to 630,000 tons at the end of June 1983. 

8. The increase in price of foodgrains, particularly,rice, in the last few 
months had its sympathetic influence on the prices of other food items such as 
fruits and vegetables, spices, pulses, edible oil, fish, poultry, meat, etc. 
It may not be out of place to look for reasons for this increase. It originated 
from a combined impact of lower production, internal monetary developments as 
well as developments in the foreign trade sector. Exports during 1983-84 will 
reach a figure of $825 million dollars exceeding the achievement of 1982-83 
by over 20Z. On the other hand non-food imports will be substantially below 
the target fixed for the year. The imbalance between availability of reeur 
sources from export earnings and remittances and actual realisation of imports, 
resulted in a situation of excess money suppoy and demand. 

Money supply which increased by nearly 28% in 1982-83, also a result of high 
growth in remittances and moderate growth in exports—but depressed import 
levels, is again expected to go up by almost 30% this year. On the basis of 
these parameters, the rate of inflation as measured by traditionally computed 
consumer price index is estimated to be about 13% on a point to point basis. 
But one should not overlook the fact that in the closing 3 months of the year 
cost of living index went up at an annual rate significantly higher than the 
conventionally measured cost of living index. Higher than average price for 
jute, cugarcane, cotton, tobacco and other agricultural products also stepped 
up purchasing power and demand for food items in the rural and urban areas. 
While significant expansion in agricultural credit increased the holding power 
of surplus farmers, composition of Government's development programme, particu- 
larly for infrastructures, also played its part in pumping purchasing power 
in the hands of wage earners. Because of unanticipated loss of production, 
pressure on prices was more than it would have been otherwise. The basic 
reasons have been inadequate production and supplies of agricultural products; 
disruption of communications at times and high cost of transportation also 
added to the pressure on prices. Government took all measures to increase 
supply of foodgrains, sugar, spices and edible oil. It deserves to be men- 
tioned further that the rate of increase in prices of non-food items has been 
relatively moderate. In a subsistence economy like that of Bangladesh, the 
major part of additional money income in the hands of people go for purchase 
of food items. It is, therefore, imperative to increase supply of food items 
and other consumer goods through higher domestic production as well as imports. 
I shall dwel on this subjedt at greater length a little later. 

9. Estimates at this time indicate that the growth rate of GDP may be only 
about 4.5% this year as against the original target of 6% and the more recent 
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estimates of 5.3% before the flood damages. The Agriculture sector as a whole 
is expected to grow by no more than 4% compared to 4.7% in the previous year 
The manufacturing sector is expected to record a growth rate of 5.7% compared 
to only 0.3% in 1982-83. But for the disruption in power supply from the 
first quarter of 1984, industrial production would improve further. The ex- 
perience of the last few months has highlighted the importance of coordinated 
and rapid development of power and gas resources along with facilities for 
transmission and distribution. 

10. While in the Implementation of public sector development programme a 
number of administrative and financial reform measures were undertaken during 
the year, Government continued to provide expanded facilities to the private 
sector as enunciated in the New Industrial Policy. The private sector has 
responded satisfactorily to the package of incentives and facilities offered 
by the Government. This was reflected in higher sanctioning of industrial 
projects and investments. This year Government also decided to open up in- 
surance business, both General and Lifek to the private sector. A new invest- 
ment company in joint collaboration with Saudi Arabia is being set up. All 
formalities regarding this company on both sides have been completed. It is 
expected to start operation soon. Government has also decided in principle to 
promote Investment Companies in the private sector including on joint venture 
basis. 

Realising the importance of Stock Exchange as an effectiveecatalytic agent for 
ensuring enlargement in private sector participation, several measures were 
taken during the year for strengthening the Dhaka Stock Exchange. The measures 
are aimed at increasing the supply of stocks and shares in the Stock Exchange 
as well as ensuring close monitoring and regulation of the activities of the 
Exchange. 

11. One major concern of the Government in the industrial sectorsis the weakened 
positionoof the industrial financing institutions namely BSB and BSRS. The prob- 
lem is basically financial, but administrative weaknesses also loom large. 
A special recovery drive has been initiated by the two institutions jointly, 
with incentives for early clearance of overdues. When the financial and ad- 
ministrative problems surfaced in the beginning of 1982-83, Government agreed 
with the concerned donors to undertake a thorough review of their operations. 
A group of expatriate consultants along with local consultants are already 
working in these two institutions on the basis of pre-determined terms of 
reference. But the fact remains that 1983-84 has been a poor year inasmuch 
as the financial base of BSB and BSRS has been seriously eroded and their 
capacity for financing and sanction has been reduced. We hope the above- 
mentioned study will indicate measures for strengthening their capacities for 
better apprisal and analysis of investment proposals and possible reorganiza- 
'i??*,. But^unless the borrowers develop the habit of repaying their dues, it 
will be difficult for the institutions to keep up the level of their support. 
In order to bring defaulters to book, three additional Courts have been set up 
this month in Dhaka, Chittagong and Khulna, which will primarily deal with 
cases regarding claims of these financial institutions as well as other commer- 
cial banks. The intention of the Government is to restructure the financing 
institutions and to introduce discipline in the matter of industrial sanction, 
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appraisal of projects and use of resources—both foreign exchange and local 
currency; because expansion of facilities for the private sector and continued 
reliance on private initiative for expanding the productive base of the economy 
remains a major objective of Government's economic and industrial policy. It 
is in this context that the industrial sanctioning procedures have been 
simplified and sanctioning powers at all levels and or the financing insti- 
tutions including commercial banks have been enhanced. But there is no sub- 
stitute for financial discipline and there will be no compromise on obligation 
for repayment of liabilities. Only on this basis a sound base for industrial 
grvwth can develop and genuine entrepreneurs helped. In genuine cases, the 
institutions will consider proposals for rescheduling of liabilities, but the 
defaulting borrowers have to demonstrate their willingness to cooperate with 
the institutions. 

12. Balance of payment outcome for the year will also be noticeably different 
from the original projection. Export earnings is expected to reach $825 mil- 
lion. The increase will come mostly from improved prices and partly from 
increase in volume. Terms of trade, expected to improve by about 20% this 
year, will still be 22Z below the level of 79-80. At this stage estimates 
are that total merchanldse import will amount to $2467 million including 
purchase of three wide-bodies aircrafts. Excluding the aircrafts and food 
imports, other imports during the year may reach a level of $1979. This com- 
pares with the revised target $2180 for such imports. One important develop- 
ment in the field of balance of payments has been a change in the direction of 
flow of remittances. In 1982-83 it reached a level of $625 million compared 
to only $25 million in 1981-82. This year the estimate mis $630 million 
against which actual realisation may not exceed $595 million. 

Total commitment of foreign aid in 1983-84 is now estimated at about $1800 
million and total disbursement during the year is now estimated at $1450 
million compared with $1345 million in 1982-83. Taking into account repay- 
ment of short-term borrowings and servicing and payment of long term loans, 
foreign exchange reserves are estimated to be over $500 million at the end of 
June '84, compared to about $350 million on 3-6-1983. This will be an all 
time high at the end of any financial year. 

13. In recent years there has been a slow down of implementation of projects, 
with consequent decline in the level of disbursement in respect of aided 
projects. While the donors have expressed concerns about this, it has also 
delayed the benefit of public sector investment programmes. The measures taken 
last year in respect of preparation of the ADP, processing of projects and 
release of development funds were moves in the right direction, but needed 
further strengthening this year. These were in the areas of delegation of 
financial and administrative powers. The Ministry of Finance have now dele- 
gated substantial financial powers to the administrative Ministries and to the 
Project Directors—in respect of non-development and development expenditure. 
Except for a very limited number of issues other Ministries do not have to 
come to the Ministry of Finance for sanction—if budget provision has been 
made, 

14. Apart from institutional reforms for improving management and implementa- 
tion of development projects, two other key objectives of the budget and 
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programme for 1983-84 were (a) Improvement in financial management, (b) Em- 
phasis on domestic resource mobilization as a major medium term objective. 
The policy reforms initiated and adopted this year in this field were 
designed keeping in view their medium and long terms benefitial impacts. 

The mo*e towards mobilization of domestic resources was reflected in the fiscal 
measures, but greater attention was concentrated on Improving the financial 

T^Zl°£  thC P^bliC rS?r «"»«•«*" «* entSrises8wSch actounf for 
a very large percentage of fixed capital assets in the industries sector. 
It is a matter of satisfaction that the public sector agencies as a group 
showed Improvement in their financial position by significantly reducing their 
total borrowing from the banking system over the previous jrear. In fact their 
negative position was reversed during the year. 

15. In order to mop up excess liquidity which posed a threat to the price 
level Government introduced a Special Treasury Bond with 2-Year maturity and 
re-introduced the 5-Year savings Bond, both with attractive rates of SSrests 
Response to the Special Treasury Bond was quite satisfactory and by the" end 
of the year total sale would be exceeding Tk. 180 cro. This helped the 

tlZ^TVar«y to/educe the ex™**  liquidity and also to raise additional 
resources for financing the Annual Development Programme. 

ÜLJ£ the/f! °f fadual erosion in the real wages and income of public 
servants and industrial workers, Govt. decided to raise the emoluments of these 
ES'MSL I  lncreasln8 Nearness allowance and providing extra fringe benefits 
like higher house rent allowance and Festival allowance. While this was an 

»£!SYTUre' Ga7t:  •1"° felt the need for Puttin8 the system of deter- 
*£?ZT If/f8e8% salarie* and other compensation of public sector employees 
and industrial workers on a rational footing-linked with efficiency and pro- 
ductivity. An Industrial Worker's Wages and Productivity Commission and a 
National Pay Commission were, therefore, set up with wide terms of reference, 
it is expected that these two Commissions will recommend measures to determine 

StlonT^fl0? P^S8e °f„PUblic Sector •»!**••■ «d industrial workers on a rational and scientific basis. 

17. During the year Uttara and Pubali Banks were converted into public 
limited companies and the share of Uttara Bank have already been sold to the 
n^Lf"Ä?lders1

and °ther applicants. It is expected that a new Board of 
Directors will be elected by the shareholders and transfer of management would 
takejlace soon. The Pubali Bank has also placed its share for safef in the 

18. In 1983-84 the Population Control Programme made substantial progress. 
During the year a National Council of Population Control was set up with the 
President as its head, and an Executive Committee of the Council with the 
concerned Minister as its head. At the field level Coordinating Committees 
have been set up in Upazilas, unions and Villages for closely and regularly 
monitoring and evaluating the activities of Government and non-Government 
organisations In the field of health and family planning. Similarly Coordin- 

wISw^r^T*1""'? al8° been Set up at the level of municipalities and 
District administration. These committees meet every month to review the local 
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pBogrammes. During the year Important demographic targets were reviewd such 
as NRR and CPS. Realization of targets in the use of various contraceptives 
lead us to believe that the 2-year "crash programme" launched in 1982-83 will 
be fulfilled. By the end of 1983-84, the PGE may reabhaa figure of 2.44%. 

19. In the budget announcement for 1983-84 mention was made about Depart- 
mentalisation of Accounts and separation of Audit from Accounts. According to 
this decision the administrative ministries/ divisions are to take the respon- 
sibility for maintenance of their own accounts and for control of expenditure 
according to budget provision. The objective was to simplify the method of 
financial transactions and to instil a greater sense of responsibility in the 
spending agencies. This new system was introduced in the Ministries of 
Agriculture and Education with effect from 1-7-1984 and In the Ministry of 
Food with effect from 1-1-1984. In addition, during the year the Land Ad- 
ministration and Land Reforms Ministry, Roads, Highways and Road Transport 
Division, Internal Resources division and the PT&T Bivision have also been 
brought under the scheme of Departmentalisation. The possibility of bringing 
some more ministries under this system in the next financial year is under 
active consideration. The objective is to bring all the Ministries/Divisions 
under this system in a phased manner. It is expected that Departmentalization 
of Accounts and smooth implementation of the new system will ensure a dynamic 
and efficient financial administration. 

20. A major step taken by the Government towards bringing basic changes in 
the rural social structure was the setting up of a Land Reforms Committee 
which submitted its report in the beginning of this year. 

In August, 1983, a high powered National Iiplementation Committee for Land 
Reforms, was set up to implement the measures recommended by the Land Reforms 
Committee which have been approved by the Government. 

The IMplementation Committee is making earnest efforts to translate the 
recommendations of the Land Reforms Committee into active forces. The Imple- 
mentation Committee, has already piloted the Land Reforms Ordinance, 1984 
and Agricultural Labour (Minimum Wages) Ordinance, 1983 which have been 
approved by the Council of Ministers. The Land Reforms Rules, 1984 have 
also been prepared and are currently under examination. 

21. In the Development Programme for 1983-84, the Upazilas received high 
priority to make the local Government a going concern as early as possible. 
To accelerate the installation of Upazila administration Tk. 172 crore was 
spent on development of infrastructure facilities and another Tk. 172 crore 
were given to the Upazila Parishads as grant for development activities. A 
part of the development grant may remain unutilized at the end of the year, 
but the funds have been made available in full on a non-lapsable basis. To 
ensure that the development funds are appropriately utilized by the Upazila 
Parishads, Planning Commission issued suitable guidelines in July, 1983. 
The principal objectives of these guidelines is to ensure that the develop- 
ment investments of the Upazila Parishads are in conformity with the national 
development objectives, programmes and priorities. Upazila Parishads are 
expected to take and are taking an increased responsibility for local level 
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planning and development. The criteria for development expenditmre by the 
Upazila Parishads will be reviewed in the light of current year's exper- 
ience. 

Revised Budget—1983-84 

22. The Budget for 1983-84 estimated revenue receipts at Tk. 3397 crore 
SutS t?A  t°1

reduction ln *■*<>"* and consequent lower receipts of i£ort 
duties and sales tax, total revenue receipts are now prelected at Tk 303"? 
crore. Though the total reduction on account of cZtl£ duties anfsales 
tax wouldamount to Tk 419 crore, there would be an improvement^ nearly 

«;, 1* t T TS ^C±8B dutieS and incoB,e tax- **** Development tax con- 
tinued to lag behind. Against the projection of Tk. 60 crorette reSip^s 
are unlikely to exceed Tk. 33 crore. Administrative delays L putSng the 
^ST/Vf* devel°Pnent ** ** Pi«" U  responsible for tois  In the 
%£ZH £?f tS; reVenUSS 8hOWed a decllne of Tk» 367 «ore. Nontax revenue has done better. Revised estimates of receipts ate Tk s<n nwL» 

«t2 «LTJ? ^"^P'8 froa tha always, and non-materialisation of 

SJTbTS.IS'LS;year* * the **•totta 8hortfa11 ia r— «-Ft. 
Revenue expenditure was projected at Tk. 2414 crore including a provision of 
^~HLCr°r; "f** ?"***»* Expenditure».    The revised estimatefofRevenue 
ST^SL "If tte ye" "r *•  25°3 Cr°re 8howin8 an incraase of near^T 
S J J        I «        ff*/art °f this' how«v«.  is notional, because of valu- 
^Z^LZV** Kel±efu8°0dS ±n ««««y ««-.    The devils of increase in 
S^wJ. 5eCn ShOWn Ä :the documcnt «titled "Supplementary BuSget"? 
2Ju23Sli2"^*iP^lt;r,ufnm thC lunp P™isi°» *« unexpected expenl 
SS? related to ^crease in house rent support to Government employe« 
which was announced in the Budget, extension of benefits to thVteachers of 
vSoo^rrT eduCat,ional ^titutione, revenue expenditure on co^Jeted de- 
velopment schemes, and preparation for elections at several levels      Shortfall 

J^STS^S*"* inCl^8l±n reVenue -P-diture rlllT^ revenue*11 
surplus from Tk.  983 crore to only Tk. 530 crore in the revised budget. 

are* stort^fin^jjf^ 8ubstantlally during the year.    The main reasons 
larefr    Z,      do°estic procurement, higher imports from own resources and 
iSS.TiSoSTff ^e/atlonin8 ay"«» and open market operations.    The 
original budget indicated   a net total outlay of Tk.  193 crore on food budget 
from Government revenues including a subsidy of Tk. 129 crore? ^n the Re^ 

of ttl Ittt'iZh^e th\?*t SUbSidy WiU g° UP to Ä-  16° cro", on account 
2fi? £ distrib»tion   offtake and sales, and lower domestic procurement,  there 
StLnf^n SUrPJUS f Ä- 33 C"0re-    This ls also due to ProcureaeTof ad? ditional foodgrains from external sources on deferred payment basis rather 

esSmatS af T^f """'^ b°rrowlnSs for ^reasinTstocks, wJich"as 
J^stii?^ss.^the Budget'was not resorted to because °f <- 
the «lllil-fT?'! ?°? f°reign assistance during the year also changed from 
the original Budget Estimates. Food aid, commodity aid and project assistance 
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received tinder loans and grants were estimated at Tk. 3415 crore, which will 
go up to Tk. 3483 crore in the Revised Budget. While there will be improve- 
ment on account of food aid and project aid, there will be appreciable short- 
fall in the disbursement of Commodity aid. The shortfall in Commodity aid is 
directly related to slow growth of imports during the year. Total amount 
available for financing the Annual Development Programme according to the 
original Budget was placed at Tk. 2816 crore, consisting of Tk. 1522 crore 
under Project aid, Tk. 1116 crore as counterpart funds from non-project aid 
and Tk. 177 crore from sale of foodgrains under PL-480 Title II & III. In 
the revised Budget the total amount is estimated to come down to Tk. 2705 
crore—Tk. 1652 crore under Project aid, Tk. 950 crore under Commodity aid 
and Tk. 103 crore from sale of food assistance ander Title II & III. 

24. In the Revised Budget, domestic resources available for financing the 
ADP will amount to Tk. 727 crore—revenue surplus of Tk. 530 crore, net capital 
receipts of Tk. 58 crore, surplus of the food budget amounting to Tk. 33 
crore, about Tk. 78 crore coming from internal resources of some development 
agencies, and Tk. 28 crore to be raised through the sale of debenture by some 
public sector corporations. Together with available foreign aid, real re- 
sources for the ADP will be Tk. 3433 crore compared to Tk. 3484 crore envis- 
aged to the original Budget. However, the size of the revised ADP for 1983-84 
has been placed at Tk. 3585 crore which indicates a shortfall of resources 
to the extent of Tk. 152 crore nearly. This shortfall will be financed partly 
from unspent balance of Upazila funds in the PL-accounts with the treasuries 
and the balance through implementation shortfall. If this shortfall is less 
than Tk. 90 crore, there will be borrowings from the Central Bank or deficit 
financing. However, on the basis of past experiences, and the progress of 
development expenditure during the first 10 months, assumptions regarding 
implementation shortfall seems to be relatively safe. It needs to be pointed 
out that the actual realisation of the ADP will ultimately depend on total 
disbussement of Project aid. Even if there is some borrowing from the central 
bank on account of shortfall in generation of counterpart funds and last minute 
shortfall in revenue collection, credit expansion, if any, for the Government 
and the public sector as a whole, will be contained within the overall credit 
programme of the year. Actual expenditure under the ADP in 1982-83 was a 
little over Tk. 3000 crore. Therefore, on the basis of real resources avail- 
able, the ADP for 1983-84 is expected to exceed the previous year's achieve- 

ment in real terms. 

Backdrop of the 1984-85 Budget 

25. Before starting discussions on the Budget for 1984-85 it will be worth- 
while to take a pause and look back for a moment. In the year that we are 
leaving behind the economy of Bangladesh is now expected to grow by 4.5%: 
last year it was 3.7% and the year before 0.9%. Exports are expected to reach 
a level $825 million this year, compared to $680 million in '82=83 and $625 
million in '81-82. Foodgrain production during '83-84, even after the flood 
damages is expected to reach level of 15.5 million tons, compared to 15.1 
million tons last year and 14.4 million tons the year before (81-82). Aid 
disbursements reached a low level of $1237 million in '81-82, increased to 
$1345 million in '82-83, and this year will hopefully reach a level $1450 
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Billion. It can, therefore, be said that the economy has come out of reces- 
sion and is now poised for a period of growth. This is partly because of 
favourable changes in the external environment, but mostly due to the deter- 
mined policy changes made by the Government. But for the latest natural 
disasters, growth rate would have easily exceeded 5Z. 

26. The Budget for 1984-85 and policy measures for the year have to provide a 
meaningful push to the process so that the economy can be taken to a higher 
level of growth next year. All policy prescriptions and packages must be in 
the context of the following objectives: 

(a) Increase in production in the agriculture and the industrial sectors. 

(b) Increase in supplies through higher production and imports. 

(c) Stabilization of the price level through greater supplies and appropriate 
fiscal and monetary measures. 

(d) Rapid expansion of domestic energy production and supply. 

(e) Rapid expansion of investment and employment opportunities. 

(f) Continued incentives for growth of exports. 

(g) Sustaining and expanding the momentum of the population control program- 

1984-85 will be a year when the short term and the medium term objectives in 
the economic field will, in fact, coincide. 

27. It will be unwise and unrealistic not to keep in view the possible ad- 
verse elements which the economy will have to reckon within its efforts dur- 
ing 84-85 and take precautionary measures to mitigate their atverse impacts. 
I would list them as follows: 

(i) Vulnerability of the agriculture sector to weather conditions which have 
been demonstrated at great cost in the closing months of this year. 

(ii) The tight programme for implementation of gas and power sector projects 
which will be vital for ensuring industrial production. 

(iii) The potential threat of inflationary forces being unleashed due to high 
monetary expansion in the past 2 years. 

(iv) The narrow base of export production for generation of export surplus 
in the agriculture and industrial sectors. 

(v) Continued depletion of development resources due to preemption of revenues 
through inequltous and unproductive subsidies. 
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(vi) The uncertain international political situation, particularly the 
fatrlcidal war in the Middle East which could have destabilising impact on 
the economies of many low income and least developed countries. 

(vii) Heavy default on bank loans in the industrial sector which ean 
jeopardise the environment and capacity of the financing institutions for 
new investments. 

(viii) Growing debt service liabilities. 

(ix) Possibility of levelling off of remittances by our migrant workers. 

28. Fortunatejcy there is a favourable combination of circumstances and factors 
which can be and should be put to optimum use and exploitation in order to 
achieve the objectives mentioned above and to overcome the adverse factors. 
If I may recount the favourable factors I would list them as follows: 

(i) An all time high foreign exchange reserves. 

(ii) A satisfactory pipe line of commodity aid. 

(iii) A large project pipe line which can be drawn upon by the on-going de- 
velopment projects. 

(iv) Framework of a liberal import policy is in position. 

(v) Adequate supply of agricultural inputs in the country, increased domestic 
capacity for producing such inputs, and availability of other resources to 
meet higher levels of demand. An agricultural credit system capable of larger 
deliveries. 

(vi) Potential demand from money income to absorb higher production and im- 
ports. 

(vii) Advanced stage of implementation of a large number of key projects in 
the gas and power sectors, and in the infrastructure sector in general. 

(viii) An improved and decentralised system of project processing, fund re- 
lease and project implementation. 

(ix) A reorganised and decentralised development administration in position. 

(x) Indications of continued support by the donors in our development ef- 
forts. 

(xi) A favourable international trade climate and improvement an our terms 
of trade. 

(xii) A vigorous programme for family planning and population control which 
has been established on the basis of a 2-Year Crash Programme. 
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(xiii) A growing base for some of the non-traditional exports. 

29. In preparing the Budget for 84-85 we have to come face to face with 
certain realities. Economic growth depends on investment and investment 
needs resources. Setting higher investment objective, therefore, must be 
matched with higher mobilization of resources. At the sametime the demands 
for recurrent and non-development expenditure is increasing. Whether econ- 
omic services or health services, it is not possible to shut down administra- 
tive or law and order machinery for temporary periods, it is not possible to 
default on debt service obligations of the Govt. at home or abroad. Even 
oni8*year' 83~84' the A»11««! Development Programme will be financed nearly 
80Z from foreign assistance. Assertion for self reliance, therefore, has to 
be matched with mobilization of larger domestic resources. Higher domestic 
resources can come from higher revenue collection through taxation, higher 
income from the public sector corporations and economic enterprises, and re- 
duction of avoidable expenditure under development as well as non-development 
budgtt—including large subsidies. Whether on a short term, medium term or 
long term basis, there is, therefore, no escape from making greater efforts 
in this direction. A fast growing area must be the public sector organisation 
and enterprises where Government have invested substantial domestic and bor- 
rowed foreign resources. In FY 82-83 an amount of Tk. 500 crore nearly was 
converted into equity for these organisations. In 83-84 the amount was of 
the order of Tk. 400 crore. 

Therefore, efficiency and productivity of these organisations must improve 
and they must have the freedom to operate on commercial considerations. They 
must reflect their costs in the prices of their outputs and move totally away 
from Government subsidies. We hope that the National Pay Commission will 
design the compensation structure of the public sector corporations and other 
organisations keeping in view their obligatioastto the Government and to the 
society. 

30. A few words on foreign aid will be relevant at this stage. The external 
aid climate is not at its best. In the case of Bangladesh there seems to be 
a possibility that commitment of fresh aid in real terms will be maintained 
in the next few years. If the flow of resources in real terms is to be stepped 
up, disbursements from the pipeline and from fresh commitment must be acceler- 
ated. For agencies in the public as well as in the private sector this will 
mean faster use of commodity aid in the pipeline, faster implementation of 
prjects, and extreme care in allocation of foreign aid to priority objectives. 
If the level of investment is to be stepped up, which mufttbee done in the 
coming years, we must mobilize more domestic resources in real terms. Only 
that will be a meaningful move towards greater self reliance. 

31. I must be frank. This is an optimistic global scenerio. We need only 
fooi   at What opened t«> IDA VII. IDA VI was fixed at $12 billion in 
1980 and in 1984 IDA VII i, going to be fixed at $9 billion when the needs 
ot the developing countries have increased and the number of eligible IDA 
recipients has increased by 452. This is symptomatic. I mention this only 
to highlight that our claim on external resources will have to be justified 
by our own performance and efforts when there are so many other claimants 
and aid resources are limited. In the case of Bangladesh the tests will be: 
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(a) To what extent we can mobilize more domestic resources. 

(b) How effectively and timely we can implement aided projects. 

(c) What efforts we make to increase our export earnings in real terras. 

(d) How seriously we maintain a strong population control programme. 

There can be no difference of opinion that these are all steps towards self- 
sufficiency and we do not have to be told this by the donors. Without these 
efforts no development programme can make any headway. 

32. In 1984-85 also external assistance is going to play a dominant role in 
the overall economy of the country. The anchorsheet of the economic programme 
next year will be realisation of Imports at a level of nearly $2700 million. 
Of this, almost $1615 million will be financed from foreign assistance in 
the shape of food, commodity aid and project aid. 

The fiscal measures which I am going to describe shortly and the Import Policy 
for 1984-85 which will be announced soon will be directed towards realisation 
of the indicated level of import, for increasing domestic industrial production, 
agricultural production and supply of consumer goods. Special facilities will 
be provided for import of industrial raw materials, spares, intermediate goods 
and essential consumer goods. 

Budget Estimates—1984-85 

33. On the basis of the above mentioned import target and existing rates of 
taxes, duties, fees and service charges, total revenue receipts are expected 
to reach a level of Tk. 3465 crore. Of these, tax revenues to be collected 
by the NBR will amount to Tk. 2609 crore. Land Development Tax, Stamp duties, 
Registration fees and other taxes and duties will bring about Tk. 174 crore. 
On the whole taxes collected by the NBR will increase by 14%. Performance of 
land development taxes has not been satisfactory. On the basis of administra- 
tive measures taken this year, it is expected that collection of land develop- 
ment tax will go up to Tk. 50 crore next year. Non-tax revenues are expected 
to increase to a level of Tk. 682 crore compared to Tk. 593 crore in the Re- 
vised Estimates of 1983-84. Larger receipts are expected to come from dividend 
and profits of public sector financial and non-financial institutions, and net 
earnings of the T & T. I would like to mention particularly about the Bangla- 
desh Petroleum Corporation. This year there was a subsidy of Tk. 40 crore 
given to this organisation. Next year they will be contributing Tk. 35 crore 
out of their surplus to the Government exchequer. From a total accumulated 
loss of nearly Tk. 325 crore on 1-7-1983, the organisation has generated 
surplus this year to the extent of over Tk. 130 crore; and almost a similar 
amount is expected next year. The Telegraph and Telephone Department is ex- 
pected to increase its surplus by almost 65%—from about Tk. 11 crore in the 
Revised Estimates of 1983-84 to over Tk. 17 crore in 1984-85. 

34. Revenue expenditure in 1984-85 is estimated at Tk. 2803 crore. This 
will mean an increase of 12% over the revised estimate of 1983-84. The rate 
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of increase will be lower than rate of growth of total revenue which is esti- 
mated at 14%. The estimate of expenditure includes an amount of Tk. 123 
crore for unforeseen needs including an amount of Tk. 30 crore for completed 
development schemes which will be shifted to the non-development budget. 
Additional expenditure for elections will also have to be met from this allo- 
cation. The large amount of absolute increase in revenue expenditure estimates 
in 1984-85 reflects absorption of the higher emoluments of Government servants 
recently announced by the Government. It is worthwhile to mention thattthe 
largest increase in absolute as well as in precentage terms in the revenue 
budget for 1984-85 will be in the Education sector. With a total increase 
of about Tk. 105 crore, Education will have the single largest share in the 
non-development budget accounting for Tk. 470 crore. This will mean an in- 
crease of nearly 29% over the Revised Budget for 1983-84. The recurrent 
budget for the health services will increase from Tk. 113 crore in the original 
budget of 1983-84 to about Tk. 144 crore in the Budget Estimates of 1984-85— 
an increase of over 27%. Taking general administration, general services and 
the law and order machinery together increase in revenue expenditure in 1984- 
85 over the Revised Budget of 1983-84 will be under 10%. I am referring to 
these figures to indicate Government's determination to contain non-develop- 
ment expenditure. It is worthwhile to mention that revenue expenditure of the 
Railways will go up by about 16%—mainly due to increase in operating costs, 
additional benefits to the employees and increase in debt service charges. 
Another item of revenue expenditure to watch is interest payments on domestic 
and foreign debts. Total expenditure on interest payments will increase by 
about 16.5% next year over this year. 

35.  Capital transaction in the non-development budget has usually a negative 
impact on the budget.  But the Revised Estimates of 1983-84 showed a surplus 
because of the receipts from Special 2-Ye«r Treasury Bonds floated by the 
Government.  For FY 1984-85 the sum total of capital transactions will give 
rise to a deficit of Tk. 133 crore. The major items of payments relate to 
foreign debts, quota subscription of the International Monetary Fund and capital 
restructuring of certain public sector corporation. 

™ ' oIn?al receiPts of foreign loans and grants during the year will amount to 
Tk. 3897 crore compared to Tk. 3483 crore in the Revised Budget of 1983-84, 
showing an increase of 12.5% in Taka terms. Of this, Tk. 235 crore will be on 
account of projects outside the ADP which are implemented by the BSB, BSRS, 
BKB, BSCIC, Bangladesh Bank and some commercial banks. Of the remaining 
amount, Tk. 625 crore will be available from disbursement of food aid, Tk. 
1847 erore under project aid and Tk. 1190 crore as counterpart funds from 
disbursement of commodity aid. The last two items will be available for 
financing the Annual Development Programme.  In addition, sale proceeds of 
food aid received under PL-480 Title II & III will also be available for the 
ADP to the extent of Tk. 93 crore. 

37.  I would now like to discuss the Food Budget for 1984-85. Handling of the 
food budget has been a ticlish matter for several years. Because it is merged 
with the non-development budget, unexpected changes in the food situation im- 
mediatley affect the overall revenue budget. This is not desirable. It is 
for this reason that in the Budget for 1983-84 it was proposed to transfer a 
part of the financing of food procurement from the budget to the banking 
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system. The idea was that incremental Government stocks would be financed from 
the banking system. In the event this was not necessary as domestic procure- 
ment of foodgrains during the year was well below the budgetary target and ad- 
ditional food imports from our own resources were largely financed under de- 
ferred payment arrangements. 

The considerations for 1984-85 are slighly different. Considering the rapid 
expansion in money supply during the last two years, and the credit needs of 
the private sector, planned bank financing for food stocks would not be de- 
sirable. 

The revised Food Budget of 1983-84 now shows a surplus of Tk. 33 crore whereas 
the original budget envisaged a deficit of Tk. 193 crore. This resulted from 
greater than planned ofif-take, and lower than planned cash outlay on domestic 
procurement. In the budget for 1984-85 the overall situation will lead to a 
cash deficit of Tk. 30 crore which will have to be financed from the revenues. 
At the beginning of the financial year food stocks are likely to be about 9 
lac tons. Production during the 1984-85 has now been planned at 16.7 million 
tons. Imports are planned at about 17 lac tons. Domestic procurement is pro- 
jected at 5 lac tons of which 4 lac tons will be in the form of rice and 1 
lac ton wheat. Currently projected off-take is 19 lac tons including 4 lac 
tons for Food for Works Programme and another 1 lac ton for vulnerable group 
feeding and test relief. On these assumptions the stock of foodgrains with 
Government at the end of June 1985 should be about 1.1 million tons. The 
valuation of Food for Works Programme has been placed at Tk. 202 crore, and 
that for vulnerable group feeding and test relief at Tk. 42 crore. Cash sub- 
sidy on food distribution which will reach at Tk. 160 crore in the revised 
budget for 1983-84 is expected to come down to about Tk. 109 crore, mainly on 
account of lower projected off-take. But the real subsidy in both these 
years, taking into account the market value of Imported and domestically pro- 
cured foodgrains, remains much higher. This means real resources forgone 
which could be used for productive investments elsewhere. Gross outlay on the 
Food Budget in 1984-85 will amount to neary Tk. 1553 crore and net outlay 
Including financing from foreign assistance will be Tk. 562 crore. The net 
outlay will be financed to the extent of Tk. 625 crore from foreign aid and 
Tk. 30 crore from Government revenues, leaving an amount of Tk. 93 crore (sale 
proceeds of Title II & III foodgrains) which will be used for financing the 
ADP. 

Development Budget for 1984-85 

38. The National Economic Council approved a Development Programme for Tk. 
3896 crore for 1984-85. 1984-85 will be the last year of the Second Five Year 
Plan. As we are all aware, the Plan had to be pruned substantially considering 
availability of domestic and external resources. Moreover, allocations between 
public and private sectors were revised last year. It is in this context 
that we have to look at the ADP 1984-85. It is our firm belief that if the 
ADP for the next year can be implemented successfully, new benchmarks will be 
established for launching the fiird Five Year Plan with expectation backed by 
capacity for programme implementation. 
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39. The ADP for 1984-85 wiU have about 80 projects, a substantial consoli- 

ÄcST^,t0 nTly 14°° Pr°*CCtS 3 yCars a*o/ "**• -"I be an Annual Technical Assistance Programme with 71 technical assistance projects. 

The ADP will have a taka component of 2049 crores and project aid disburse- 
ments are estimated Tk. 1847 crore. Almost 30% of the estimated project aid 
disbursements will be in the shape of reimbursable local currency e^iture 
earliet ve^argHr f?****1*  of ***  currency resources cLp^ed to 
S^LdTSr^J S automatically heop faster implementation. A system 
of remards for meeting project completion targets will be introduced next 
year 

40. 
£*  JE5!  I  fh the declared P0Hcy of the Government for strengthening 
add expanding development activities at the Upazila level, the 1984-85 ADP 
provides for Tk. 423 crore for Upazila infrastructure and development grafts 

Sure of tf' *! 
Cr0r? ±n thC *"*»* "* f0r 1983"8^ AnotherspecS ' feature of the next year's ADP will be an allocation of Tk. 50 crore in local 

currency for development of the Chittagong Hill Tracts area. This wiS be 

^Vr^tlr°nVl^re  taka P"~ WhlCh haS *~ ^ovedly'the6 

lowed:" Preparing the ** for l984"85 th* following principles have been fol- 

(a) Adequate allocation for aided projects and projects nearing completion. 

(b) Meeting the full requirements of "Core Projects" 

(c) Priority in allocation for projects which are directly productive. 

-t^sr^SiSiss?of subh projects which can be pianned and ±^- 
l^^sH^tfr a relatJyely l"8e ™**r of projects will be completed in 
1984-85 compared to the earlier years, so that the Third Five Year Plan can 

WA! declared" ^"VS*-? °f ^^  pr°jectS as P—»I«.' *n£t«t SS K ffv    Policy of the Government the number of projects in the future 
t^e\rS  6 ledUCet  furthCr aS "°M and ■°™ activities are taken over by 
agenciel!      *'    ^"^ Parishads> and *»  autonomous public sector 

In terms of allocation the highest share will go to the agriculture sector 
including rural development and water resources development  Sse activities 
SLfuTi 'TIS ^™**8±»&  agricultural producton, will claim 28.?% ofthe 
total sectoral ADP allocation. Next is the energy sector including power and 
natural resources, which will have 23.0% of the total sectoral allfcatTons 

ätiof^Lo^0?^11 Clalm a littl€ °*Cr 10% and the transport Z  Smmuni- 
tlH   0 tl„^wlll haya ^ allocation of 8.6%. Taking into account thHuoca- 
SSrffJS? Paf \lnfrastructure programme, some sectoral alloaations wiU 
atlStiSn wS?be iSS"" *! eXaaplC' a largC part of tha Infrastructure allocation will be spent on roads, buildings and housing. On the whole 
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agricultural production and production of Gas and Power will be given highest 
priority under the Annual Development Programme. 

42. Use of development grants by the Upazila Parishads this year has hot been 
strictly according to the guidelines. Next year they must plan to make maxi- 
mum use of development funds on productive programmes—particularly in the 
field of agriculture. They must prepare special programmes/plans Immediately 
in the new year to raise production of fruits and vegetables, spices (Onion, 
chilli, turmeric), pulses, oil seeds, poultry, fish, on which wage earners 
in the rural areas can spend their money income. 

43. At this stage I would like to describe the resource plan for financing 
the ADP: 

(Taka in Crore) 

Revenue surplus on the basis of existing duties and 
taxes 662.20 

Net outcome of capital transactions in the non- 
development budget (excluding food budget). -133.00 

Net out of the food budget - 30.00 

Extra budgetary resources 
Power Development Board 65.00 
Others 68.00 
Debenture issue of some organisations 30.00 

163.00 

Total Domestic resources: 662.20 

Net receipt of resources from foreign aid disburse- 
ment: 

Project Aid 1847.00 
Non-project Aid 1190.00 
PL-480 Food Aid (Title II and III) 93.00 

3130.00 

Total resources available for development 
expenditure: 3792.20 

Annual Development Programme 3896.00 

Gap in Resources 103.80 

44. This gap will be made up through combination of new measures keeping in 
view the need for stepping up economic activities, production, Imports and ex- 
ports, in an environment of stable monetary and price situation. Before 
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dMcribing the detail» of these measures In Part II of «y statement, I «mid 

£S f^aaSal^ear? """^ «"« - ^ **-«- —*. *.^ 

Price, Money, Banking and Credit Situation, 1984-85 

4Ü' IS* ?tal picture of economic projections for the next year will emeree 
when the Export and Import policies are taken together. I wouX repeat^ 

win be" °l^l "f adeqTe flnancial 8Upp0" th™*h tSriSSI system will be a major determinant of the level of such activities in the agri- 

Provide ind^o1*1 f* COnmcrcial 8Actors- * is, therefore, durable to provide indications of monetary and credit measures for the vear At  tho M«I «f 
announcing the Budget. The monetary and credit projection^ for F? Js3-84 
was based on a growth rate of 6% in the GDP, price rise of 12? and a deficit 

£. tLf? ^8n^rt0r °f the •at"t °f ^^ Tk« 248 cr°re ($100 million)? 
SedJt wL nr^f f/r Pr**ered to tocrea8« by 15%, while total domestic 
credit was projected to expand by 17.3%. As against these projections de- 

ÄTSTSw CM f ?"? U ""^ °f the ycar *ndicatad tLrtotal Sidity will be substantially larger. The monetary and credit projections were there- 
to;:!!' ? 8Bi  "* t0tal li(luldity ls ™* estimated to increase by 311 whSe 
total domestic credit will expand by a little over 20%. The substantiallv 

surplus^bi0? in/°tal liqUldity durl°8 the *ear ls -Sly due S sizeable surplus in the foreign sector against the earlier projected deficit. 

It may, however be pointed out that there should be no borrowing of the pub- 
lic sector including the Government, from the central bank Zrthl year 5sä- 
84 except for temporary overdrafts that may be needed in the last f£ aavs 

2 MÄ\S AS™"* ** "^ - a11— «" * ™* 
46. The monetary and credit situation for 1984-85 will be influenced bv the 
developments in the foreign sector as in 1983-84. Foreign excise reserves 
at the end of June 1984 is estimated at Tk.  1300 crore or $51Wllion 

SS'PS?"8 the 7ear 1984_85 thC deta±ls of which T*11 b* announced'in the 
$6M l±lllt7 a!e astimated to ^ach a level of $885 million, and remittances 
12?.?? A    ^ lnt° the acc°unt thc Pr°Jected disbursement of foreign 
£ «ZT?'  Md °ther ueCeiptS and ?**""**>  the balance of payment is ejected 
for^SL «HSV    T "*• v27 Cr°re <R5° ■""«>.    MonetarTprojeSoS 
f«Lw P bCen ,Bade °n this basis and another crucial assumption is re- 
m^nt nit ^maent borrowfnS'    " w111 *• the continued policy oHhe^over^ 

ÄtÄÄ ~aS\Ä £££ 2S noTr^rrtothdeficit 
ÄiJS as^Lw™ ~ «"' ~ -"STS^Ä^ 
Credit to the public sector , „ ,.„ 

+ 3.5% 
Credit to the private sector ,nrm +26% 

Total domestic ceidit expansion ±1t, +15% 
Broad money 

+16% 
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This level of monetary expansion in the wake of an average expansion of about 
29% in each of the previous two years is expected to generate sufficient demand 
in the economy for increased economic activities and employment. If necessary 
foreign exchange reserves will be allowed to undergo reduction to meet higher 
demands. It is our firm belief that the monetary situation should not lead to 
inflationary expectations as ample provisions have been made for imports of 
foodgrains and other food items to make up shortfall in local production. 
Besides, the liberal import policy will be maintained and further strengthened 
for free import of raw-materials, spares and other intermediate and finished 
consumer goods. The monetary and credit programmes assume a GDP growth of 
about 6.0% as mentioned earlier, and price rise should not exceed 12%. 

47. Despite a very large increase in credit and money supply during the la»t 
two years the inflationary expectations have been contained by following, among 
other things, a realistic interest rate policy, particularly the deposit 
rate. It would be, therefore, necessary to continue the present policy which 
will help to keep financial savings attractive to the people. In order to 
provide incentives to the banks for accepting fixed deposits and for extending 
term lending, the statutory liquidity requirement for time deposit will be re- 
duced from 25 % to 23%, while the liquidity requirement in respect of demand 
deposits will remain unchanged at 25%. The central bank will keep this under 
constant review and take corrective measures whenever necessary. 

48. It has been sometimes said that the lending rates of banks are on the 
high side. It is to be remembered that lending rates are closely related to 
the rate of deposit, that is the cost of funds, and the cost of administration 
of loans. Besides, it is abundantly clear that the present lending rates have 
not blunted in any manner the demand for credit. In fact, even at this rate, 
demand of credit is in excess of availability of funds. The demand for credit 
was particularly strong in the case of private sector. Credit to the private 
sector expand markedly by about 50% in the first 11 months of this year as 
against an increase of under 25% in the same period last year. 

Banking services have been expanded to the rural sector significantly during 
the last few years. In order to have more funds available for lending to the 
rural sector and also to check unhealthy tendency to resort to hoarding and 
speculation specially of food and other commodities, banks will hatte to 
mobilize as much deposits as possible in the rural areas. For this purpose, 
saving deposits with checking facilities will be allowed to earn 1% higher 
interest rate in the rural areas; that means savings account with chequing 
facility in the rural areas will carry an interest rate of 9-1/2% as against 
the normal rate of 8-1/2%. It needs to be added that the central bank will 
continue to undertake selective credit control measures In order to check and 
prevent speculative build up of stocks. 

In order to provide incentive for developing banking habits and to generate 
confidence in the banking system in the wake of expansion of banking business 
in the private sector, Government have introduced a Deposit Insurance Scheme 
to be operated by the Central Bank. All commercial banks will pay a premium 
of 4 poisa per Tk. 100 deposit and all bank deposits will be insured up to 
Tk. 60,000. This will be effective Immediately. 
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49.    There was a sizeable expansion of agricultural credit in 1983-84     A 

xT^sTLnt^  8<5° r°rf ™ draW° UP' *•  57° ««• '« -op f^an^ and S*      ° crore for irrigation equipment.    Against this target, crop finantinT 

theÜdP:frtJuntatixtsCrSll lMtlt-t?~ i8 «^*- to reach Tk. ^r^rfby 
EX? M      ™T' »ill i»ean an increase of neary 30% over the figure for 
drill     To^TIf f°? **?"?** irrigation equipment was short ofthe 
TS? «.? financing irrigation equipment was short of the target. 
JarS S^ET ""* reLCh 0ttly ab°Ut Tk' 80 cror* b? ^e end of S2? com- pared to Tk. 108 crore achieved in 1982-83.    While the Ministry of   Aeri- 

it nafhlf f \f?ral bank Wil1 C°ntlnue t0 look into tne relsons fir this 
iLSLiT?   ^idCd thS therC Wil1 be no lncrease i« the prices of ircigatJon 
wells      Thf«S nef f±nattCial year*    "» «* exception «Ü1 be dee^tubl- 
pSce'is^lZJM    Aei°ia tUbeWe11 l8 n°W Ä-  1.12.000, whereas the cost 
Ik   loo era L^    KlakhS', T°tal 8Ub8idy on deeP tubewells will be nearly 
decided that tS S? ^V    the Pr**nt programme.    It has, therefore, been 
unit S Si «Si ?J       ? i    6P tubewells wm be raised to Tk. 1,30,000 per unit in the next financial year, still involving heavy subsidy. 

n^ill1118 "nanclng for non-crop items such as draft animals, beef fattening 
poultry, cold storages, and dairy farms, etc., total disbursement of SStt 

2? 198/fiI 8eCt°I l8 ^PeCted t0 rcach nearl* *• 9°0 crorH? the Inf of FY 1983-84 compared to Tk. 679 crore disbursed in 1982-83, recordine anIn- 
crease of about 33Z.    Against this Siebursement of around\l   loVtrJrt %. 

STn«nf 4rtitUtl°r are, eXPeCted t0 rec°ver *bout *•  490 crore by Iheeid 
Ül£Hi 198^c!mpa'fd t0 Ä-  338 crore in 1982-83.  Outstanding amount of alri- 
c^rTat t^nd^1!^^?1"0" ""  195° «^ *» 1983"84 ^ ^l^O^ 

^g settorhnIItavfHdLrfl0ned^ """"T 8UPP°rt w111 he Provided ^ the bank- ing sector next year for increasing employment and productive activities      I« 

balks    thelotat^o"01131 7"* CWdU °f ^^  £«P«±^2F££JLd 

«äSä sss äIS 2» JäSäS^ 
bt olfrhl I^eK rwal productlon activities to which increasing attention will 
ml«??™ ^ Mkin8 SeCt0r' t™ Pro8raames designed for this purpose dLerve 
mention.    They are Grameen Bank and Swanirvor Credit Programme. 

ilral^IorT'EÄ U *"P6fed t0 d±Sburse about tt-  20'27 crore to the 
SSaHI Jl if compared to only Tk.  5.9 crore in 1982-83.    For FY 
1984-85 it is expected that their lending operations will rise to Tk! 30 crore. 
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industries. The Sonali Bank alone will have a programme for Tk. 200 crore 
over a period of three years to be disbursed at 14% interest. This programme 
will be executed in close cooperation with the Bangladesh Small Scale and 
Cottage Industries Corporation. Development of ancilliary industries having 
linkages with larger industrial units in public and private sector will re- 
ceive particular attention in this programme. Other main elements of this 
programme would include development of 

(i) Textile cluster; 

(ii) Light engineering industries including bi-cycle industries; 

(iii) Industries in the BSCIC industrial estates in norther part and other 

backward districts; 

(iv) Handicrafts. 

In addition, the on-going special small Industrial Credit Scheme will be 
further strengthened raising the disbursement for 1984-85 to Tk. 30 crore 
compared to Tk. 15 crore estimated for this year. 

Initiative taken by the nationalised banking sector and their social con- 
sciousness in helping to generate employment and income in the rural and urban 
areas is certainly praiseworthy. 

51. During 1984-85, several other new programmes are proposed to be intro- 
duced in the field of banking and credit. Commercial banks will be encouraged 
to go into term financing for setting up new capacities and for balancing and 
modernisation of industrial and manufacturing units to supplement the activ- 
ities of term financing institutions. 

The banks are expected to put in place simplified procedure for such loans, 
and if necessary Bangladesh Bank will determine targets for each bank. This 
is expected to facilitate the growth of industries, particularly those using 
machinery under the Wage Earners Scheme or using locally produced capital goods. 
In order to promote use of selected locally produced capital machinery, Bangla- 
desh Bank will introduce a scheme to refinance the banks and financial institu- 
tions providing loans for such capital machinery. 

52. While this will be a new phase in the history of our commercial banks, 
it is necessary to sound a word of caution. These new activities and involve- 
ment in term lending will call for professional supervision at every stage. 
The industrial financial institutions and the commercial banks must realise 
that there is need for planned supervision, guidance and monitoring of all in- 
vestment projects whether in public or private sector. The lender's role must 
not end with the sanctioning of loans; but should be as active, perhaps more 
than when sanctioning such loans, as large amount of public funds have been 
misused in the past. The new initiatives of the commercial banks will succeed 

only if they take steps keeping this in view. 
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rL V^J  ^ tCided that from 1984"85 a hire-purchase system will be In- 
troduced through the commercial banks for «11 consumer durables  FL2 In- 
come employees, whether In the Government, public sector or private sector 
will be provided facilities for purchasing locally produced bicycles sewlna 
machines and radios under hire-purchase system. Such loans wiU be avaSatS 
S thL8rrte? °f a",-***«- Bangladesh Bank will w^rk out the £ta"ils 
of this scheme in consultation with the commercial banks. 

5% inter^t^n1^68^^1"?°dUCed a SCheoe for "dancing rural housing at 
*2 *?  *   5 t0 the end of the year about Tk. 3 crore is expected tobbe 
djstorsed on this account. In 1984-85 credit for this purpLTSS be rlsed 

inCluH?nr^^Ti°
fuTk- 15 Cr0re* Thie Wl11 be *» addition to run* housS 

SrSonPaZila hOUSin8 activlties to be financed by House Building See Corporation. 

54. 
to'ä^S* beg±nnin8 of this ?ear a 8<*eme was introduced for giving relief 
auctuaSonSof ~ ?tt**cnm>  on accou^ of higher liabilities arming from 
fluctuation of exchange rates. Borrowers were given time to exercise their 
option under this scheme up to 31-12-83. Since then re^esenStions have 
been made for extending this period. It has been decided that the Period of 
option should be extended to 31-12-1984. P 

*L tXfsulferwfnfh^aT °f Cred±t' * W°uld like to ffiention that consider- 
£L dL^S * ^  !/he farmerS ±n the flood effected areas, Government 
have decided to provide concession and relief in respect of agricultural 
loans  Agricultural loan disbursed this year for Irri, Boro and Aus crops 
will be rescheduled by one year and interest charges will be fully waived 
Moreover no penal interest will be charged for this rescheduling. 

^'f^e
tt
PreSen! Sy8tem °f bank credit has 8rown freely out of responses 

to fill gaps and pressing needs for certain activities such as export finan- 

c^La8^JUl^al Credit' hOU8in8 loan8' non-cr°P ™al cre^it?^m2l anT 
SE?«±ndustrles' etc« v™ »«ad for a proper and in-depth revieTof the 
that 1  221? 5" beCn fClt f°r SCMne tiae- Ifc has> therefore, bee^ decided 
Si JrS^J ^ ^ C0mmi8Sl0n Wl11 be Set UP with •««* from July 1, 1984 
The terms of reference of this Commission have already been finalise! 

57. Need for coordination among the banks and financial institutions and for 

baffSirrltati0n/ith the Gova«^" and the control on policy issues has 
been felt for some time. It has, therefore, been decided to set UP Con- 
sultative Committee for the nationalised banking sector in whicJ private 
sector banks will also be invited. private 

worried toX^Lf tb%comaercial *****  have been causing considerable 
T«fHt , Government for some time. One way to pursue recovery is to 
institute money suits in the civil courts. In order to expedite dSposal of 

ZS a^d CMttae^^i^ T °f 8ub"^d^ were SliJfcSSS^t 
p!r.ri, ^r8' °nly recently three "»re courts of sub-judges—one 
sSL «f J^' Chi"a80n8 «* ^"^ have been created to del with moSy 
coirL If T^<*f  financlal institutions. With the functioning of ™ five 
disposal or^v868^^0 f *****>  ^ Ht Chi"a8°^ and one at Khulnt, disposal of money suits and recovery are likely to improve. 
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59  I would like to say a few words on the exchange rate policy regarding 
which considerable controversy has been noticed. The main objective behind 
the present exchange rate policy is to maintain relatively stable currency 
value, keeping in view the need for maintaining (a) competitiveness of the 
taka vis-a-vis our trading partners for increasing exports and (b) incentives 
for migrant workers to send remittances. I can say with confidence that this 
policy has produced satisfactory results. Even in a period of depressed 
international economic environment exports increased in nominal as well as 
dollar terms both in 1982-83 and 1983-84. Remittances went up in 1982-83 by 
nearly 45% over the previous year. In 1983-84 also the flow of remittances 
has been maintained at satisfactory levels. The present exchange rate policy 
was established in November, 1982 when the official rate of exchange was Taka 
24 to a dollar. In the 19 months up to June '84, the official rate has gone up 
to 25 taka to a dollar, or a depreciation of little over 4%. But In the pre- 
vious 2 years from September, 1980 to November 1982 the exchange rate de- 
preciated from Taka 15 to Taka 24 to a dollar, or roughly by 60%. The rate 
of exchange has stabilized substantially since the present policy was intro- 
duced. One should differentiate the official rate of exchange from the market 
rate of wage earners funds. The exchange rate for wage earners funds is deter- 
mined on the basis of market demand and supply. It has been the Government 
policy to permit more and more imports under wage earners funds to maintain a 
reasonable level of premium over the official rate of exchange so as to keep 
it attractive to wage earners. It will continue to be the policy of the central 
bank to maintain a reasonable and satisfactory premium of wage earners funds 

over the official rate. 

Fiscal Measures 

I would now turn to the fiscal policy measures incorporated in the Budget for 
1984-85. Increase in domestic resources on a sustained basis is essential 
for providing funds for financing development activities in the country. In- 
direct and direct taxes provide the main domestic revenue resource. It is a 
fact that the base for resource mobilisation in our country is very narrow. 
It should also be remembered that revenue generation is not the sole objec- 
tive of taxation. In the overall context of the country's economic situation, 
fiscal policy measures should also promote production, investment end savings, 
help stabilise price level and supplement the general economic policy guide- 
lines. A tax must be rational and equitable and the procedure for its collec- 
tion simple. In the existing state of the economy, our revenue system is 
heavily dependent on imports. This, at times, interferes with the stability 
of the revenue resources and Impedes sustained growth of revenue. In order 
to get away from this situation, revenue collection has to be gradually 
shifted from Imported inputs to domestic production and income. The fiscal 
measures adopted this year will reflect this principle with a conscious begin- 
ning in that direction. 

Import Duty: 

2. Faced with the pressing need for increased domestic resource mobilisation, 
customs duty could hardly be applied in the past as an instrument for economic 
development. It was used mostly as an instrument for raising additional 
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revenue.    We neve attempted fnr the first time this veer to a««l.n H,. ,„.. 
collection aspect of customs duty e secondery ro£ enfe conscloS effort has" 

nnSt1?ef»^USe "ff 3 r11"" £or a"ins 8ro»th °f indnstr^ntpnt      In^ 
S^J        f!    ' "V"»" to= >*en «ade to Introduce e fiscal policy oacka« 
Ä™ l™lTtrib"e T"*' 'rl«s.tahUlty and generete JolcSnanevenue 

the ^Sg^^!-"5" ^ reSPe" t0 CU"<™ d»"- «• "— - 

(a) protection of domestic industry, 

(b) safeguarding consumers'  interest, 

(c) removal of fiscal anomalies, 

(d) uniform tariff for identical goods,  and 

(e) simplification of tariff structure. 

4.     In order to put domestic industry on a competitive and v^hi- *««♦.-,„.* 4 

ÄLsÄ^t .fT .T^***' «J^—läÜ« Auction, all duties on imported basic industrial raw materials having more than 202 

S^L^^dSA'TiS ^    In "" °f Par^ ™«d ^-trial sn£ ^f^318' different tariffs were applicable and many of them were above 
reL J £a5SUei?£  the declared policy» duty on ™ch materials nlve been 
reduced to 50%. There are also many fully processed articles which Ire used 
^  ffieS.?S 'omP°nents «* raw materials. Such items which are not 

Ä: 100%  y haVe b6en ±dentified 3nd dUty thereon ««• ^ -duced from 

h««1!^^'^8 the PrinciPles ! have outlined here, basic changes have 
thTtarfff  ^ dUty St™cture of * V«T wide range of commodities? Sin"ce 
to fore^f « K   %  ?onmodlties h*™ been brought down, Government willteve to torego substantial revenue. However in nrHor ♦•« v.li~ -  i 
growth, augment domestic productJrind^Snglbo'ut price" EASE" wTnav? 

Wr cosl^?^ f°r/hiS l0SS-  Jt iS h°ped that **«L2 pridSi" at a 
ITS addit^ial ^LitS *?"? ,°n commodity P^ces, benefiting the consuls. 

SASIATK iL^iT^eLi^zrstduties on a nuabcr of 

L^fT^ °f flSCa^ aaiwmalies' though essential, is a time consuming process 
ano^li-    °rHare bein8 tak6n Slnce the last ^ ^ars for re^ovS^uch 
realised ^ * ""*" °f f±8Cal an0nalies have bee° *«3i2 and 
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7  For quit« some time, trade has been demanding uniform rate of duty on 
commodities used for identical purposes. While there was no lack of under- 
standing of the problem, this could not be done earlier due to various factors 
including revenue implications. This year, a large number of items having 
identical use, have been brought under uniform tariff. 

8. The need for simplification, rationalisation and realignment of duty 
structure has been recognised since long. Keeping this in view and on the 
basis of the current and specific studies of National Board of Revenue, the 
following measures have been adopted:— 

(a) Textile fabric is an essential item and is used by rich and poor alike. 
It is desirable that its price is kept within the purchasing power of common 
man. On the other hand, considerable progress has been made in expanding domes- 
tic textile industry. Thousands of people are engaged In textile industries and 
handloom factories. Specialised textile mills are also coming up in a big way. 
While Consumers' interest demands low price of fabrics including imported 
varieties, the interest of the domestic industry has also to be protected. 
We have, therefore, endeavoured to strike a balance between these conflicting 
considerations. Synthetic and mixed fabrics are cheaper in intennational 
market, it is durable, easy to wash and iron, and therefore more suitable for 
the use by the common man. The present duty on the item is rather high at 
200% compared to the duty rate of 100% on cotton fabrics. We have unified these 
two rates at 150%. In order to enable the domestic industry to retain its 
competitiveness with imported synthetic and mixed fabrics, duty on yarn of 
man-made-fibre has been reduced from 50% to 20%, making the rate at par with 
that on cotton yarn. Simultaneously, in order to enable the local mandmade- 
yam manufacturers to compete effectively with imported variety, duty on m 
nylon chips has been reduced from 20% to 10% with full exemption of sales tax. 
This measure will bring the tariff on nylon chips at par with that on cotton 
and man-made-fibre. Moreover, in order to maintain steady supply of imported 
cotton at a stable price, tariff value has been fixed for the item at a level 
lower than the prevailing international price which is rising. The duty rates 
of 150% and 100% on grey unfinished cloth has also beenuunified at a lower 
rate of 100%. International fluctuations in fabric price has necessitated 
refixation of tariff value on different varities of fabrics and the existing 
tariff values have been adjusted by 10% and 15%. The interest of the domestic 
industry will be fully kept in view also in respect of items like fents. In 
view of the existing high tariff value on cotton flannel which is not produced 
locally, its tariff value has been reduced by 25%. Existing tariff value of 
second-hand clothing being lower than the international price, it has heen 
increased by 15%. Duty on wool top has been reduced to 5% from existing 10%. 
Duty on wool yarn has been reduced from 100% to 20% and that on wool and wool 
mixed fabrics has been reduced from 200% to 150%. Duty on silk yarn has been 

brought down to 50% from 100%. 

(b) Uninterrupted electric power supply is a prerequisite for optimum capac- 
ity utilisation in industry. Due to various reasons it has not been possible 
to maintain such supplies in some areas. Goven this situation, use of stand- 
by generator would heop uninterrupted industrial production. Duty on stand- 
by generator has therefore been reduced to 20% from existing 100%, and sales 
tax thereon has been withdrawn. 
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(c) Inferior quality medicine can do more haarn than good. In order to e« 

trTXf ^V* Pr°Per qU3lity COntro1 fi*ste» *» the paärLceutLal Sdus- 
from 2S^LqSS^ STr01 eqUipment haS been substantially red^cef tolS 

in^icaffiärlf/'fT^r h3Ve brOU8ht ab0ut *«**"• development 

antibiotic drugs and medicines have also bean made free of duty anl taxes, 

ient Sd reafSation STT^ V^™*^ Pr±c, Imposition, assess- 

(f) Industrialisation and construction »orks must proceed hand In ha,,rf 

»hlterd:Lenta^rolehl„1
PrOCeHSS' f ™ —tr-aCÄS    uc^as'logs, 

«msideraol!': "* ^ P°"der'  1Uts and ^vators has been reduce! 

lb "Sri? ^jSirsÄ.-L'sffS 2=STÄ-a=- 

(h) Basis of valuation of second-hand and reconditioned vehicles beine varl^H 
assessment to duty engenders confusion, disputes and misunderstanding  I«   ' 
vlhiM  r^Ve thlS sccond"hand «* recondition bus, coaster? car and other 
Ind S the rateeo?CSrded * ^I0™ 10% deP«ciation'for the fir £ yet ofuse 
S 25Z. " Per year f°r the subse<^ years subject to I maximum 

(i) Imported sale is now free of duty and sales t-*v  IT,» „„„«. * .,* J 

tic production is much higher than that"f Spirtedsal?* Zl inecuitablT 
situation has jeopardised the interest of the domestic salt producers a»S 

SntSanSefarf
Ple e??a8ed in SaU Produc^- «• on tST^S^LSar- 

rp;otSrt
arinZtrf andrr°nS T adOPti°n °f «W«^*«tJ fiscal measures ir, 111    4 industry and the people engaged therein.    A duty of 10% has 

&s SALTS 5TiÄ riÄS' 
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(1) Cycle and parts thereof are being produced in the country but duties 
thereon are inadequate at 100% and 20% respectively. This is Impending expan- 
sion of this industry. To rectify the situation, duties on cucle and importable 
items of parts and accessories thereof have been enhanced to 150% and 50% 
respectively. Sales tax on the items, however, is being withdrawn. Further, 
to provide additional incentive to local production of importable items of 
cycle parts and accessories, a repayment of duty paid in excess of 20% will 
be made. This facility, however, will be confined only to the raw materials 
for manufacture of importable items of cycle parts and accessories. Duties on 
built up motor cycle have also been refixed at 20% and 50%, depending on the 
engine capacity, keeping the duty on CKD imports at the existing lower rates 

of 5% and 10%. 

(k) While duty on most automotive parts if 100%, there are a few items at- 
tracting duty rates of 150% and 50%. Since these parts are used for similar 
purposes, their duty rates should also be the same. Such parts of automotive 
vehicles have been identified and duty thereon unified at 100%. 

(1) Duty on scientific instruments like induction coil, silicon tubings, 
spherical and cylindrical mirror, special types of burner, etc., has been 
reduced to 50% from existing 100% and 150%. Substantial reduction of duty 
has also been effected on artists' brush and paints in tubes. 

(m) In view of their wide use An the educational institutions, duty on re- 
flectory telescope, drawing and survey equipments has been brought down to 

20% from 50%. 

(n) In order to encourage establishment of modern business offices, duty 
on certain office equipments and parts thereof has been decreased from 100% 

to 50%. 

(o) Duty on colour television which is primarily used by well-to-do people 
is comparatively low at 50%. As a result of this low rate, the local as- 
sembling industry could not achieve rapid growth. In the situation, the 
item when imported under baggage rule will be dutied @ 35% instead of present 
25%, and when imported outside the baggage rule, a regulatory duty of 25% 

will be imposed. 

(p) Watch is a widely used item. Duty on it is rather high at 150% and that 
on its parts and components is 100%. Duty on watch has been reduced to 100% 
to make it available at a lower price. Simultaneously, duty on components 
and parts has been brought down to 20% to encourage local assembly of watches. 

(q) For the benefit of rural areas where electricity is not yet available, 
duty on pressure lamp has been reduced to 100% from 150%, 

(#) Importable papers are now dutied at two rates of 150% and 100% and have 
now been unified at a single rate of 100%. 

(s) With a view to spreading use of knitting machine and encouraging local 
assembling of sewing machine, duty on knitting machine and parts thereof 
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Sably! ÄS PartS aUd Components of sewln8 ^chine has been lowered consid- 

thlreärisC20% ^ifordl^6 T *" l™**1**  ±S dut±es at 10% bu* ***** tax tnereon is ZUX.  In order to reduce the cost of this essential -fr,H„«*-Woi 
input, sales tax Is withdrawn, refixing duty at 20%! e88entlal lndu8trl«l 

(u) To benefit the local spectacle frame producine industrv H„*-~ «„ 
screw and rivet used therein is lowered JsÄ exÄÄd 100%. 

Jv) Baggage Rules and Transfer of Residence Rules have been rationalist 
Henceforth depending on the duration of continuous stay aaroa" a passLer 
will be entitled to bring as accompanied baggage, free of duties and Z 

22ÄT2 ~^rÄ.^^Ä^£2Kl 

füL E!fective stcPs hav« been taken to ensure quick customs clearance of 
takt £PSfeVndr.f0rei8n aWed prOJects'    Necessary me^ureHavt bei taken to effect quick customs clearnace of other goods as well      ES» H?    A 

9.    Considering the tine constraint I have tried to keep my presentation »« 
changes" P?Ärs-'»001?°"" *°t °>\<« WLncionlS^e^ar?« 
j. duties ^ sr„srs sä? "2rsÄ?£2 Äfsd-~ 
ann^cnre, giving details description of item-„Jse\SSrf chafes? 

Sales Tax: 

10.    In order to assist domestic industry and help maintain price stahllltv 
STrJT 0^Stm?b', eenerator, hard coke, wast, paper? S £ol? ™e £J?' 

h^ithdra^orThe^em S'SÄJS'  'St?1 ""J" ^°«^> 
extraction in generell „ÄoÄidÄ l^^JTZST 

rs.-jss riÄÄTÄ^ - - ^srmaSng 
Excise Duty: 

coil.cM^C^ranJe Ttem 1*lÄh Wil1 replace the traditional system of 
tSs year      LSier* t^r ^ ^7* ful1* "P^ive from the^sTofJuly 
sary trSninfS ill    %<T?*1 "* Excise d«P««»«t arranged for neces- 
sS™     £ V officials in preparation of introduction of the new 
system.    It also arranged seminars and discussion meetings for various 
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industrial and commercial establishments. This provided the tax payers an 

opportunity to get familiar with the system. 

12. Electrical goods, apparatus and appliances have so far been enjoying full 
exemption from the leviable 10% excise duty. In recent years manufacture of 
many electrical items has attained markedly improved level and such goods have 
been banned for import. It is evident that production of such goods will not 
be adversely affected considering their expanding market and they can make 
effective contribution towards internal resource mobilization. Therefore, 
the present exemption on electrical lighting fittings and covers, plugs, 
sockets, switches, ballasts and chokes is withdrawn. This means that 10% 
excise duty will henceforth be realized from these items. 

13. Sanitarywares (being chinawares and porcelainwares) are liable to excise 
duty since long. Complete duty exemption was, however, allowed to this item 
for the sake of steady growth of indigenous production. The unit producing 
sanitarywares in the country is equipped with most modern machinery. Also 
due to the ban on the import of these goods for the last two years the 
domestic industry is enjoying a monopoly market. Moreover, import duty on 
the principal raw-materials of this industry has been lowered. Brisk con- 
struction activities in the country has also generated additional demand for 
domestic sanitarywares. Therefore, the present exemption on sanitarywares 
and glazed tiles is withdrawn. Henceforth, 10% duty will be realized from 

these articles. 

14. Nuts, bolts and screws manufacturing industry has grown in a sheltered 
market created by high protective tariff. Customs duties on Imported raw 
materials required for production of these items have also been lowered. As 
sucy, excise duty at the rate of 5% is imposed on these articles. 

15. The local motion picture industry has grown substantially over the past 
few decades. On an average 50 locally-made motion pictures are now released 
every year by the Film Censor Board for exhibition. This number is going to 
reach around one hundred next year. The market for domestic movies is largely 
protected due to existing restriction and prohibition on import of foreign 
films. Besides, Customs duty on imported films has raised from 25 % to 50% 
in the last budget. Customs duty on the raw materials used by the film indus- 
try has also been rationalised. The prospects for the locally-made movies has 
expanded further following the introduction last year of capacity system of 
duty on cinema halls and reduction of excise duty on cinema tickets from 150%, 
125% and 100% to a flat rate of 100%. Considering all these aspects, excise 
duty at the rate of 50 poisha per linear feet (Tk. 1.64 per linear metre) 
is imposed on cinematographic films produced in the country. However, such 
cinematographic films having lengths below 500 feet (152.43 metres), instruc- 
tional films, news films and advertisement films will not be liable to excise 

duty. 

16. With a view to accelerating development of plastic industry, excise duty 
exemption has been allowed for the last two years to various plastic-made 
goods barring a few items. Meanwhile, local manufacture of plastic bags 
has progressed substantially. Under the existing circumstances, this item 
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iL^ a P°sition to Pfly ^cise duty. As such, excise duty at the rate of 
1(U is imposed on this item. Plastic bags manufactured on cottage industry 
basis will, however, remain exempt from this levy. 

17. I have just listed the items which would, henceforth, pay excise duty. 
The concerned establishments would naturally need time for familiarization 

S! «t^eXCif*rileS
1f

ld/e8ulations- *" such' thfiy vin  not b* brought under the purview of the self-clearance system at this state. 

18. A large number of excisable goods are generally being sold in the market 
now at prices higher than the retail price determined by the Excise author- 
ities. It stands to reason that the Government should mop up some of the ex- 
cess profit to the national exchequer through imposition of Regulatory Duty 
in addition to normal excise duty. Imposition of a nominal 2% Regulatory 
Duty on the value of the goods on a selected basis will generate additional 
tax revenue without any noticeable effect on the price level. For instance, 
the price of a packet of ten cigarettes of low brand is 80 poisha. However, 
it is normally sold at 10 poisha per stick or Tk. 1.00 per packet. Thus 
traders are realizing additional amount of 20 poisha per packet. As a result 
of imposing regulatory excise duty of 2% on the value, maximum retail price 
will stand at 82 poisha per packet, which,is, in effect, below the ruling 
market price. Incidence of the regulatory duty on other commodities also will 
be more or less similar. Regulatory Duty of 2%, is therefore, imposed on 
cigarettes, paints, cosmetics, soaps and detergents, storage and drycell 
fnoJ!ries' electrfc h"lha  and tubes, television, wires and cables, motorcycles, 
footwears (mechanised) welding electrodes, jute manufacturers, electric fans 
and hotels and restaurants have bar and floor-show. Many of the items listed 
here are operating in a protected market. 

19. Insulation board is generally used in cold storage and for air-condition- 
ing purpose. At present there is 30% duty on the item. This rate is rather 
high ompared to rates on other excisable products.  In view of the high rate 
of duty, complete exemption of duty was allowed to insulation board used by 
cold storage units only. This has placed a disproportionately high burden 
on other sectors using insulation board. As a measure of rationalization, the 
existing 30^ duty rate is reduced to 15% and exemption to cold storage is 
withdrawn. ° 

20. As a measure of rationalization, specific rates of excise duty are gradu- 
ally being converted to ad-valorem. Specific rates of duty on bicycle tyres 
and tubes and mild steel products are henceforth being replaced by ad valorem 
duty. The specific rate of duty on bicycle tyres and tubes of Tk. 1.15 and 
0.40 respectively will stand converted to 5% ad valorem.  Similarly, 5% ad 
valorem duty will replace the existing specific duty of Tk. 492.00 per ton of 
^ cnntfe\.Pr°duCtS* T° keep the duty incidence.low, a tariff value of Tk. 
10,500 is hereby fixed for each metric ton of M.S. products, all sorts. 

21. In the context of imposition of 2% Regulatory Duty on cigarettes, the 
existing rate of duty of Tk. 12.00 per thoasand biris is raised to Tk. 13.20 
As a result of this, the price of excise bandrol used in a packet of 25 
biris will rise by only 3 poisha. 
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22. Natural gas is one of the country's main assets, but revenue yield from 
this sector is not rising significantly. At the same time, the price of gas 
as fuel is much lower than that of POL products and coal. At present there 
are two rates of excise duty on natural gas, viz- Tk. 9,50 per one thousand 
eft, of gas used for generation of electricity and manufacture of fertilizer 
and Tk. 21.65 per thousand eft. for other users. The cost of gas-based power 
generation is much lower than that involving the use of diesel and furnace 
oil. The cost of gas consumed by the fertilizer factories is relatively 
stable in comparison with the cost of raw materials used by other industries. 
Considering all these aspects, the rate of excise duty on gas used in gener- 
ation of power, in fertilizer factories and for commercial use (both regular 
and seasonal uses) is being enhanced. The duty rate on gas used by industries 
and for domestic purposes will remain unchanged. The existing duty of Tk. 
9.50 per 1000 eft. of natural gas used for the generation of electricity and 
production of fertilizer is raised to Tk. 10.45. For regular commercial use 
of gas, the duty will be Tk. 29.41 for a seasonal commercial use, the new 
rate will be Tk. 33.85 for 1000 eft. As a result of introduction of the new 
rate, the cost of production of fertilizer and power generation will increase 
by only Tk. 2.05 per maund and 1.80 paisa per unit of electricity, respective- 
16, This is quite insignificant. 

23. Considering the widespread use of mild steel and iron pipes in agri- 
culture, the prevalent duty of 20% on these items is reduced to 15%. 

24. At present, shoes manufactured mechanically are subject to [figure indis- 
tinct—10%?] duty. But shoes priced below Tk. 75 per pair are exempt from 
duty. This exemption ceiling was fixed a couple of years back. This is now 
refixed at Tk. 100 in place of Tk. 75. This means that shoes selling at prices 
up to Tk. 100 will not be liable to excise duty. 

25. Soyaprotein biscuits made of soyabean flour are rich in protein. Con- 
sidering this, soyaprotein biscuits which are subject to 10% duty is allowed 
complete exemption from payment of duty until 30th June, 1985. 

26. Khataborrds are normally manufactured in small factories. Raw materials 
used are waste and scrap papers. Although its manufacturing process is 
partially mechanical, it is dried through natural process by solar heat. These 
are mainly used for making low-cost packaging materials and for binding 
'khatas' and registers. Considering its quality, and uses, the existing 15% 
duty on this item is completely withdrawn. 

27. Despite 150% import duty on stainless steel blades, the only stainless 
steel blade manufacturing industry in the country is faring none too well, 
burdened as it is with too heavy capital investment. In consideration the 
existing 202 excise duty on this item is reduced to 10%. 

28. To help praaete export of tobacco, excise duty on plywood used in the 
export of tobacco is hereby withdrawn. 

29. At present there is no excise duty on yarn made of 100% man-made fibres. 
Mixed yarn having proportionately more cotton is liable to excise duty of Tk. 
1.50 per kg. But if the proportion of man-made materials is higher, excise 
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duty is charged, depending on quality, at the rate of Tk. 5.51 or Tk n n? 

others™ ^^ ^ ^f8'"* *» <-*"*-» with the rates of^uty on 
other yarn. As a measure of providing incentive to domestic production tL 
existing rates are merged together and duty is refixed at Tk.Tso per kg 

30. To help production of woollen blankets and shifts in the country duty 
rate on these items is lowered from 7-1/2% to 5%. country, duty 

S\n?lnTre! and art±clcs »*** of glared claywares are at present subiect 
to 30% excise duty. However, articles made of glazed claywares have been 

2ä3Ür233.r- Payment °f ^ f^le\ontinues^n^ai:sueee:f 

[30 Jun 84 pp 10-11] 

IIZAK [Continua"onJ ™til 30th June, 1984. Further extension across the 
IZiL n°t ^°ns"ercd Ratified. On the other hand, small producers need 
2d llT*/ 1

Considerin8 a11 ^ese, exemption is allowed only to chSwares 
and glazed claywares manufactured on cottage industry basis. cftlnawares 

It J^Z10?*1 5l dUty °n P3cket tea ±s hereby withdrawn in order to help 
the growth of packet tea industries and to boost export.    It is expected that 

ofL^ MVe a ?Calthy 6ffeCt °n the prlce of PaSet tea Ld tn?quality of exportable packet tea will improve gradually. quaj.icy 

f;L^rtraVTl0n °f ?rovision of 'he Excises and Salt Act and the Rules 
twenty yearTa^" ^etoiLl ^  "X ** ^^    ™S penalt? ™ SSS 
Penalty X ra

a!f; +    S    f AliW the P*"«8« of  time,  the maximum amount of 
mSiL Sfcf t0^:  10'000-    The Act "as also been suitably modified to 
minimize the scope of dispute and controversy arising out of tariff classi- 
frtSS °Jf eX^Sable 800dS and servi"s.    The definition of »wood anT 
articles of wood" as provided in the Excise Schedule, has been ratiormH„A 

SETTS.    te\COmpJain that the existing excise re^atfrulet arf berste 
Srousn Irlll?    TVieW'  the eXl8tln8 rebate P^cedure has been sLpSied 
hÄwt^^ Zt ±S h°P6d that the ™ised P-edurelill 

Turnover Tax: 

34. In the last budget, Turnover tax was imposed on six types of specially 

Sää SALS ^sr^ris^lSK" sales of the above mentioned warehouses? ^        " the t0tal 

2 iakns  S lin^^%r I""™*1 taX °n annual Sales of g°ods "P to Tk. 
ceüSg'is ?iiS af S 20 JET """"l ^ f°r ±nCOme tax> th* exemption 
of levl ol T^ovf' 2; 20'°00 in Ca8e °f inc°me from servlc<* for the purpose 
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Income Tax: 

36. Along with the passage of time and changes in political and socio-economic 
scenerio, the existing Income Tax Act had to undergo numerous additions and 
alterations. In consequence, the Act had become quite complicated, verging on 
ambiguity. The Government, therefore decided to recast the existing Income 
Tax Act to give it a simplified and compact look. In the budget speech of 
1982-83, it was mentioned that the Income Tax Act would be simplified and in 
this regard public opinion would be sought and considered. 

37. Accordingly, suggestions were invited from relevant Government depart- 
ments and private organisations and discussions were held with the repre- 
sentatives of various professional organisations, Chambers of Commerce and 
Industries and other concerned interest groups. After obtaining opinions 
from different quarters and after careful consideration of their proposals, 
a new Income Tax Ordinance was framed which has been promulgated as Income 
Tax Ordinance, 1984. The new Ordinance seeks to place before the public, a 
complicated law in a simplified and easily understandable form. The co- 
operation extended by the relevant quarters in carrying out the task has been 
a source of great inspiration and the Government is grateful to all concerned. 

38. Last year, some prospective amendments were made in some sections of the 
Income Tax Act, 1922. These were to be effective from 1st July, 1984. These 
amendments have been incorporated in the Income Tax Ordinance, 1984. Apart 
from these, the new Incoa« Tax flrdinance includes some additional features 

like: — 

(i) Classification of tax payers has been reduced from three to two, i.e., 
resident and non-resident. 

(ii) The term 'previous year' has been replaced by 'Income year' to connotate 
the year of income for the purpose of determination of tax. 

(iii) Powwe of the Appellate Joint Commissioner of Taxes to "set aside" an 
order, has been restored. 

(iv) Share of profit paid to an Islamic Bank by a borrower of funds from the 
said bank will be treated as an expense of his business. Similarly, share of 
profit paid by an Islamic Bank to a depositor will also be treated as an ex- 
pense of the Bank. 

(v) Separate rates of tax has been prescribed for winnings from lottery. 

(vi) The amount of exemption of annual value of self-occupied residential 
house which was fixed at Tk. 6000 in the year 1968 has been raised to Tk. 
10,000. 

(vii) Rates of depreciation have been consolidated and incorporated in the 
new Ordinance. 

(viii) The existing limit of exemption of bank interest received by individu- 
als, which was fixed at Tk. 3000 in 1981, has been raised to Tk. 5000. 
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iL™^L ^ Proffiul8ati°» °f the new Income Tax Ordinance which has also 
incorporated the prospective amendments made by the last year's Finance 

rlt^Z'  Sf6   ?° Ted  t0 ,"k* any further amendment of the Income Tax Law by this year's Finance Ordinance. 

ü^o^18/6^' thC followln8 changes have, however, been introduced in 
respect of rules, notifications and rate schedules: 

v^nnn^V^ jT'J°r self-assessment scheme has been raised from Tk. 
75 000 to Tk 1,009000. As a result more assesses will be made to avaii of 
the opportunity of this scheme. 

(b) (i) At present, maximum income tax exemption allowed to ssaiaried tax 
payers in cash house rent allowance received from the employers is Tk 1800 
per month. Taking increase in house rent into account, ?he exemption HmU 
has been raised to Tk. 2000 per month. 

uk  T3000XaTTr iSSf °f C3Sh C°nVeyanCC all°™ce °f salaried persons 
is Tk. 3000 and Tk. 3600 per year under certain circumstances. Considering 

a" SSS^Tt? Snnn°SM COnveyance> tha —Ptio» has been raised from" Tk. 3000 to Tk. 36000 and from Tk. 3600 to Tk. 4200. 

olovit1-n
r!S!nt lnterest UP to "-1/2X on the accumulated balance of an em- 

li Itt       ? non-government recognised Provident Fund is exempt in the hands 
?L££J7J°T W^TS ^ intereSt rate ls 14"1/2% in 'es^ct of Government 
of IntereJ^n'n  ^ * ^ C° rem°Ving tMs disParity, the exemption limit 
14-1/2%      non-government recognised Provident Fund has been raised to 

fldin/^PreSent' ±n?0m? taX iS deducted at so^ce from identing commission 
@ 10% of gross commission received by an indentor. On the other hand the 
is8on?v Te rl  deductif «I **«• tax in the case of a contractor or supplier 

Jeenlowered £."£ to 1^°*  *' ^ f« *—""« COmmisSi°» *" ~ 

(e) At present, the highest rate of income tax in the case of registered 
firms is applied on the portion of income exceeding Tk. 1,60,000 whereas the 
hxghest rate of income tax in the case of individuals, unregistered fSmsf 
tlV.'^l  aPP   °n «*e Portion of income exceeding Tk. 2,00,000. To remove 
h^ hS   5anCy'i,thev?i8heSt rate °f tax in the cas* of registered firms 
has been made applicable on the portion of income exceeding Tk. 2,000000. 

ic^fV'Tf' industrial companies are taxed @ 50% of total income where- 
as the non-industrial companies are requieed to pay tax @ 60%. In pursuance 
of the Government policy regarding reactivation of Stock Exchange and TiT 
persal of compa-y ownership, industrial concerns classified as "pbblicly 
traded companies" will be charged tax @ 45%. One Important feature of this 
type of company will be that there shall be at least fi.e shareholders on 
average for each one lakh Taka of capital. snarenoj.aers on 
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(g) At present, income tax rebate is available on income from export sales 
up to a ««"»mi» of 60% of income tax payable. Sale of locally manufactured 
machinery, equipment and other finished products to any agency against its 
procurement programme in foreign exchange covered under foreign aid, loan or 
grant, will now be treated as export sales so that such sale would also be- 
come eligible for income tax rebate. 

(h) Special programme for augmenting Income tax revenue.—From next year, 
a special two-year programme has been taken up to increase revenue yield 
from income tax. Special features of this programme are extensive 
survey work, collection and dissemination of all information regarding in- 
come through an integrated Information system and utilisation of the same in 
the income tax assessment and widening of the scope of reward system intro- 
duced in 1980 relating to detection of tax evasion. It should be possible 
to collect substantial amount of additional revenue in the next two years 
through implementation of this programme. 

Foreign Travel Tax: 

41. (a) At present Bangladeshi nationals travelling abroad by air have to 
pay Foreign Travel Tax. But those travelling abroad by land and sea are not 
subjected to such tax. In order to rationalise the scheme, foreign travel tax 
will henceforth be realised also from Bangladeshis travelling abroad by land 
and sea at the rates of Tk. 50 and Tk. 200 respectively. This amendment will 
be effective from the first day of August, 1984. 

(b) At present no foreign travel tax is payable for travel abroad on Govern- 
ment account by parliamentary delegation, by children under eighteen, for 
medical treatment and Hajj, and by those who have their tickets purchased 
abroad in foreign currency. Passengers falling in the last category had been 
enjoying this tax exemption by arranging to purchase tickets in foreign 
currency from abroad. Indication are that the facility is being widely 
abused. Foreign travel tax law is, therefore, amended suitably so that 
exemption in respeet to tickets purchased abroad in foreign currency will be 
available only if the journey originates abroad. 

42. In order to expand the base of direct tax and to raise additional revenue, 
a tax is imposed on all shops in the metropolitan areas of Dhaka and Chittagong, 
in the municipal area of Khulna and in the areas comprising all district head- 
quarters. Shops in üpazillas as well as in the district headquarters of 
Rangamati, Bandarban, Khagracharl will be excluded from such tax. In the 
metropolitan areas of Dhaka and Chittagong and in the municipal areasof 
Khutna, the tax on shops will be levied at the following rates: 

Tk, 

(a) Where the floor space does not exceed 100 sft. 500 p.a. 

(b) Where the floor space exceeds 100 sft. but does not exceed 
200 sft. 1000 p.a. 

4c) Where the floor space exceeds 200 sft. 2000 p.a. 
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In other municipal areas subject to the tax, the rates will be half the above 
rates. For the purpose of the tax, 'shop' means any premises not being a 
temporary structure, where the trade or business of selling goods is carried 
on on a retail or wholesale basis. 

Gift Tax Act and Wealth Tax Act: 

43. In view of the replacement of the Income Tax Act 1922, by the Income 
Tax Ordinance, 1984 references to the Income Tax Act, 1922 in the Wealth 

TS OrdiSc?"i984t ™ ^ **** **** replaced by references to the Income 

Stamp Duty: 

44. Stamp Act of 1899 provides that for transferring any property, the total 
consideration money can be divided, if needed, in parts by different instru- 
ments for payment of ad valorem stamp duty. It has been observed that by 
taking advantage of this provision, some transferees of property execute more 
than one instrument with a view to pay duty in the lowest slab In the progres- 
sive rates. To discourage this practice, an amendment of the Stamp Act, 1899 
has been proposed. The new amendment will provide that where any property 
is conveyed to the same person in parts by separate instruments executed 
within twelve months, the last instrument shall be chargeable with such 
amount of duty as would make up the total ad valorem duty chargeable for the 
property. 

Registration fee: 

45. Registration fee on the basis of the value of the documents payable at 
the time of registration.  It has been observed that the administrative ex- 
penditure for collection of Registration fee isaabout 30% of the total revenue 
and the existing rate of the fee is comparatively lower. Considering this the 

unSer ^SH^.^^ *** ^ hma ra±Sed by 10% for increas^ the revenue 

Embarkation fee: 

46. In Asian countries like Hong-Kong, India, Pakistan, Thailand, etc., em- 
barkation fee ranging from Tk. 130 to Tk. 300 is Bangladesh currency are being 

ITltlt Tvr°?nnaC\?ir PaSSen8er* F°r air Passen8«s from Bangladesh this fee 
xs only Tk. 100. Therefore, to bring the rate to a level comparable to other 
countries in the region as also to raise additional revenue, the fee is being 

SjrS^ir ?n ?• 10° *? **• 20° f°r evCry out8oi*S Passenger. The existing 
rate of Tk. 10 for travel within the country will, however, remain unchanged? 

Fees on entertainment of guests: 

47. Under the Guest Control Order, entertainment of more than 100 guests in 
a function is prohibited.  It has, however, not been possible to control this 
practice by Government orders alone.  In the circumstances, it has been 
decided to impose a fee at the rate of Tk. 10 on each additional person above 
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the limit of 100 guests. This will increase revenue of the Government and 
at the same time it will meet the social obligations of the affluent section 

of the population. 

Motor Vehicles Tax: 

48.. Cars under private ownership not plying on hire, are required to pay tax 
on the basis of their seating capacity. The rate of this tax is comparatively 
low in comparison with the price of the vehicles. Accordingly, In the present 
budget, the täte of this tax is nearly being doubled. However, keeping the 
interest of the general public in view, no proposal has been made to increase 
the tax on bus, truck and other such vehicles. 

Rail Transport Fare: 

49. Bangladesh Railway is basically a Government organisation to be run on 
commercial considerations. But in the last few years it has not been possible 
to keep balance between its earnings and expenses. Sn 1983-84 the deficit 
in the Railway Budget will amount to Tk. 15.9 crore. In preparing the 
Budget for 1984-85 a deficit of Tk. 20.80 crore was shown. On the basis of 
latest Government decision regarding dearness allowance and other facilities 
for the employees, deficit will now increase to Tk. 35.80 crore. This huge 
deficit has put undue pressure on Government revenues. It may be mentioned 
that for transportation by read and waterways (in Third Class) fares per 
passenger mile are 28—32 paisa and 35 paisa respectively. In the case of 
railway fare per passenger mile in Class-III in only 13.19 paisa. In this 
situation the only way to reduce deficit in the Railway Budget is to revise 
passenger fares without any further delay. If the entire deficit next year 
is to be covered in this manner, it will need raising of railway fare at all 
levels excessively. It has been decided to increase passenger fares on the 
following lines: 

Airconditioned and First Class~30Z to 40%. 

Class-II and Class-Ill—252. 

This will give additional income of Tk. 12.8 crore to the railways, but will 
still leave a gap of Tk. 23 crore. 

Postal Rate Increased: 

50. For the last several years, expenses for running the Post Office Depart- 
ment increased significantly. In the Department's budget in 1980-81, there 
was a deficit of Tk. 3.21) crore which increased to Tk. 12.15 crore in 1983-84. 
In the budget for 1984-85, this deficit has been projected at Tk. 20.5 crore. 
To limit this growing deficit fees for letters, parcels and other articles 
sent through the post office have been increased. Details of this increase 
may please be seen at Annexure "KHA' of Part-II of the Budget statement. 
Under this arrangement income of the Post Office Department will increase 
by Tk. 8 crore and the deficit will be reduced substantially. 
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Irrigation tax: 

51.  In the budget for 1983-84, a decision was announced that water rates 
will be levied for completed projects under the Water Development Board. 
In fact, the law for imposing water rates in gravity flow irrigation project 
areas was at first enacted in 1963. Because of administrative and procedural 
complications in the matter of levy and collection, the old Ordinance was 
repealed and a new Ordinance was enacted in 1983. But the Rules under this 
Ordinance which will determine the rates and the system of collection were 
not prepared. These Rules have now been formulated and rates for different 
project areas will be notified in the official gazette. It is estimated 
that from this source additional revenue of Tk. 8 crore will be generated in 
1984-85• 

It may be mentioned that Government have spent so far Tk. 1300 crore in 
projects under the Water Development Board during the last five years, but 
there has been practically on income from the operations of the projects 
under this Board.  In fact, in 1983-84 the budget allocation for the Water 
Development Board projects was over Tk. 400 crore, on hundred per cent grant 
basis. This will be increased further in 1984-85. Levy of water rates will 
also be in the interest of equity as all other types of irrigation projects 
pay considerably higher prices for water. 

Dear Fellow Citizens, 

52. Before concluding I would like to draw your attention to a few issues 
which no citizen can afford to ignore.  In a way Bangladesh has the most dif- 
ficult development problems—low per capita income, low level of savings, al- 
most the highest density of population in the world, extremely adverse land- 
man ratio, frequent natural disasters, heavy imbalance between exports and 
imports, and limited natural resources.  In order to raise the level of living 
of the teeming millions, it is necessary to set medium and long term objec- 
tives, but unfortunately more fiften than not such medium and long term objec- 
tives are overwhelmed by short term crisis and unexpected developments as 
happened this year due to sudden destruction of crops. Nevertheless, there 
is no escape from setting medium and long term objectives. A listing of 
these is fairly easy and obvious for any one who gives some thought to the 
protlem and I have already referred to them earlier and the backdrop of the 
1984-85 budget. 

But there seems to be a gap in the perception of the issues and realities both 
inside and outside the Government. 

Let us take the subject of foreign assistance. Quite frequently people 
within and outside the Government will appear to make foreign aid the villain 
of the piece. Obviously nobody likes to remain dependent on aid. But if the 
investments have to be raised we need resources. Since domestic savings in 
the public and private sectors can be raised only by modest quantums, there is 
no reason why we should not make use of foreign assistance. The important 
thing is to make use of foreign aid in priority areas and not for consumption, 
and to ensure that the benefit of this is available to the maximum number of 
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people in the society. The present system of food subsidy is highly inequit- 
ous as it benefits only a limited gronp of people preempting hundreds of 
crores of resources. Government's involvement in food management should 
ideally be limited to holding of enough stocks for intervention in the 
market in order to stabilize prices, and to help the vulnerable group at 
times of disaster. In the case of furtilizer subsidy again, it is the rela- 
tively better off in the rural areas who derive most of the benefit. What is 
Important is to ensure abundant supply of fertilizers, credit support and 
profitable output prices. Then there is the controversy regarding public 
and private sectors. There is no need to take a doctrinarie or extreme 
position unless the society as a whole opts for complete ownership of means 
of production, or complete laissez faire. If we iahe a look at the rest of 
the world, countries are moving away from such rigid positions, in the East 
as well as in the West. 

These are issues on which national dialogue is overdue, leaving aside scoring 
of political points. In Bangladesh situation no group, political or profes- 
sional, whether in power or out of power, can afford to ignore these areas 
any more and get away from the realities. Let us hope that in the context of 
the Third Five Year Plan these issues will be debated, discussed and resolved, 

My submission will remain incomplete if I fail to mention that socio-economic 
stability is the most important precondition for success of the budget for 
economic development and progress. Let us hope that in 1984-85 uncertainties 
will gradually disappear and economic activities will be pursued free from 
political controversies. If production falters all of us will lose. If 
production increases all of us stand to gain. The choice before us is clear 
and obvious. 

Khoda Hafez 
Bangladesh Zindabad 

An Abstract of Fiscal Measures for 1984-85 

KA-1 Import duties: 

(A) For the protection and development of domestic industries duty on the 
following raw materials and articles have been reduced to 20%:— 

(1) Duty on China clay, Fire clay, Ball clay including all other clay used 
as industrial raw materials has been reduced from 50% to 20%(—70 lakhs). 

(2) Duty on lime stone has beenrreduced from 50% to 20%. (—20 lakhs). 

(3) Duty on Dolomite has been reduced from 50% to 20%.  (—1 lakh). 

(4) Duty on Fellsper has been reduced from 50% to 20%.  (i-llihkh). 

(5) Doty on Master Alloy, Powder and Flakes of Copper has been reduced from 
50% to 20% (—3 lakhs). 
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(6) Duty on unwrought nickel, nickel waste, and scrap, nickle powder and 
glakes has been reduced from 50% to 20%.  (6-lakhs). 

(7) Duty on powder and flake of aluminum has been reduced from 50% to 20% 
(—10 lakhs). 

(8) Duty on unwrought magnesium, magnesium waste, scrap, powder and flakes 
has been reduced from 50% to 20%.  (—marginal). 

(9) Duty on unwrought beryllium and beryllium waste and scrap has been reduced 
from 50% to 20%.  (—marginal). 

(10) Wrought and unwrought lead, waste, scrap, powder and flakes of lead 
including lead alloys have been reduced from 50% to 20%.  (—15 lakhs). 

(11) Duty on unwrought zinc (including callots), zinc waste and scrap, powder 
and flakes has been reduced from 50% to 20%.  (—10 lakhs). 

(12) Duty on unwrought tin, tin waste, scrap, powder and flakes has been 
reduced from 50% to 20%.  (—2 lakaa). 

(13) Duty on unwrought tungsten, tungsten waste and scrap has been reduced 
from 50% to 20%.  (—marginal). 

(14) Duty on unwrought molybdenum, molybdenum waste and scrap has been reduced 
from 50% to 20%.  (^-marginal). 

(15) Duty on unwrought tatalum and tatalum waste and scrap has been reduced 
from 50% to 20%.  (—marginal). 

(16) Apart from the abovementioned base metals, duty on the following un- 
wrought basemetal has been reduced from 50% to 20%, Bismuth, cadmium, cobalt, 
cromium, germanium, hafnium, indium, manganese, niobium (columbium), rhenium, 
antimony, thorium, titanium, zirconium and vanadium,  (—marginal). 

(17) Waste paper and waste paper cutting used in paper making only have been 
subjected to 20% duty from 100% and 50%.  (+10 lakhs). 

(18) Duty on lifts and escalators has been reduced from 50% to 20%.  (+2 
lakhs). 

(19) Duty on standby generator has been reduced from 100% to 20%.  (—marginal), 

(20) Duty on woollen yarn has been reduced from 100% to 20%.  (—marginal). 

(21) Duty on man-made yarn has been reduced from 50% to 20%.  (—70 lakhs) 

(22) Duty on mixed yarn has been reduced from 50% to 20%.  (—30 lakhs). 

(23) Duty on sewing machine parts excluding wooden table and needles has been 
reduced from 50% to 20%.  (—marginal). 
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(24) Duty on hard coke has been enhanced from 10% to 20% and sales tax has 
been abolished.  (—marginal). 

(25) Duty on Agarwood has been reduced from 50% to 20%.  (—marginal). 

(26) Duty on maintenance spares of oil and gas exploration imported by 
Petrobangla and its affiliated organisation has been reduced to 20%. 
(—marginal). 

(27) Duty on educational drawing, surveying equipments, astronimical equip- 
ments and reflecting telescope has been reduced to 20% from 100% and 50%. 
(—marginal). 

(28) Duty on motor cycle up to 75 c.c. has been enhanced from 10% to 20%. 
(—marginal). 

(29) Duty on parts of watches has been reduced from 100% to 20%. (—marginal). 

(B) Items on which duty has been reduced to 50% for incentive and protection 
to domestic industries:— 

(1) Duty on liquid lustre, glass frit and enamel glazes has been reduced from 
100% to 50%.  (—30 lakhs). 

(2) Duty on yeasts and baking powder has been reducedcfrom 100% and 150% to 
50%.  (—marginal). 

(3) Duty on marble and granite chips and powder has been reduced from 100% 
to 50%.  (—150 lakhs). 

(4) Duty on white cement has been reduced from 100% to 50%.  (—marginal). 

(5) Duty on zinc annode has been reduced from 150% to 50%.  (—20 lakhs). 

(6) Duty on copper foil, tube, pipe, blank, hollow bar, pipe fittings and 
copper castings has been reduced from 100% to 50%.  (—10 lakhs). 

(7) Duty on tin for soldering has been reduced from 150% to 50%. (—marginal). 

(8) Duty on pre-punched vulcanised fibre sheet has been reduced from 100% 
to 50%.  (—marginal). 

(9) Duty on raw silk and silk yarn has been reduced from 100% to 50%. 
(—2 lakhs). 

(10) Duty on refil of vacuum flasks has been reduced from 100% to 50%. 
(+6 lakhs). 

(11) Duty on sewing needles has been reduced from 100% to 50%.  (—10 lakhs). 
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(12) Duty on spray gun has been reduced from 150% to 50%.  (--marginal). 

i13) ™y °n rivets and hin8es used in spectacles frames has been reduced from 150% and 100% to 50%.  (—marginal). reaucea 

(14) Duty on artists brush and oil colour has been reduced from 150% to 
50A.     (—marginal). 

S\ ??ty °n domestic water Purifie, has been reduced from 150% to 50%. 
{+■>  lakhs). 

i(1vi \°Uty °n fountainPen Partß has been reduced from 100% to 50%.  (+5 

inV    S ?n, ?^ttlne "»chine and its parts has been reduced from 100% to 
5ÜA.  (+10 lakhs). 

S? ?U!y °n perml8slble Parts of bi-cycles has been increased from 20% to 
50% and duty repayment in excess of 20% on raw materials for manufacture of 
these parts has been introduced,  (—marginal). 

(19) Duty on undermentioned office equipment has been reduced from 100% to 
OVA;  viz: 

(a) Intercom set, (b) dictaphone, (c) photo and thermocopying macline and 
parts, (d) parts of all office equipments including type-writer machine. 
^—1U lakhs), 

(20) Duties on undermentioned items used in Scientific Laboratories have been 
reduced from 150% and 100% to 50%; viz: «tones nave been 

tl J*1,  ?yS?\?f burners» <b> auction coil, (c) Silicon tubing, (d) Stop 
Watch, (e) Platinum crucible, (f) Overhead projector, (g) Camera lucid for 
microscope, (h) Sodium murcurry lamp, (i) Diode and triode apparatus, (i) 
Echo sounder, depth gauge,  (—marginal). 

(21) Duties on undermentioned quality control Apparatus used in pharma- 
ceutical Manufacturing units have been reduced from 150% and 100% to 50%, viz: 

(a) Hydrogen, Tungsten, Infrared, Ultraviolet, Shadowless lamps, (b) Platinum 
Electrodes, (c) Zone Reader, (d) Stopwatches, (e) Burette stand,  (—marginal) 

S\ ??ty °n m0t°r Cycle above 75 ccc* has been enhanced from 20% to 50%. (+J  lakhs). 

(C) Items on which duty has been enhanced or reduced to 100%:— 

(1) Duty on caramel an item used as raw materials for Bakery/Confectionery 
has been reduced to 100% from 150%.  (--marginal). "-onery 

(2) Duty on wooden logs has been reduced to 100% from 150%.  (—200 lakhs). 
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(3) Duty on iron wool has been reduced fromli50% to 100%.  (—marginal). 

(4) Duty on insulating tape for use in electrical industry has been reduced 
from 150% to 100%.  (—10 lakhs). 

(5) Duty on essential oil and mixture of two or more odoriferous substances, 
items of raw material for cosmetic, food and beverage industry has been re- 
duced from 150% to 100%.  (—10 lakhs). 

(6) Other inks except writing ink has been duted at 100% from 150%. 
(—10 lakhs). 

(7) In order to bring harmony in rate of duty of various grades of papers, 
duty on following papers has been reduced from 150% to 100$, viz: 

(a) Composite/self adhesive paper. 

(b) Gassine paper. 

(c) Monotype spool paper. 

(d) Tracing paper. 

(e) Toilet paper. 

(—5 lakhs). 

(8) Duty on pressure lamps and parts thereof has been reduced from 150% to 
100%.  (—10 lakhs). 

(9) Duty on unfinished grey cloth of mixed yarn has been reduced from 150% 
to 100%.  (—marginal). 

(10) Duty on fountain pen has been enhanced from 50% to 100% with a view to 
protect local industry.  (—5 lakhs). 

(11) Duty on wrist watches has been reduced from 150% to 100% in order to 
lower price of this items of common use.  (+5 lakhs). 

(12) Duty on feeding bottle made of plastic is reduced from 150% to 100%. 
(—marginal). 

(13) Duty on electric heater type insecticide diffusion devices has been 
reduced from 150% to 100%.  (+2 lakhs). 

(14) Duty on parts used in automotive vehicles has been reduced from 150% 
to 100%. 

(a) Fan belt and other belting used as automotive vehicles. 

(b) Fabricated asbestos of a kind used in automotive vehicles. 
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(c) Friction materials such as brake-shoe, clutch lining of a kind used in 
automotive vehicles. 

(d) Safety glass consisting of toughened or laminated glass shaped or not for 
automotive use. 

(e) Rear view mirror for automotive vehicles. 

(f) Chain and parts thereof used in automotive Vehicles. 

(g) Pins (gudgeon pins) of a kind used in automotive vehicles, 

(h) Filter for use in automotive vehicles. 

(i) Agglomorated cork in blocks, shafts, sheets, rods and tubes for auto- 
motive use.  (—75 lakhs). 

The undermentioned items of automotive vehicle parts has been enhanced from 
50% to 100%: 

Pumps and parts thereof. 

(15) Duty on undermentioned apparatus and appliances for Quality Control of 
Pharmaceutical Industry has been reduced from 150% to 100%, viz. 

(a) Flask shaker. 

(b) Electrothermal heater.  (—marginal). 

(D)  Items on which duty is either reduced or enhanced to 50%. 

(1) Duty on nylon bristles has been reduced from 200% to 150% to encourage 
brush manufacturers,  (--marginal). 

(2) Duty of woolen fabrics has been reduced from 200% to 150%.  (—marginal). 

(3) Duty on cotton fabrics has been enhanced from 100% to 150%.  (+724 lakhs). 

(4) Duty on manmade fabrics and mixed fabrics has been reduced from 200% to 
150%.  (—1 lakh). 

(5) Duty on bicycle is aahanced from 100% to 150%.  (+2 lakhs). 

(Ä) Miscellaneous:— 

(1) Duty on drafting zone, an item imported for fabrication 6f ring frame 
by the Bangladesh Machine Tools Factory is reduced from 50% to 15%.  (--mar- 
ginal) . 

(2) Duty at the rate of 10% ad val. is imposed on Imported Salt in order to 
safeguard interest of the local salt growers.  (+100 lakhs). 
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(3) Duty on nylon chips is reduced from 20% to 10%.  (—marginal). 

(4) Duty on wool top is reduced from 10% to 5%.  (—marginal). 

(5) Duty on pipelines Imported by Petrobangla and its affiliated units for 
distrib ution of gas is reduced to 2-1/2%.  (—marginal). 

(6) Duty on oil drilling rig and chemicals required for drilling is fully 
exempted, if Imported by Petrobangla and its affiliated units.(—marginal). 

(7) Duty on aircraft imported by Bangladesh Biman is totally waived. 
(—marginal). 

(8) Duty on life saving anti-biotic medicine permissible for import is 
totally waived.  (—marginal). 

(9) Duty on undermentioned medical equipments used as life saving device 

is totally waived: 

(a) Mechano therapy appliances. 

(b) Resucitation apparatus. 

(c) Oxygen therapy unit. 

(d) Pace maker. 

(e) Kidney dialiasis machine,  (—marginal). 

(10) Duty on undermentioned items of games and sports requisite are totally 
wavied from 200%, 150% and 50%. 

(a) Equipments required for play of golf and squash. 

(b) Gloves made of leather. 

(c) Knee-cup, anklet, supporter and shin guard.  (—marginal). 

(11) By way of allowing fiscal incentive or removal of fiscal anomaly, repay- 
ment of customs duty is envisaged in the undermentioned cases, viz.: 

(a) Repayment of 10% duty on raw materials used for manufacture of C.I. 
sheet by the Chittagong Steel Mills. 

(b) Repayment of 10% duty on imported components and raw materials for manu- 
facture of diesel engines locally for approved irrigation purpose. 

(c) Repayment in excess of 20% on raw materials used in the manufacture of 
cycle parts (only permissible for import).  (—10 lakhs). 
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(12)    Special provision has been made for allowing concessionary rate to 

iZ^ltJ^T    TTerS, 0f,Te' bOUS and SCrewS in resPect of ti»lr imported raw materials not produced locally,     (—marginal). 

cinH^?«fff6nt T!S °J dePreciation applicable in case of assessment of re- 
Till f ed*ec°nd hand cars hav* been rationalised.    Depreciation at the rate 

nencetrtn ordr:redy?ar(+^ JLS? "-*"* ^ **» * —- °f ^ ** 

c^rMl?8f ^T dUty °f 25% ±S lmpOSed on ^P0" of colou^ Television by commercial importers.    But in case of import of colour television by a pas- 

(--Srginal^8086 ^^  ** "* W±U * ^ 10%  (reSulatory ^ty). 

(15) (A)    Number of itms of raw materials on which repayment is allowed in 

sSplif iS?"3"11'1"1 Mau£-C<:u«- is rad-ed and repast proceSrTis 

(b) List of raw materials for pharmaceutical industry is updated,  (-marginal). 

(16) Tariff value is fixed on the following items, viz: 

Coal.C°(S lakhs)''' (e> BetelnUtS' (d) Cordamon' <e> «*» P-W« and (f) 

(17 Tariff value of fents, second hand clothings and cotton piece goods is 
recast bringing it in line with international prices.  (+20 lakhs)! 

KA-2 Sales Tax: 

S(i-30Inskr^r4° ll°lide protection to coal manufacturer of fire bricks of 
<+ marginal)?        S    '** *" ±mP°Sed °n iaport  °f these ^eties. 

fo^hP9nf al1
exemPtio? °f sales tax is withdrawn on ships for scrapping, hence- 

forth 20/ sales tax will be levied on this item.  (+10 lakhs).   PP^' ence 

port oSy? 7-10 ESSr* °n b±Cycle «* bicycle Parts Permissible for im- 

soap ind^try? ±(-marglnS)?  ^ *"* M'  « ^ °f **» ™^*  '« 

(^marginal)?3' ^ Withdrawn °n import of CKD components of one-band radiol 

(6) Sales tax on import of stand-by generator is withdrawn, (-marginal). 

IILJ*1?*.  t3X iS wfthdrawn on *^«ct of life saving mechanotherapy, resusci- 
ation unit, pace maker, Kidney Dialiasis machine,  (-marginal). 
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(8) Sales tax is withdrawn on import of live poultry.  (—marginal). 

(9) Sales tax is withdrawn on Import of lifts and escalator.  (—marginal). 

(10) Sales tax is withdrawn on import of hard coke.  (—10 lakhs). 

(11) Sales tax is withdrawn on import of waste paper and paper cutting only 
fit for paper making.  (—marginal). 

(12) Sales tax is withdrawn on Import of myIon chips. (—marginal). 

KA-3 Procedural improvement: 

1. Measures have been adopted for expeditious clearance of goods especially 
project goods from Custom Houses. 

2. Simplification of rules for repayment of Customs duty on locally manu- 
factured goods sold against foreign exchanges in Bangladesh, has been done. 

3. Measures has been taken for expeditious repayment of Customs duty allowed 
under repayment schemes. 

4. Baggage rules, Transfer of Residence rules have been liberalised and 
ambiguity removed, to the extent of enhancing gift allowance for certain 
category of passengers under nontourist baggage rule and allowances under T. R. 
Rules is rationalised. 

KA-4 Excise:  (Figure in Lakhs.) 
Increase Decrease 

Item Existing Rate  Present Rate   (+)     (—) 

Plastic bag Nil 

2. Cinematographic films  Nil 

3. Nut, Bolt and screw 

4. Electrical goods 
and fittings 

5. Sanitaryware and 
Glazed tiles 

6. Regulatory duty 

7. Insulation Boatfd 

8. Mild Steel products 

9. (a) Cycle tyre 
OS) Cycle tube 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

30% 

Tk. 492 per tonne 5% 

Tk.1.15 per piece) cy 
Tk.0.40 per piece) 

10% 

50 poisha 
per feet 

5% 

10% 

-+ 60 

+ 70 

+ 30 

+ 20 

10% + 50 

2% +1385 

15% + 30 

5% + 45 

+ 10 
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10. Biri 

11. Gas 

12. Steel pipe 

13. Footwear 

14. Soyaprotein Biscuits 

15. Khata board 

17. Plywood (used in the 
export of tobacco) 

18. Mixed yarn 

19. Woollen blanket 
and shawl 

Tk. 12.00 per 
thousand 

Tk. 9.50 per 
thousand cubic 
for use in pro- 
duction of fer* 
tilizer and 
generation of 
power 

Tk. 21.65 for 
others 

Tk. 21.65 for 
industrial 
and domestic 
purpose. 

20% 

10% of the re- 
tail price on 
value exceed- 
ing 

Tk. 75 per pair 

10% 

15% 
<£I (for cot- 
age industry) 

16. Stainless steel blade 20% 

10% 

Tk. 5.51 and 
Tk. 11.02 per 
kg. 

7-1/2% 

Tk. 13.20 per + 350 
thousand 

Tk. 10.45 per 
cubic feet. 

Tk. 29.41 for 
commercial 
(regular) 
purpose. 

Tk. 33.85 for 
commercial 
(irregular) 
purpose. 

Tk. 21.65 

+1435 

15% 

10% of the 
retail price 
on value ex- 
ceeding 

Tk. 100 per 
pair 

Nil 

Nil (for sun- 
drying sys- 
tem) 

10% 

Nil 

Tk. 1.50 per 
kg. 

—100 

5% 

— 35 
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20. Chinaware and 
Glazed Clayware 

21. Packet Tea 

30% 

Tk. 3.00 per kg. 
pl«s 5% of the 
retail price in 
excess of Tk. 
48.00 per kg. 

Nil (for cot- 
tage industry) 

Net 

KA-5 Business Turnover Tax: 

+3485 

—135 

+3350 

+100 

—135 

KA-6 Income Tax: 

(1) In consequence of various rebates and exemptions allowed under the head 
"Income-tax" ((--) Taka 91 lakh). 

(2) In consequence of Special Programme for augmenting Income tax revenue 
((+) Taka 10 crore), 

KA-7 Foreign Travel Tax: 

In consequence of amendment and widening the scope of Foreign Travel Tax Act 
((+ Taka 15 crore). 

KA-9 Stamp duty: 

Stamp Act of 1899 has been amended to impose the total ad-valorem duty charge- 
able on a property, if it is conveyed to the same person in parts by separate 
instrument.  (+4 crores). 

KA-10 registration fee: 

Registration fee has been raised by 10% (+3 crores). 

KA-11 Embarkation Fees: 

Embarkation fee on outgoing air passengers has been increased from Tk. 100 to 
Tk. 200.  (+2 crores). 

KA-12 Guest Control Fees: 

A fee on entertainment of guests at the rate of Tk. 10 on each additional per- 
son above the limit of 100 guests has been introduced.  (+50 lakhs). 
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(+) 

.50 6.25 crores 

.25 .88 it 

.05 .02 ■i 

.15 . w88 ii 

.50 .07 n 

1.00 II 

KA-13 Motor Vehicle Tax: 

2S,2M3 c"res)?arS UndCr PriVSte OWnerShip not P1^ °* **• has been 

'KHA'-Postal rates:  (Figures in Taka) 

Envelopes, Stamps and Frankings 

Postc-cards 

Newspapers 

Ordinary Book and Pattern Packets 

Ordinary Parcel 

Foreign Mails 

Economic Survey Reported 

Dhaka THE BANGLADESH TIMES in English 29 Jun 84 p 1 

[Text]  Industrial production in the country during the 1983-84 financial year 
is expected to increase by 5.7 percent. year 

TW^±nS ti  economlc. survey circulated along with the National Budget on 
11  1982y8, *Yf! °f lnCreaSe ln the industrial sector was only 0.3 per cent in 1962-83 and 2.9 per cent in 1981-82. 

The economic survey pointed out that production in both the public and private 
sectors has increased during 1983-84. private 

rt/^iJ11 °Ut eff°rtS Were *"** during the year to Increase production in 
the public sector. BMR and BMRE programmes were implemented in the units to 
help those reach their installed capacity while financial and administrative 
Tthe ^^sf

ecentralised to develop and strengthen the administrative system 

Itftt  X* eJonofj «™y sald' nianagement information service (MIS) system 
had been introduced in the public sector enterprises to effectively control 
the sale, procurement of raw materials and production. 

raJS^VFVeVSd production of y«n **  expected to increase by 9.57 
"I'  ftT5'74/er Cent' cement~*'12 P« cent, caustic soda--6.01 

?S t?U '    US and car~87-09 P« cent, motor cycle-207.02 per cent, 
TSP--23.19 per cent, urea-43.42 per cent, cycle-87.51 percent, steel-59 57 
per cent television-41.29 per cent and pole, post and slipper-023?31 per 
cent during the financial year 1983-84. PP       per 
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On the other hand it has been estimated that production of jute goods will fall 
by 14.76 per cent, sugar--14,58 per cent, matches—12.62 per cent, radio— 
38.83 per cent, diesel engine—45.25 per cent, soap—15.52 per cent, wood 
extraction—24.71 percent and raw rubber—1.93 per cent during the year. 

It said that the shortage in jute goods, production was due to transfer of four 
nationalised jute mills to the private sector and increase of demand of light 
cloth and fall in demand of gunny bags in the international market for which 
production in mills had to be brought down. 

The economic survey said sugar production was less this year due to heavy 
rainfall in the month of October which resulted in delay in crushing of cane in 
the mills and also due to lower rate of recovery of sugar from cane. Production 
of matches fell due to transfer of factories to the private sector. Besides, 
production also hampered in the public sector industrial units due power failure 
and load shedding, the economic survey said. 

Expert's Criticism 

Dhaka THE NEW NATION in English 6 Jul 84 pp 1, 8 

[Text] Dr. Qazi Khaliquzzaman Ahmed, Research Director of Bangladesh In- 
stitute of Development Studies, in a post-budget reaction yesterday criti- 
cized the whole budgetary process and the development strategy laid down in 
it. 

Talking to the New Nation Dr Ahmed siad that despite the government projec- 
tion of foreign aid component, which is about 81 per cent, it will become 
totally dependent on foreign aid as the revenue receipt «ill not be realised 
in line with the government projection. He said, the non-development ex- 
penditure of the government has been increasing and more importantly the 
announcement of government grants by the President himself and recently by the 
ministers will create serious problems along with the election expenditure. 
The recent damage of standing crops will accentuate the situation, he added. 

Criticizing the subsidy withdrawal policy of the government, Dr. Ahmed said 
that the free interplay of market forces is not possible as all have no 
equitable access to the information and other aspects of the system. He said, 
the greater reliance on market forces will adversely affect the poor people 
and there must be appropriate market intervention including the subsidy policy 
to safeguard the poor. 

Regarding fertilizer price decontrolling system, Dr. Ahmed said that different 
studies shows that small and marginal farmers in the remote areas are ser- 
iously affected because of price effects and also due to lack of interest of 
the private dealers to supply the same in the remotest areas. 

He expressed regret that despite the announcement of Finance Adviser for making 
alternative arrangements for safeguarding the peasants no programme has been 
designed as yet. 
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ll ^V^ ^stafce of the Uni^d States farm subsidy and said that the 

ZlSTlTäf 1v £5 MiSed t0.21 blUi0n d°llar fro» «"* of 3 billion ooiiar in 1980.    By insisting on the withdrawal of subsidy, he allied    th. 
donors have been promoting the interest of international' L'naS^trading 

^rn,1U8 t0 the^udSetary measures in reducing duties on imports Dr 
Sf^r^d^entL^^ ?*"" °f the "m °—«^ows that they ToL^! T generatin8 Quick money.    The budgetary facilities mav no* 
ity for SlisinerSfÜK **«*?*** P-duction father there ill £L"il- 
facil?ti~ Hiln8 this benefits in trading purposes.    Moreover,  if these 
greyer troflt S?S "^ f°r bOOStln8 *«*«**» this will only ensure 
IIS prices     Instead 2"E " ha^UJ Pr°P°SalS lacked —^" 
the pS^S^^^^ AdVl8er SOUght ^ ÄelP °f C°nSUfflerS for 

-Ä^ - -eign 

He maintained that if we are serious about survivine as a Qrif^««.H« 

J£ rwt1eviiSd^tely tMUe f *-oa£Är„ct„r.l JSS2" 
coarseZ »id^i^the pros',e« of »«™lop»eat of this country.    Such a 
coarse, he ssid, „quires a process of participation by ail section of people. 

Stionaf™^"" ^ '»S'"»1"«1 «* «ctadi* his speech by eaphasins 

CSO: 4600/1042 
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IlIDIA 

PRESIDENT WANTS NEWSPAPERS TO STRENGTHEN NATIONAL UNITY 

Madras THE HINDU in English 15 Jul 84 p 13 

[Excerpt] MADRAS, July 14. The President Mr. Zail Singh, today appealed to 
journalists and newspapers to strengthen freindship and brotherhood among the 
people and contribute to make the country's unity impregnable. 

Media, in general, and newspapers, in particular, had a big role to play in 
the paramount task of preserving national integrity and help in fulfilling 
the people's aspirations for a better life, he said, launching the Madras 
edition of National Herald. 

Ihe President said that as opinion makers, newspapers, influenced the thinking 
process of the people by disseminating, information. As such "it is of utmost 
importance for journalists to adhere to truth and objectivity while conveying 
information1'. Wrong reporting, twisting of facts and sensationalisation of 
events would pollute minds and create a poisonous atmosphere, disturbing peace 
and harmony, he said. 

It was not fair, Mr Zail Singh said, for a newspaper or a periodical to high- 
light the activities of the creed or the religious faith to which its owner 
belonged. The activities and preachings of all other faiths should also be^ 
projected with equal respect.  "I feel certain that this kind of approach will 
be a significant contribution by nex^spapers to the forces of secularism and 
communal harmony". 

Projecting achievements: Drawing attention to the need for a greater flow 
of information on national achievements, the President said, India had made 
all-round progress since independence and today occupied a prominent place 
in the world. There were several success stories with few parallels in the 
world and these positive achievements should be brought to the attention of^ 
the public.  "Here is a big opportunity for the newspapers to play a signifi- 
cant a role as the one they had played in the days of the freedom struggle' s 

he said. 

Nerve centre of journalism in south: Madras, Mr. Zail Singh said, had been^ 
historically the nerve centre of nationalism and journalism in southern India, 
and the birth place of many newspapers in English and other Indian languages 
like Tamil and Telugu. Mention must be made of THE HINDU which, for more than 
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its honesty, sanity and SteJrltv" h. f' M   f""7* * UnlqUe reP"tation for 
importance of Madras in th! wor^ U  ■ \ -^ W™**  «« h°Pe that the 
tha new adition of NatLnal HeraU? J0Urnalls" "°uld "* "*»«* *«rttar by 

N^'^sSd n?zj\r19ir t rvr^ drems °£ *»"«*- 
important centras in tne connrry  in thL  ^ ^ i»lbllshed from all 

= £222^tÄ — ^^^JE^SAE« 

estate ÄntT "*"* '~» - ^^T^ltZlT^l Stral 

^^S^A^A^Ta^ *J C°°—«<» Minister, Mr. 
newspapers and the harSul effects of"rresZLh,   C°nStru"lTC criticism by 
pointed ont how tha newspapers „hich sSHTSSLi:T™118?:    ™ey als° 
were patronised by tha public for seveS decad°s J°™*""ic ethics 

gone many UDS and doms an    1 ™/      P P°^5   Sa±d the paper had under" 
people.     FoiloX» aTavlfeZJZfn " authentlc voi"  of  freedom-loving 
was now bringing out eiSt    S        Ü?™5™^«taken in 1980,   the AJL 
The contents o^thfFar^rsJourn^^3?^  in Engllsh'  Urdu and Hindi« 
Chief Minister    MrV   l    JLf £    f   (Engl

1
ish) were s° impressive that the 

Tamil also      p;oÜosa;, ;iT ^'   &Sked  the mOTlthly to be Published in 
Mr.  Kapoor said?" *" **** 8ü^"ed for bringing out Vivasayi in Tamil, 

proposed a vote of thanks. *"*' Mr>  S' M"  s"*daram,  Resident-Director, 

CSO:     4600/1062 
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INDIA 

PAPER REPORTS ZIA INTERVIEW WITH INDIAN NEWSMEN 

Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA in English 16 Jul 84 p 1 

[Text] ISLAMABAD, July 15 (PTI). THE Pakistani president, Gen. Zia-ul-Haq, 
has advised minorities living in India, including Sikhs, to look to the gov- 
ernment of India for redress of their grievances and also to the majority 

community. 

He has urged them to live amicably and happily. 

In an interview to a group of visiting Indian Journalists, Gen. Zia strongly 
condemned the use of religious places for storing arms and carrying out politi- 

cal activities. 

"How can we support those who have turned religious palces into armoury," 
he asked, recalling that nobody supported terrorists who entered the Holy Qaba. 

Gen. Zia also said that one reason for the fall of the Bhutto government was 
desecration of mosques. 

In his opinion. Gen. Zia said politics and religion were inseparable but added: 
"Politics is politics." 

"Will you allow some Pakistani leaders (Benazir Bhutto and other leaders) to 
return to Pakistan at the time of election," a correspondent asked. 

Gen. Zia replied, "We have nothing against anybody. Qualification and dis- 
qualification for the election will be laid down in the form of order by gov- 
ernment and followed by the election commission. 

"It is not up to me to decide whether I like somebody's face or not. It is 
for the election commission to decide. If anybody fulfills the condition, he 
or she is free to seek election," he said. 

On the question of normalisation of Indo-Pak relations, Gen. Zia stressed the 
need for creating mutual trust and faith.  "Somebody should believe someone. 
If we remain in the realm of distrust and disbelief all along, then 35 years 
of history, which is chequered with lack of confidence and three wars, will 
continue and we will never be able to open up a new chapter." 
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Pak-^erlcan r^L^^^^^^^^tt^ f S""1"« 
its military and nuclear aid to Pakistan' ""** Sh°uld st0P 

Sat Slnaa"afhe°lVS Slstan ."" T™ '"^ * SM"0r C™st°" 
"Senator Cranston 1LvlS 1* a "rid OfV T^" 1°?'    ^  Zla Sald> 
Hr.  Cranston tnat tne evSnee* ^SLVS'S.'f J<SrL5S.U~ "" 

CSO:     4600/1064 
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INDIA 

GANDHI CONCERNED OVER RAMIFICATIONS OF PUNJAB EVENTS 

Madras THE HINDU In English 16 Jul 84 p 1 

[Article by G. K. Reddy] 

[Taxt] 

•     .  . NEW DELHI, July 15. 
The Government's display of Increasing firm- • 

ness Is hardening the attitude of even moderate 
Sikh leaders who are no less resentful of 
the refusal to withdraw the Army from the 
Golden Temple complex, call off the combing 
operations in the countryside and release those 
in detention against whom there are no specific 
charges of violence. ■ 

In their present mood of bitter indignation 
and great humiliation, they are unable to visualise 
the Government's own dilemma that a premature 
withdrawal of the Army from the Golden Temple 
area could conceivably lead to a revival of 
extremism, while the prolongation of its pre- 
sence beyond a point of tolerance could nullify 
the many pacification measures being con- 
templated to win back Sikh confidence. 
Pro-Khalistan slogans 

K was not surprising at all that In this 
strained atmosphere some young hot-heads, 
who assembled at the princlpar Gurdwaras 

' In Delhi today to mourn the death of those 
killed m the military action at the Golden 
Temple last month, openly raised pro-Khalistan 
and pro-Pakistan slogans to the consternation 
of the older devotee» who were content with 
denouncing the Government -The presence 
of lame police contingents did not deter them 
from assailing the President and the Prime 
Minister, or extolling Bhindranwale s 
fundamentalism. „     ., 

The Army and para-military forces in Punjab 

have taken steps to prevent the Sikh iathas 
congregated at various Gurdwaras in the di- 
stricts from marching to Amritsar to protest 
against the continued military; presence .-at: 
the Golden Temple. The core group of senior 
officials in Delhi-who are dealing with the 
Punjab situation were keeping their fingers 
crossed today hoping that there would be 
no violence tomorrow, the day of mourning 
called by the Sikh high priests. 

There is understandable concern in hign 
political circles that while the Government 
has succeeded in curbing terrorism in Punjab 
through firm action, it is not making much 
headway in pacifying the Sikh community 
with some sort of psychological reassurance. 
The sad part of it all is that the agitated 
Sikhs, who are greatly upset by highly exag- 
gerated or totally unfounded reports of de- 
liberate discrimination or systematic 
victimisation, are emotionally swayed more 
by the aftermath of the military action than 
the ghastly happenings that led to it 

. The Hindus in Punjab who suffered grievously 
at the hands of the extremists are infuriated 
by what they consider to be the ambivalence 
of moderate Sikhs in adopting an apologetic 
attitude by refraining from condemning terrorism 
while assailing the Government for not withdraw- 
ing the Army too soon. There is no serious 
communal tension as such in Punjab, but fte 
kinship between the two communities remains 
strained to the point of driving distrust down 
to the bones. 
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CSO:    4600/1067 

ov^rti?'™5 MLnister has been Pondering over the wider ramrfications of this traqedy 

State. ,As one who .has to bear the cross 
SÄ0! fe adve?e consequences.^ 
r*i,ls k"0,^ to be deepjyworried ove7 
the growing alienation of the Sikh commurX 
despite the fact that it has lot moreTfoS 

SS»m8in^a prlöoner of te ^inf!^ 
.   The revival of insurgent activity in the north- 

. eastern  States,  the  unrest  in  Kashmir,  the 
j communal tensions in Maharashtra and Gujarat 
Illf^P301,,0" Tam" Narfu of the renewed 
trouble in Sri Lanka and the growing discord 
between the Centre and the non-tongress 
(D governed States are all adding up to create 
an atmosphere of turmoil in the country before 
the parliamentary elections. It has. therefore 
become doubly imperative for the Government 

;,to,make some imaginative moves in Punjab 
■combining political measures with administrative 
steps to generate an atmosphere'of reconcilia- 
tion. 

Any. palliatives that are too little or too 
,a*efI

ca.n be no less damaging than no action 
at.all m this explosive.situation with so mucrr 
Dittemess on the rampage,. with an ■ entire 
community emotionally, incited by an Irrational 
combination of anger, and fear, apathy and 
wrath, revenge and indignation. The real need 
of tfie- hour hv Punjab is not just a display 
or firmness and determination, but tolerance 
and compassion. 
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INDIA 

MINISTRY RAISES TARGET FOR FOODGRAIN OUTPUT 

Calcutta THE STATESMAN in English 18 Jul 84 p 9 

[Text] NEW DELHI, July 17--Encouraged by a target-exceeding performance in 
foodgrain production in 1983-84, the Agriculture Ministry has revved the 
target for 1984-85, of 153.6 million tons to 156 million tons, reports PTI. 

The purpose behind the Government's move is to hasten a faster annual growth 
rate to achieve self-sufficiency in foodgrain at an early date. 

Though the production touched an all time high of an estimated 151 million 
tons in 1983-84, India had to import nearly four million tons of wheat and a 
much lesser quantity of rice to build up its buffer stocks. 

The 151 million tons foodgrain production in 1983-84, which included record 
harvests of 59.3 million tons of rice and 44.6 million tons of wheat, repre- 
sented a 16 per cent rise over the previous years' production of over lib 

million tons. 

However, the average annual growth rate has been officially estimated ^around 
five per cent in the first four years of the current Sixth Plan, from 1980 to 
1984. In the final year of the plan, 1984-85, the official expect that the 
target of 5.2% growth rate will be achieved. 

Compared to this, the approach paper to the Seventh Plan for 1985-90, just 
approved by the National Development Council, envisages a growth rate of D/c 
and an overall growth rate of 4% in food production. 

Addressing the Development Council for the Sugar Industry, Mr Gangopadhyaya, 
its chairman, said there would be "more than adequate" availability of sugar 
for consumers during the coming festival months. 

CSO: 4600/1071 
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CPI-M REACTS TO GOVERNMENT WHITE PAPER ON PUNJAB 

INDIA 

Party Statement 

Calcutta THE TELEGRAPH in English 13 Jul 84 p 4 

[Text] 

New Delhi, July 12 (UNI): The 
Union planning minister,. Mr 
S.B. Chavan, today called upon 
chief ministers and Union minis- 
ters to be "extremely selective" 
in choosing new programmes 
and projects in view of resource 
constraint. 

_ This approach was necessary 
since the major thrust areas in 
the Seventh Plan (1985-90), agri- 
cultural and rural development, 
creation of employment and 
poverty alleviation together 
with human resource develop- 
ment, would absorb the bulk of 
the resources. 

While addressing the meeting 
of the National Development' 
Council (NDC), which began a 
two-day session here to consider 
the draft approach to the 
Seventh Plan, Mr Chavan said 
escalation in the costs of Central 
and state projects was causing 
concern. 

He said "tight planning and 
implementation must become a 

cardinal concern of all project 
authorities, and .accountability 
enforced for non-adherence to 
project time schedules and esti- 
mated costs." The considerable 
wastage of scarce resources 
caused by such delays "cannot 
be permitted any longer" 

Explaining the broad 
approach to the Plan, Mr Chavan 
said in the Seventh Plan new 
major and medium irrigation 
projects should be considered 
only in areas of uncertain rain- 
fall or endemic poverty or where 
inter-basin transfers were econo- 
mically feasible.    " 

In the Seventh Plan the aim is 
to reduce the percentage of the 
population below the poverty 
line to 23 per cent. The percen- 
tage of the population at the end 
of the Sixth Plan (1984-85) 
would be around 37 per cent. 

Mr Chavan said the total pub- 
lic sector outlay in the Seventh 
Plan was expected to be of the 
order of Rs 180,000 crores. This 

represents 47 per cent of the 
total plan outlay of Rs 320,000 
crores and a 43 per cent step-up 
from what would be achieved by 
the end of the Sixth Plan. 

The poverty alleviation prog- 
rammes are estimated to absorb 
about seven per cent of the total 
plan outlay, significantly more 
than in the Sixth Plan. 

The annual growth rate visual- 
ised for agricultural production 
is four per cent and seven per 
cent for industrial output. 

Mr Chavan asked the chief 
ministers and Union ministers to 
consider whether the Seventh 
Plan should provide for the 
effects of cost escalation, both 
on resources and on cost invest- 
ments in its formal structure. 

He also sought their views on 
whether expenditure on mainte- 
nance of non-revenue earning 
assets should form part of'plan 
outlays to ensure proper mainte- 
nance of such assets. 

Interview With Surjeet 

Madras THE HINDU in English 13 Jul 84 p 1? 

luSau nf^fr Jnl7M\ *• Harikl8han Si*8* Surjeet, * »«*>er of the Polit 
SSTShX.^ Communist Party of Indian (Marxist), has demanded a supplemen- 
Sfn?   ?iaPCf °? the Punjab l3Sue rec°8B*sing the helpful role played^ 
the 2S22T erS and the Government's responsibility for the'creltion of 
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The one the Government released on July 10 was "totally one-sided"~it not 
only contained a distortion of facts but lacked in several respects, he said 

today. 

In an interview to THE HINDU, Mr. Surjeet maintained that the people were 
entitled to know the details of the tripartite conferences, the role of the 
Opposition parties in narrowing down the differences between the Akali lead- 
ership and the Government, and those facts which the Opposition had mentioned 
in Parliament and which were not questioned or challenged by the Government. 

Policy of Drift 

While there could be no two opinions on the point that extremism and separatism 
should be put down firmly, he said, the entire blame for the Punjab situation 
could not be laid on the leaders of Akali Dal; the Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi's policy of drift and the Congress (I)'s attempts at exploiting the situ- 
ation for narrow political ends had largely contributed to the serious develop- 
ments in the sensitive border State. 

Pinpointing the main lapses in the White Paper, Mr. Surjeet disagreed with the 
contention that the Akali Dal surrendered the leadership and control of the 
agitation to the terrorists and was wnwilling to negotiate a settlement on 
the basis of any reasonable framework offered by the Government. As one who 
was involved in the mediation efforts almost throughout the negotiations, he 
would say that there was reluctance on the part of the Central   Government 
to agree to the proposals the Opposition parties brought up and wece accept- 
able to the Akalis. 

'Government Backed Out' 

Up to February 15 this year, the Akalis were prepared for any reasonable settle- 
ment. In fact, there were several occasions when a settlement was in sight, 
but on all those occasions the Government backed out, "probably for political 
reasons it wanted the situation to develop, especially in the wake of the 
humiliating defeats the Congress (I) suffered In Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka . 

No doubt, in the later period, especially after the breakdown of the negoti- 
ations in February the initiative had passed into the hands of the extremists 
mainly because of the happenings in Haryana at that time when Sikhs were har- 
assed and humiliated "with the connivance of the administration there". 

In this context, Mr. Surjeet pointed out that at the Opposition conclave in 
Delhi on June 30, 1983, certain proposals were made for settling the Punjab 
problem and the Akali Dal was a party to those proposals; however, the Prime 
Minister had rejected them outright. "It is the same formula she suggested 
in her broadcast on June 2 and mentioned in the White Paper", but the docu- 
ment did not contain any reference to the role of the Opposition in this re- 

spect. 

In support of his contention that by its own actions the Centre had encouraged 
extremism, Mr. Surjeet stated that when the Akalis, under pressure, brought 
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forth the demand for amending Art. 25 of the Constitution, the entire Opposi- 
tion condemned the demand and stood solidly behind the Government. "I as 
also other Opposition leaders discussed the issue with the Akali leadership 
and when wer were almost successful in our attempt to persuade them to give 
up the agitation on this point, Mrs. Indira Gandhi and the Central Government, 
without consulting any Opposition party, made an offer to consider amendment 
to Art. 25", he said. 

Distortions 

He saw distortions in the White Paper where it referred to the Akali demands 
as stated in the Anandpur Sahib resolution 6f 1973. At the start of their 
agitation the Akalis never referred to the territories of Rajasthan or Himachal 
Pradesh and at the intervention of the Opposition parties in the tripartite 
conference thpy had agreed to give up the demand for inclusion of the Anandpur 
Sahib resolution as other political parties also were demanding the restructur- 
ing of Centre-State relations. 

On the question of water dispute, Mr. Surjeet said, in the tripartite confer- 
ence in January, 1983, the Akalis had agreed not to bring in Rajasthan. "In 
fact, it was the Central Government which refused to agree to a formula which 
I had suggested and which was accepted by other Opposition leaders and the 
Akali Dal  One of the points in the formula was that until the tribunal's 
decision on sharing on the surplus waters of the Ravi-Beas between Punjab 
and Haryana was received, the status quo as existed prior to 1976 would 
continue; however, the Government insisted that the award of 1981 would stand 
and on this the talks broke down. "After a month, the Government came forward 
to accept my proposal in full, but by then, the situation had changed." 

On the genesis of the problem, he said, the Government had tried to confuse 
issues. A movement for the implementation of the Anandpur Sahib resolution 
was launched by Mr. Jagdev Singh Talwandi who had formed a rival Akali Dal by 
the end of 1980; however, it could not get mass support. The Akalis started 
a movement for the settlement of water disputes only in which the CPI(M) 
also had joined. In the meantime, Bhindranwale's two men were arrested 
(around the middle of 1981) and he, moving from Chouk Mehta into the Golden 
Temple, announced a movement for securing the release of the arrested. In 
this situation, the Akalis were keen to see that their movement, started to 
settle water disputes, did not aid the designs of Bhindranwale: "but it was 
the Government's policy of drift which pushed the agitation into the hands of 
extremists . 

In spite of Bhindranwale indulging in anti-national activities, he was brough 
«J f«n  S???(I f°r «^Paigning in the Parliament and Assembly elections 
IL T+'J??1 the?,h! WaS little kaown" and lfc was thc Congress (I) which 
brought hmm into politics and prominence and encouraged him in his extremist 
activities. These facts, Mr. Surjeet said, had been withheld from the public. 

The CPI(M) leader criticised the Government for not making public the "small 
groups in the US, the UK and Canada which indulged in anti-national activ- 
ities and how they secured the support of elements in those countries which 
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tried to destabilise India, "The information should be available with the 

Government". 

In lis view, much of the operations which offended the religious sentiments 
of the Sikhs and resulted in damage to property could have been avoided if 
only the Government had apprehended Bhindranwale before December 15, 1983 when 
he was residing in the offices-portion of the Golden Temple complex. The 
right time the Government should have moved in was April, 1983 when a DIG 
of Police was shot dead outside the main entrance of the Darbar Sahib in Amrit- 

sar, he said. 

Steps not Adequate 

Earlier, addressing a press conference, Mr. Surjeet said the total result of 
the happenings in Punjab was that the Sikhs had been completely alienated, 
at least for the present and feelings of separatism were growing. The situ- 
ation which helped imperialists and extremists should be remedied Immediately. 
The steps taken by the Government to assuage the feelings of the Sikhs were 
not adequate. The Army should be withdrawn from the Golden Temple as early as 
possible and the complex handed over to the Sikh leaders who had the confi- 
dence of the community so that repairs to the temple buildings could be done 

according to custom. 

The CPICM) leader is currently on a visit to Important cities In the country 
in pursuance of a decision of his party's central committee to explain to the 
people the issues involved in the Punjab problem, the present situation and 
?he steps necessary to remove the ills. His party units in Punjab were organ- 
ising village-level meetings to prevent the people from falling a prey to the 
designs of imperialists and extremists. 

Mr. Surjeet has already addressed meetings in Bombay and Bangalore. During 
his week-long tour he will visit Hyderabad, Bhilai, Calcutta; and Bhubaneswar. 

CSO: 4600/1058 
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INDIA 

DECISIONS OF CPI-M CENTRAL COMMITTEE REPORTED 

Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA In English 13 Jul 84 p 13 

[Text] CPM AFFAIRS (TOINS, Calcutta): The last meeting of the CPM, central 
committee apparently took a number of significant organisational decisions 
ÜM3 T<T to *he P*oces8 of Implementation. One such concerns the Tripura 
chief minister, Mr. Nripen Chakravorty, a member of the central committee, 
who has now been made a member of the Politbüro. 

Mr. Chakravorty's induction is said to be In replacement for the late Mr. 
Promode Dasgupta. This, therefore, rules out the possibility of maintaining 
the number of West Bengal members in the politburo to three, as it was before 
Mr. Dasgupta»s death. The West Bengal committee is now represented by Mr. 
Jyoti Basu and Mr. Samar Mukherjee. However, Mr. Chakravorty's elevation has 
been welcomed generally as well-deserved and long overdue. 

But a more significant central committee decision is the introduction of a 
system of having permanent invitees to the 44-member central committee. Party 
sources agree that this obviously is a move to expose more state committee 
members to the all-India scene and the process of decision-making at that 

The central committee, therefore, has decided to have 25 such permanent 
^Tl'n   tH I*? c°mmfttees have b*en asked to make recommendations to the 
Politburo, which already has selected five invitees from Karnataka, Tamil 
Nadu and Rajasthan. Selection from West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala and 
Bihar are still pending. Together they will have 20 permanent invitees to 
the central committee. 

Many in the organisation feel that this is going to have some very interesting 
implications in terms of the state committees, because membership of the cen- 
tral committee, automatically imparts a lot of prestige and importance within 

r~J£?^a Ü°;* J^S -* be ■0I* true ln the case of West ^s31' "fcich °*iy recently tried to bring up relatively younger people to the leadership level. 

Tax Disputes (PTI, Calcutta): A total of 24,00 cases relating to disputes 
over direct taxes are awaiting settlement, according to Mr. N. Subramanian, 
chairman, central board of direct taxes. 
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Mr. Subrananian told a gathering of the trade and Industry, organised by the 
Calcutta Chamber of Commerce, that 2,000 cases were In the supreme court, 
while the rest were pending In different high courts. 

"If these cases are disposed of through normal procedure, It will go beyond 
2000 A.D.," Mr. Subramanlan said. 

CS0: 4600/1056 
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INDIA 

ASSAM CABINET GETS FIVE NEW MINISTERS 

Calcutta THE TELEGRAPH in English 10 Jul 84 p 4 

[Text] 
Gauhati, July 9 (UNI): The 
Assam chief minister, Mr Hites- 
war Saikia, today reallocated 
portfolios after inducting five 
new ministers and promoting 
other's. The re-allocated port- 
folios are: 
Cabinet ministers: Mr Hiteswar 
Saikia—administrative reform, 
election, excise, general admi- 
nistration, information and pub- 
licity, home, passport, person- 
nel, political, printing and sta- 
tionery, secretariat administra- 
tion, youth welfare, sports and 
cultural affairs, forest, coordina- 
tion of all departments and any 
matter not allocated to any other 
ministers. 

Mr Abdul Mahim Mazumder— 
parliamentary affairs, judicial, 
legislative, power and jairr Mr 
Sadhan Ranj an Sarkar—veterin- 
ery and animal husbandry, relief 
and rehabilitation and municip- 
al administration. 

Mr Dipak Moormoo-—social 
and child welfare: 
Minister of State: Mr- Dinanath 
Rajkhowa—forest, rural electri- 
fication, in charge of capital con- 
struction and border* area de- 
velopment; Mr Kabir Chandra 
Raipradhani—cooperation, agri- 

culture and in charge of other 
backward classes; Mr Tankes- 
war Dihingia—rural develop- 
ment, 20-point programme, judi- 
cial and public enterprises. 

Mr Padam Bahadur Cho- 
whan—revenue; 

Mr Abdul Muktadir 
Choudhury—home, relief and 
rehabilitation and protocol; Mr 
Ibrahim Ali—transport and char 
development; Mr Lambeswar 
Sonwal—health and family wel- 
fare. 

Mr Nagen Nzong—food and 
civil supply; Mr Munin 
Gautam—public works depart- 
ment; Mr Luis Islary—educa- 
tion; Mr Lakhi Prasad Hazar- 
ika—fishery and irrigation; Mr 
Dorsing Toron—hills plan and 
20-point progranam« (hills) and 
public health engineering. 

Mr Borga Ram Deori—flood 
control  and  welfare  of plains 
tribe and scheduled caste; Mr 
Nepal Das—panchayat and com- 
munity development; Mr Jiba 
Kanta Gogoi—industries, youth 
welfare and sports; Mr Mithuis , 
Tuddu—labour   and   employ- j 
ment, khadi and village indus-1 
tries.  The  portfolios  of  other I 
ministers remained unchanged. 

CSO:    4600/1034 
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INDIA 

ASSAM LEADER SAYS BORDER FENCE RESTORING CONFIDENCE 

Calcutta THE SUNDAY STATESMAN in English 15 Jul 84 p 1 

[Text] MR Hiteawar Saikia, Chief Minister of Assam, said in an interview in 
Calcutta on Saturday that the implementation of the centre's decision to erect 
a barbed-wire fence along the Assam-Bangladesh border had proved to be a great 
psychological reassurance to the people of his State. This was one of the 
factors responsible for thwarting the Assam agitators on the foreign nation- 
als issue. 

Mr Saikia said the erection of the border fence was one of the points the 
Assam agitators had agreed to at their last talks with the Government of India 
in Delhi in January last year. The Assamese were gradually realizing that 
Delhi was concerned about the infiltration problem and that it wanted to check 
it by putting up a border fence. "The fact that all the recent agitation pro- 
grammes have failed to evoke any popular response is largely because of this. 
The bandls, rasta roko and social boycott schemes are flopping one after the 
other, the Chief Minister added. 

Mr Saikia said that the recent spurt in extremist activity, mainly around 
Tezpur, reflected the frustration of the All Assam Students Union and the 
Gana Sangram Parishad, which were spearheading the movement. These were 
desperate acts, aimed at terrorizing in the people and pressuring the Govern- 
ment to resume talks. 

Mr Saikia said that the Government was not opposed to talks. But it felt that 
no meaningful purpose would be served by resuming the talks now. 

The Chief Minister said that the Assam People's Liberation Organization, which 
was responsible for recent violent incidents in the Berhamputra Valley had 
definite links with the A1SU the Gana Sangram, Parishad, and was, in fact, 
their fighting arms. The APLO's connexion with Naga and Manipur extremists too 
had been established firmly. Mr Saikia said that he had been told by Central 
Ministers that the fence work on the Dhubri in Goalpara and Karimganj (in 
Cachar) sectors would resume after the monsoon. 

Mr Saikia during the day visited the Mother Dairy plant at Dankuni. Mr Sadhan 
Ran jan Sarkar, Assam's Dairy Development Minister, accompanied by him. In 
Gauhati, says PTI, the AASU president, Mr Prafulla Kumar Mahanta, today blamed 
the Chief Minister for indulging in "half truths" to vilify the A&SU and 
tarnish its reputation and goodwill. 

CSO: 4t60/1060 
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INDIA 

PAPERS REPORT REMARKS BY OUSTED KASHMIR CHIEF MINISTER 

Interview With Correspondent 

Calcutta THE TELEGRAPH in English 10 Jul 84 p 6 

[Interview with Farooq Abdullah, ousted chief minister of Jammu and Kashmir by 
Tavleen Singh; date and place not given] 

[Text] 

Farooq Abdullah was Wearing 
a black armband while giving 
this interyiew-and there was a 
black flag on the pole outside 
\his house where the red 
'National Conference flag used 
to fly. He was clearly angry 
about the "palace conspiracy" 
but not bitter. The main thrust 
of his argument was that there 
was no question of Kashmir 
going back into a secessionist 
shell; it was a test of democra- 
cy, not secession. 

Q 
: Why, do you feel, your 
government was dis- 
missed? 

A: This has been on the 
cards ever since we won the 
elections because We did not 
come to a compromise with 
Mrs Gandhi's party. 

Q: What compromise? 
A: Well, an electoral 

alliance. 
Q:   You  think it was just 

that? 
A: I think that was the start 

of it. After that she tried to put • 
spokes   into   everything  we 
wanted to do. 

Q: Were you taken by sur- 
prise when it happened? 

A: I don't think I was taken 
by surprise in the sense that 
we've been hearing about this 
for a long. time. Ever since the 
transfer of the governor took 
place it was on the cards that 

this was going to happen. 
Q: There are stories that the 

governor, Mr Jagmohan, was 

not very keen to do this? 
A: Yes, it is true that he 

wanted to follow my advice 
and take over, but Delhi was 
adamant (that G. M. Shah be 
sworn in). 

Q: So you think it was Delhi 
who forced him? 

A: Yes, yes. 
Q: You were criticised dur- 

ing the elections for having 
given tickets to some of G. M. 
Shah's men. Do you now regret 
that you did this? 

A: Yes, I certainly am sorry 
that my party did not listen to 
my advice at that time. • 

Q: What pressurised you to 
take theni? 

A: It was the party high 
command. 

Q: Wasn't it pressure from 
! your mother? 

A: MymorflErwäsaHöa"p"aTr 
of the high command. It was a 

I combination of pressure from 
I all these people. 
I    Q: Did you yourself have 
I doubts about them all along? 

A: Yes, I did have doubts 
about them. 

Ju! hm S,ome of the others 

we^S^eyfhtlnPerSOnally' 
A: One person was a close 

friend. That is Mahbub Beg. I 
brought him in despite total 
opposition from everyone 
even Shah. Of the two ladies 
who went over one was defe- 
ated (in  the Assembly elec- 

tion) and I was told not to 
nominate her. But I thought 
she (Gurbachan Kumari) had 
done so much work for her 
constituency and she was so 
dedicated that we should give 
her a chance. What can on? 
say? They betrayed me. 

Q: So you feel personally let 
down? 

A: Yes, I feel terribly hurt. 
Q: They say that one of the 

reasons why this happened 
was because you are still too 
naive as a politician? 

A: Well, I hope I continue to 
remain an honest and straight- 
forward politician. I hope that 
this debacle will not make me 
a crook. 

Q: But do you feel that if you 
had known in advance, that if 
you had offered them a min- 
isterial post.... 

A: I would not have offered 
them a ministerial post. I do 
not like cheap politics to stay 
in power. 

Q: But do you feel that was 
the reason why they've gone? 

A: Yes, they've gone because 
they wanted power. 

Q: Do you think there was a 
money incentive given to any 
of them? 

A: There was money, there' 
was ministership, you name it 
and it was there. 

Q: Now to come to this cam- 
paign that has been going on 
against you for about a year, 
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about your links with terrorists 
and secessionist* Pre heard in 
Delhi at a fairly high level, 
that you mat Aaanullaä Khan 
recently (Jmmmw aad Kashmir 
Liberation-Front leaderp- 

Ai Not at aJL-1 have never 
met him so fa* asJhe=state is 
concerned andlhavemo inten- 
tion! of" nseadng Ska. TKs i<F 
only to mmiifft. me- and my 
party. 

Q: Did you have earlier links 
with thm-JKLF?= - 

A: No, I've never ha<F links 
with them. Fve made it quite 
clear that I met" same of these 
people in 1974-wherrFwent ta 
Pakistan- at"ä»- invitation of 
the Plebiscite Fron^ while dis- 
cussions wert going on be- 
tween Mrs Gandftt and my 
father, on the so^efffed accord. 
That was the tirse" when they 
invited me to^ s convention. 
There they^ordy asfce* mfr to 
convey to Sheifift- Sahib their 
feelings tbat^tfey and their 
region should nsrbe ignored in 
the discussions' with Mr» Gan- 
dhi and it warthere that I met 
Amanuilait Khan and the 
others. I didnTXnow that they 
were members of any libera- 
tion front, rjusethcnxfht they 
were there aw Fwasj-tn attend 
the convention. Fwats not even 
a member of tfte Plebiscite 
Front. They^iBT&d me .only 
because I- wa Jfeeäfr Abdul- 
MHH nwn 

Q: What about your aBaged 
links with &&t etnutials? 

A: Well, Ftiüuh dhea-paeple 
who  are  «äHä*  trSs  must 
Enow in it's not 
true. My arrtg iafiiuii fox 
Punjabi was *■* JII aieii ililc 
solution should he-found be- 
cause, as ha*heen-prwed-wiw, 
whatever hafEpeiMöViB-Euajsb^ 
nther than iasenmng- the 
situation has worsened it. 
There is * ilerji HiuiilHeewii 1 n" 
ene eorereinrity aaKfatke^ather 
which I wanäai toaroidaad in 
fhe process sav«- *e> nation 
ffonr amstsamäbwE-MmL donft 
forgeMBa-fThartaibeijuiijUed 

Rouble fn Punjab. When there 
wa*- earieia^ras Fwijate we 
started running auc=af SOT- 

: ihw* rawer had any 
'iheleinniiiarpup» 

Ulinge **" 

Qi Wtafranout Hmm-member 
of the AISSF in Jammu who 
you have appointed to some 
position? 

A: Is he a. teacher or some-, 
thing? Now firstly, it isn't writ- 
ten on anybody's face that they 
belong te- seme organisation. 
Secon<flyr Fdidirt give him the 
job. Jobs ace gfven by recruit- 
ment boards. The chief minis- 
ter doesn't have: the power to 
give jobs any near« according ta 
the decentralisation that has 
taken place. Personally I have 
nothing to do-with any of them. 

Qg There's a- charge that has 
bear mad*; by Mr Shah that 
the admoBstratimL had com- 
pletely' cettapmd under you 
because you_ware out in the 
rest of thm country most of the 
time? 

A: Well, hit me refute-that 
by saying that I way our in the 
rest of the country such a lot 
because 1 never thought of 
Kashmir as a separate entity. I 
always felt that we were part 
of the large motherland and 
that when they continued to 
make charges against me ab- 
out being part of the MLF or 
the-KLF or whatever! was not 
going to sit in the valley and be 
roasted. I went to every part of 
India to tell them that I am as 
much an Indian as they are. 

Q: But there are other peo- 
ple, even those sympathetic to 
you, who say that your admi- 
nistration was. not very good? 

A: Where did they ever give 
me the chance to administer? 
Every day they used to needle 
me from Delhi on one charge 
or the other. Every day they 
made conditions here seem as- 
if I was not going to stay very 
long. The bureaucracy never 
works wholeheartedly if it 
knows there's going to be a 
change-in- the master. 

Q: You haversauT that you 
wantt&wte Geadhian methods 
to Sght back-against what has 
beert doses Have you any idea 
what Ära of civil disobedi- 
ence or aoBrCoopmration there 
would be^WoitUitinvolvei for 
instance, not paying' taxes? 

AL We'll dValL sorts of 
thing«. We haven't f ormalated 
a proper plan yet. 

Q: You're not going to sit 
quiet? 

A: In politics it is not possi- 
ble to_*k- quiets    .   ^_ --- i^t* 

Q: Some people in the Con- 
gress(I) have said that you'll 
run away to England now? 

A: They've got something 
coming their way if they think 
t'arooq Abdullah is the run- 
ning away type.. They mis- 
understood me before. They 
obviously continue to mis- 
understand me. 

Q: What do you remember of' 
1953? 

A: Well, I remember in 1953 
how the then Sadar-e-Riasat in 
the middle of the night sent a 
dismissal letter to my father 
and how the Army surrounded 
the house in Gulmarg. My 
father was driven away to the 
jail in TJdhampur, and then 
there was a lot of killing and 
violence. That was an undemo- 
cratic thing. This was also an 
undemocratic thing. It is exact- 
ly the same thing. What hap-^ 
pehecTto my father has hap-7 
pened to me, the difference is 
that I'm still a free man, with 
curfew in the city. 

Q: But do you feel that if you 
do start this civil disobedience 
they'll arrest you? 

A: Why not? How will they- 
be able to function otherwise., 

Q: Maulvi Farooq has sug- 
gested that all the National. 
Conference MLAs should not 
resign to force elections. Are 
you.: considering this? 

A: Not at the moment. 
Q: How much do you think 

Mrs Gandhi's anger against 
you has come from your 
friendship with the national 
opposition parties? 

A: They did want me to give 
•up the opposition parties. In 
fact, one of their criticisms 
against me was that I met 
Morarji Desai in Bombay. The 
truth is that she is simply not 
prepared to accept someone.' 
who will not bow down to her. 
They wanted me to do what: 
they told me to. 

QT There are people who are : 

saying that you cannot be so 
popular since there has been 
no trouble and no bloodbath 
since your dismissal. 

A: There is no trouble be- 
cause we are appealing to the, 
people to keep the peace. I 
don't want a bloodbath. I want 
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to fight for the rights of Kash- 
mir, but peacefully. 

Q: So you are definitely not 
going to get out of politics 
now? 

A: Once you are in politics 
there is no question of ever 
getting out of it. Let us not 
forget that Mr Shah had said 
he would retire from politics at 
60: He is 64 now. Getting 
along, but still in politics. 

Delhi Press Conference 

Madras THE HINDU in English 13 Jul 84 p 9 

[Text] NEW DELHI, July 12. Dr. Farooq Abdullah said today that he would go 
to the people s court and not a court of law to seek justice In the Gandhian 
manner against his wrongful dismissal from the office of Kashmir's Chief 
Minister. 

Addressing his first news conference in Delhi after his ouster ten days ago, 
he said:  Farooq Abdullah wants democratic norms to grow in India. My in- 
tention is not merely to capture power." 

For a long time there was persistent propaganda that Muslimsshad no place in 
India. It was during his tenure as Chief Minister that he had for the first 
time succeeded in bringing Kashmiris into the Indian mainstream, he added. 

The actions in Punjab and Kashmir were a part of the Prime Minister's strategy 
to win the sympathy of Hindus. "It will be a tragedy if Hindus think Muslimf 
and others are not a part of India", said Dr. Abdullah. 

The Opposition leaders' recent visit to Srinagar had convinced the people that 
there were parties other than the Congress (I) in this country of 700 millions. 

He said that he would revolt against the Governor's action. "I hate violence 

to llvf in"   t0 aV°id U Ät a11 COStS* *" jail 1S the right place fo* ^ 

Dr. Abdullah said that the Spaker of the Jammu and Kashmir Assembly, Mr. 
Wall Mohammed Yatoo, had issued notices to those National Conference MLAs who 
~f ffVf P?rfy °f thE neW Chief M1*18*«. **• G. M. Shah, that they had ceased to be legislators. 

under the Representation of the People Act as amended by the Jammu and Kashmir 
™Sitl&tUTZ' \rTBT i9  di8<Jualifi«d to be its member if he voluntarily gives 
up the membership of the party which set him up as a candidate or of which he 
became a member after his election. 

The party formed by Mr. G. M. Shah, however, claims that it is the real Na- 
tional Conference and hence there has been no defection. 
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He strongly repudiated insinuations that he was in league with extremists. 
Much was being made of a picture showing him with the executed Kashmiri ex- 
tremist Maqbul Butt in 1974. But why in spite of this picture had Mrs. 
Gandhi been so anxious to form an alliance with him before the last Assembly 
poll?, he asked. 

As for his contacts with Punjab extremists, he said the only time he met 
Jarnail Singh Bhindranwale was when he visited the Golden Temple in 1982 in 
search of a solution of the Punjab problem. After the visit he had told the 
Prime Minister that something must be done to settle the Punjab problem and 
talks with the Akalis followed. 

The State's border with Punjab was sealed soon after action was taken against 
the extremists so that they could not take shelter in Kashmir. All this action 
was being coordinated by the Chief Secretary of Jammu and Kashmir who surely 
could not be accused of being anti-national, he said. 

Even when he was Chief Minister, the Governor had behind his back flown in 
"troops" of the Central Reserve Police Force and the Madhya Pradesh Anti- 
Dacoity Force to Kashmir. 

As for the allegation that the recent hijacking of the airbus to Lahore was 
the work of his friends, Dr. Abdullah said it was the Congress (I) which had 
masterminded^ it. 

His Inquiries at Srinagar airport had revealed that the arms on board the 
flight were placed before the plane left Bombay. The Congress (I) had been 
Involved In hijacking earlier too, he alleged. 

PTI reports: 

Dr. Abdullah, who was flanked by the Karnataka Chief Minister, Mr. Ramakrishna 
Hegde, and the former Health Minister of Jammu and Kashmir, Mr. Mohammad 
Shafi, maintained that only religious training was Imparted in the "gurmat 
camps" organised by the banned All India Sikh Students Federation (AISSF) 
in his State. Had army training been imparted he would surely have taken 
action against the oöffenders, he said. 

CSO:  4600/1057 
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INDIA 

UNION MINISTER WANTS SEPARATE VIDARSHA STATE 

Calcutta THE SUNDAY STATESMAN in English 15 Jul 84 p 7 

[Text] BOMBAY, July 14.—The Union Chemicals and Fertilizers Minister, Mr 
Vasant Sathe, has recently revived a controversy over the demand for a separ- 
ate State of Bidarbha, a region which comprises eight districts of eastern 
Maharashtra. In coincides with the release of a report on regional imbalance 
in Maharashtra. 

The report prepared by a fact-finding team appointed by the Government and 
submitted to the State Legislature, details the volume of the backlog in de- 
velopment work in different regions of the State, including Vidarbha, and 
recommends correctional measures.  It refers to the demand for a separate 
Vidarbha made in the past. 

Mr Sathe, in a public speech in Nagpur, made a desperate remark that the de- 
velopment of the Vidarbha region would remain stunted unless a separate State 
was carved out for the eight districts. 

Many eye-brows were raised in political circles here as the remark came from 
a Union Minister and that too when regional passions were running high. The 
controversy and the criticism notwithstanding Mr Sathe stuck to his observa- 
tions . 

In several interviews after the controversy, Mr Sathe said there would be no 
alternative to creating a separate Vidarbha State if its development remained 
blocked. This was no separatism, he said. 

Neither was it an election stunt, he said. He was just articulating an an- 
guished cry for the development of a much-neglected region, the Minister said. 

Mr Sathe belongs to Vidarbha, a region which remained away from the main 
Marathi-speaking regions in the erstwhile Bombay State till the reorganisation 
of the States on a linguistic basis in 1956. 

Vidarbha was a p«tt of the erstwhile Hindi-speaking Central Province. The 
people of Vidarbha remained away from the mainstream of Marathi culture and 
developed an independent cultural identity. 

CSO: 4600/1060 
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INDIA 

DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL CONSIDERS 7TH PLAN FORMULATION 

Planning Minister's Speech 

Madras THE HINDU In English 13 Jul 84 p 7 

[Text] NEW DELHI, July 12. Mr. S. B. Chavan, Union Planning Minister and 
Deputy Chairman of the Planning Commission, said here today that constraints on 
resources would make it necessary "to be extremely selective" in choosing new 
programmes or projects during the Seventh Plan. This was so since the major 
thrust areas of the Plan—agriculture and rural development, creation of 
employment and poverty alleviation with human resources development will ab- 
sorb the bulk of the resources. 

Addressing the two-day meeting of the National Development Council (NDC), Mr. 
Chavan gave an indication of the dimensions of the task facing the country 
during the Seventh Plan by pointing out that the population which was expected 
to rise to 803 million by 1989-90 from the present level of 734 million will 
add 37 million persons to the labour force. "The attempt in the Seventh Plan 
would be not only to create employment opportunities to absorb this net addi- 
tion to the work force but also to reduce in a significant measure the backlog 
that will spill over from the Sixth Plan". 

Explaining how selectivity in the choice 6f new projects had become inescapable, 
Mr. Chavan said: "In many cases the spillover in the Seventh Plan is likely to 
be equal to or more than the Sixth Plan expenditure. In the field of irriga- 
tion, it might be necessary to determine priorities even among on-going 
schemes in order to ensure quick completion of essential projects." 

Power generation: Giving the other "physical dimensions of the Seventh Plan, 
envisaging a public sector outlay of Rs. 1,80,000 crores, representing about 46 
to 47 per cent of the total outlay, Mr. Chavan said, electricity generation was 
expected to go up from 165 billion kilowatt hours at the end of the Sixth Plan 
to 270 billion Kilowatt Hours in the terminal year of the Seventh Plan. Steel 
production was expected to be around 13 million tonnes by the end of the Seventh 
Plan, while cement production would be between 48 to 50 million tonnes. 

Originating railway freight was expected to be 375 million tonnes as against 275 
million tonnes at the end of the Sixth Plan. Oil production would go up to 
more than 35 million tonnes. "We consider," Mr. Chavan said, "that these are 
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feasible and achieveable levels of production and performance provided a 
£S?2?,ff0rt iS mäm  f°r achiavi»S ***« levels of productivity. The 
States will have ot put in a major effort to raise foodgrain production by 
acÄ* this ^ *d?it±OMl f5 -J"« hectares of irrigation potStSl^ For 
achieving this, the large number of unfinished major and medium irrigation 
projects at different stages of completion must be given over^id2g8prio^ 

Detailed exercises needed: Mr. Chavan suggested that areas characterised bv 
low or uncertain rainfall or by endemic poverty or where inter^basto trans- 

Z8r^ eT°f C^ly fea8lble' are the «** °"as *ha~ ™7LS for major and medium irrigation schemes should be considered in the Seventh PlS. 

w^«^8   ^TrCea' W5iCh Me alreadv 8carce> thinly ov« too maS projects 
ths sLj!  ^ *?' I"8' °f a11 ±n irri8*tion. He also suggested that both Jn 
hv JJ!^ at the Centre' detailed exercises should be done, enterprise 
iiJZt ?*?<*'<  pr?8ramBe bv Programme and sector by sector to quanSfy^Sst- 
ingproductivity levels, compare them with normative levels anHvolve a 
i^th^rLr^f """* **?*—  the desired levels of efficiency and productive 
hfsSf »r ^ Jr8ef^ ,featUreS °f the SeVenth Plan aPProac^ "Without thH," 
ILlltf Jjfi*      Ä  ?e ^vestment envisaged will not be realistic and the 
SuiVwil^^ - -**»■»* »d growth of 

Gandhi Addresses Meeting 

Madras THE HINDU in English 14 Jul 84 p 1 

llTl    NE? ?ELHI: July 13' »* Prlffie Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, reiter- 
ated here today that the Centre was giving "absolute equality of treatment» 
both to the States ruled by the Congress (I) and the Opposition pJrSeT^ 

^cilCOsh«UÄ STS ^ thC t^day meet±n8 °f the National Development Council, she said that the Congress Chief Ministers had complained that "we 

itrLSn! ZF**^?**  t0 the State8 "^ bv tha Opposition parties 
f«f88 ^  ? T! 5°r ensuria8 the fullest cooperation between the Government 
St thePSntLa^HbCtWee? '?e ltate «* the Central Government she^ST 
a^ other Srtie?  " diStinCtlott betwaan «* st*tes "ruled by'our parties 

Sr^L^w^ that ibc StateS had thelr OVtt ««iculties, the Prime Minis- 
n6MSa *   \  8eTrai Stat68 created ««iculties for themselves and for the 
ctilrM^V*01; I JP

OB,BentiÄS the observations of Mr. N. T. Rama Rao, the 
Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, that the Centre had claimed creditfor manv 

StaSSSd's^jrr'^e.IntegratedRurai»«•**■-?£££. s^r 
Centre"? a  Ct that the8e Pr°8remmes were initiated by the 

confrontation SSL?*!?^ ^V™1*"»*  the tendency to talk in terms of a 
STS?ä£  ^ the Centre and the States, she said, "Let us remember 
that the Centre does not have any territory of its own. The territory^elongs 
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to the States. The Centre does not exist outside the States. There should 
be the closest coordination between the Centre and the States, both in think- 
ing and working. All the major plans have to be Implemented by the States. 
It does not do to denigrate any programme". 

Pat for Tamil Nadu: Mrs. Gandhi congratulated Tamil Nadu on its fine work 
in family welfare. The benefits from the Plan programmes were gradually 
flowing to the people, she said. "We cannot reach all the 70 crores people 
at the same time even if we have resources. We do not have an abundance of 
resources and there must be priorities and we must ensure that all programmes 
reach the people", she said. 

The Prime Minister said that Centre-State relationship should be seen in the 
perspective of creating unity and strength. This is the rationale of the 
special programmes for weaker sections and regions so that their backward- 
ness can be eliminated. The important approach is that of having a well- 
knit family where everyone shares the available resources. 

Better use of local resources: Mrs. Gandhi said that India had already be- 
come one market in terms of goods andsservices, labour and capital. Any 
attempt to fragment this market will weaken the country. Endorsing the 
Tamil Nadu Chief Minister's point about making greater use of local mater- 
ials, she said, "we should make better use of resources and talent in rural 
areas which are now getting enough encouragement". 

Philosophy of tolerance: Replying to the criticism that the Centre was en- 
croaching on the State subjects like education, the Prime Minister said, Where 
education is with the States, the Centre comes in to maintain standards, 
particularly in medicine and engineering. We cannot have anything sub- 
standard. Education must also lay stress on communal harmony and should not 
preach any kind of a sense of superiority of one region over the other or of 
one religion over the other. It should bring about the unity of the country 
and it should stress a national philosophy of tolerance". 

Only Plan direction discussed: Mrs. Gandhi was glad that almost all the 
Chief Ministers had endorsed the S Urenth Plan approach  paper. "We are not 
discussing the Plan as such", she said, "but the direction of the Plan. Now 
there will be a long drawn process of discussion, filling in the details and 
discussions with the Chief Ministers. 

The Prime Minister concluded by saying, "there will never be a time we shall 
be without difficulties, but the Indian people have the capacity to meet the 
challenges". 

Approach Paper Approved 

Calcutta THE STATESMAN in English 14 Jul 84 p 1 

[Text] NEW DELHI, July 13.—The Planning Commission hopes to have the draft 
of the Seventh Five Year Plan ready by November following the approval of its 
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approach document by the National Development Council which ended its contro- 
versial two-day session today. 

The union Planning Minister, Mr S. B, Chavan, told reporters that the approval 
was unanimous and that the consent to the approach document by the four Chief 
Ministers, who had walked out of the NDC meeting yesterday, was taken as hav- 
ing given in the absence of any specific opposition by them. 

But their speeches and statements will not form a part of the record of the 
NDC meeting, the minutes of which will note only that the four Chief Ministers 
walked out. The resolution condemning the walk-out, however, will be included 
in tue record. 

Experts will now go into some specific issues, notably whether the Seventh 
Plan should provide in its formal structure for the effects of inflation, both 
on resources and on costs of investments, Mr A. M. Khusro, a member of the Plan- 
ning Commission, said today that the Plan outlay assumed that it would be non- 
inflationary but the experts would decide how to deal with inflation, if this 
did creep in. 

Growth Rate 

The Seventh Plan, according to.the approach document released today, aims at a 
growth rate of a little more than 5%. This rate should contain inflation- 
ary pressures and lead to import substitution in sectors like crude oil, 
foodgrains and edible oils besides generating employment and income for the 
poor, especially at the less developed regions. 

The Plan is based on the assumption of a 20% savings rate which has already 
been achieved. Over the five years, aggregate investment at 1984-85 prices 
;S f^nnn t0 be *" 3'20'000 «ores. Of this, public investment would be 
,0« ™A   crore*- The public sector outlay in the Plan will be about Rs 
1,80,000 croees. 

The required resources will be mobilizes in a manner which minimizes dependence 
on external sources or on deficit financing which has a high inflationary 
potential. 

Summary of Paper 

Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA In English 15 Jul 84 p 7 

[Text] NEW DELHI, July 14 (UNI).  FASTER movement towards social justice 
ÜT M^frn^CUS <m eaPloyiaeat »ill be the kingpin of the seventh five year 
plan (1985-90) now on the anvil, according to the approach paper on the plan. 

The document, made public after it was approved by the National Development 
Council yesterday, says the guiding principles of the plan "should continue to 

prJucltivltftq"   and SOC±al jU8t±ce' 8elf-rellaace, improved efficiency and 
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Visualising a total investment of Rs. 320,000 crores, including a public sector 
outlay of Rs. 180,000 crores, the document bas set a targer of over-all annual 
growth rate of over five per cent. 

Setting the direction for the formulation of the seventh plan, the 38-page 
document spells out its twelve major features. 

The amjor features are: Alleviation of poverty and a reduction in inter- 
class, inter-regional and rural-urban disparities. 

Reduction of the percentage of people below the poverty line to less than ten 
by 1994-95 will continue to be the goal. 

The attainment of this goal will require a larger investment in the programmes 
aimed at giving self-employment and wage employment to the poorer sections of 
the community, says the paper. Poverty alleviation programmes will be inte- 
grated with the relevant sectoral development programmes, especially those 
taken up in the rural areas. 

The paper calls for integration of re-distributive land reforms and security 
of tenure to the informal tenants with the anti-poverty package of programmes. 

The seventh plan will have a national employment programme. It will cover 
landless labour, seasonally unemployed labour, educated unemployed and women 
by bringing together and integrating the various on-going employment programmes. 

The emphasis on rural development through the national rural employment pro- 
gramme, rural landless employment guarantee programme and integrated rural 
development programme will continue with better planning, closer menitoring 
and tighter organisation for effective implementation, the paper says. 

Special attention to rehabilitation of tribal families and public distribution 
of foodgrains and cloth to vulnerable sections are also visualised. 

On the maximum possible generation of productive employment the document says 
that employment schemes will aim at the creation of durable assets, skill 
formation and generation of permanent and continuing employment with progres- 
sively increasing income levels. 

In addition, the schemes will continue to promote self-employment in economic- 
ally viable activities backed by the requisite training, credit, marketing 
and organisational linkages. "Besides maximising employment generation, utmost 
attention should be directed to the improvement of labour productivity in all 
sectors". 

Education Priority 

On the attainment of self-sufficiency in food the paper calls a rapid advance 
in agricultural production to attain self-sufficiency in foodgrains with an 
overall growth rate of around four per cent per annum in production and greater 
stability in output to smoothen annual fluctuations. Dry land farming for 
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rising productivity in the semi-arid and dry regions would receive 
high priority. 

It also calls for a higher level of social consumption, particularly in edu- 
cation, health, nutrition, sanitation and housing. It stresses the need for 
reorientation of the educational system to meet the requirements of the 
country, it says that the over-riding priority will be given to universal ele- 
mentary education for children in the age group 6-14 years by 1980. 

Primary health care would continue to be the main instrument for achieving 
the goal of health for all 2000 A.D. 

The minimum needs programme would be the sheet anchor for promotion of the 
primary health measures. "Effective co-ordination and coupling of health 
and health-related services and activities, like nutrition, safe drinking water 
supply and sanitation, housing, education, information and communication, and 
social welfare have to be built in as, without such inter-sectoral coordina- 
tion and co-operation, the Implementation of the health programmes suffer 
considerably." 

It wants enhancement in the degree of self-reliance through export promotion 
and import substitutions. The paper says the country's net earnings from 
invisible items in the balance of payments have declined substantially from 
the peak level touched in 1980-81. It would, therefore, be necessary to depend 
largely on faster growth in exports and on import substitution. 

The need to exploit the potential for export of engineering goods and non- 
traditional items has been emphasised. While internal generation of know- 
how, technology and production have to play the dominant role and exports must 
be increased, the need for imports would always remain. It would be neces- 
sary, however, to lay down strict priorities in the matter of Imports, the 
paper says. 

Voluntary adoption of a small family norm and a positive role for women in 
economic social activity should be accelerated. 

Presuming a population growth rate of 1.8 per cent per annum and estimating the 
population at 803 million at the terminal year of the seventh plan, the paper 
cautions against scaling down the importance of the objective of population 
stabilisation in the overall strategy. 

Improvement in literacy and awareness, extensive programmes of information, 
education and communication, an appropriate mix of incentives, reduction of 
infant mortality through improvement of mother and child health services and 
satisfaction of minimum needs will help towards this end, the paper says. 

It pleads for a reducion in infrastructural bottlenecks and shortages and for 
improved capacity utilisation and productivity throughout the economy. 

The need for continued, regular and intensive monitoring of all major public 
sector enterprises and especially of capacity utilisation is emphasised. The 
paper has further stressed that projects adding to infrastructure have to 
adhere to time-schedules laid down, and accountability has to be insisted on. 
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The paper says one of the factors responsible for investment in real terms 
lagging behind target is the multiplicity of bottlenecks and shorages within 
the sectors producing infrastructural goods. These should be avoided in the 
seventh plan. 

It has emphasised the need to ensure that production of steel, cement, coal, 
railway transport, communication, irrigation and fertilisers to not become 
mutual bottlenecks. 

On efficiency, modernisation and competition in industry, the focus of indus- 
trial development will be on upgradation of technology, modernisation, better 
utilisation of assets and the promotion of efficiency. 

Referring to the conservation of energy and promotion of non-conventional 
energy sources, the paper says, indigenous research and technological activ- 
ity in the energy sector "is unsatisfactory." Organisations and institutions 
charged with this responsibility should be reinforced and strengthened. This 
is particularly Important in regard to new sources of energy and social 
forestry. 

On decentralisation of planning and full public participation in development, 
it says it is considered very essential to implement anti-poverty programmes 
effectively and to ensure balanced regional development at least in respect 
of the minimum needs to begin with, the centralisation of planning from 
the state level should be taken to the district. 

Referring to integration of science and technology into the mainstream of de- 
velopment planning, the note says that the substantial capabilities built so 
far in the field of science and technology have not been brought to bear in 
full measure on the national tasks. Efforts will be made in the seventh plan 
to ensure that the bulk of science and technology effort is an integral part 
of all economic and strategic sectors. 

On ecological and environmental conservation, the paper says that all future 
development programmes will take environmental considerations fully into ac- 
count. 

Afforestation programmes, both in the plains and on the hills, will be stepped 
up to outpace the rate of denudation. These programmes can be a major source 
of employment and income for the poor, apart from providing fuel and fodder 
for meeting local needs. These will also contribute to seilcconservation. 

In this context, the paper says, the integrated management of resources on a 
watershed basis in hill areas, with participation of the people, needs to be 
given high priority. 

PTI adds: Though the plan approach apper does not give any indication of the 
proposed increase in the production of foodgrains, the planning minister, Mr. 
S. B. Chavan, indicated at the meeting of the National Development Council that 
the proposed level of food production would be around 188 to 191 million tonnes. 
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This should be compared with the present level of production of 150-151 mil- 
lion tonnes this year, which would form the base year for the seventh five 
year plan. The level of production in 1979-80, the base year of the sixth 
plan, was 127.86 million tonnes. 

Again, while the approach paper does not mention the outlay for the poverty 
alleviation programmes, Mr. Chavan told the NDC meeting that the programmes 
were estimated to absorb five to seven per cent of the total plan outlay. 
The outlay would thus work out to Rs. 9,000 crores to Rs. 12,600 crores. 

This is against an outlay of Rs. 1977.55 crores on integrated rural develop- 
ment and related programmes and national rural employment program© in the 
sixth plan. 

The seventh plan would aim to reduce the percentage of population below the 
poverty line to 23 as against 37 at the end of the sixth plan and 51 at its 
commencement, the NDC was informed. 

Emphasis on S&T 

Calcutta THE TELEGRAPH in English 16 Jul 84 p 6 

[Text] 

New Delhi, July 15 (PTI): A 
considerable increase is likely in 
the Seventh Plan outlay for sci- 
ence and technology from Rs 
33.97 crores allocated to it in the 
Sixth Plan, going by the priority 
assigned to it in the Plan 
approach paper. 

If science and technology are 
to play a role in national de-, 
velopment, says the approach 
paper, it cannot do so by being a 
fringe element, but only if its is 
an essential component in all 
major socio-economic sectors 
"and appropriate investments 
for this are made." 

Funds would have to be pro- 
vided during the Seventh Plan to 
fully utilise the already created 
capabilities. This would include 
modernisation of existing capa- 
bilities by replacement of old 
equipment, provision of 
appropriate amenitis for scien- 
tists which are lacking, and mod- 
ern infrastructure facilities such 
as stabilised power. 

The paper says India cannot 
afford to stay behind in crucial 
areas of high technology, where 
fast growth  is  taking place. 

Moreover, it says, the scientific 
•and technological capabilites 
that have been built up have to 
be1 used more effectively to 
promote efficiency, productivity 
and technological advance in all 
sectors. 

Comprehensive technology 
.development plans, which take 
an integrated view of internal 
developments and imports of 
technology, will have to be pre- 
pared and implemented in a few 
critical sectors during the 
Seventh Plan period. 

While the stress in the Plan is 
on faster growth of exports and 
import substitution, import of 
essential technologies to com- 
plement internal technological 
development must also have 
priority. . ' 

An important step envisaged 
in the approach paper is ensur- 
ing commitment of industries in 
the area of research and de- 
velopment and the Plan docu- 
ment suggests that an allocation 
of about 10 per cent of the sales 
turnover could be considered as 
appropriate expenditure on R 
and D. 

The paper says that a state- 
ment on science and technology 
effort by industry must feature 
in every annual report. It does 
not, however, spell out the step's 
that may be taken to induce 
industry to spend jn ore on. R 
and D.   With the fast changing 
pace of development in science 
and technology the world over, 
the paper says,  several new 

. areas have emerged. Such areas,, 
according to the approach pap- 
er, include micro-electronics bio- 
technologies, and oceanography. 

However, the plan document 
says, the manner of developing 
such areas, administrative and 
other responsibilities for these, 
extent of funding and other such 
issues have to be decided on a 
national basis. 

Besides/ there are areas like 
information systems develop- 
ment, national resources man- 
agement system (through ap- 
plication of remote sensing tech- 
niques), development of inte- 
grated energy systems using con- 
ventional and non-conventional 
sources, which have to be 
attended to 

CSO: 4600/1055 
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INDIA 

ARUNACHAL PRADESH WANTS BURMA BORDER SEALED 

Calcutta THE STATESMAN in English 17 Jul 84 p 9 

[Text] NEW DELHI, July 16.—Arunachal Pradesh has called for the sealing of 
its border with Burma as a precautionary measure to stop extremist activities 
from across the boundary, according to the Chief Minister, Mr Apang, reports 
UNI. 

Speaking to reporters here Mr Apang said two persons had been killed in the 
border villages some months ago.  It was suspected that they had been killed 
by extremists who were operating from across the border. Besides, there had 
been cases of extortion of money from the poor and innocent villagers by the 
extremists. 

He said he had met the Prime Minister and the Home Minister, Mr P. C. Sethi, 
and had drawn their attention to these facts and requested them to take measures 
to seal the border. 

He added that his Government, as well as the people, were very much concerned 
over the proposal to construct two bunds over the Dhing and the Subansiri to 
check floods in Assam.  If the bunds were constructed about one sixth of the 
total population of 6,30000 in the State would be rendered homeless and at 
least three towns would be submerged. 

Mr Apang said although the Assam Chief Minister, Mr Hiteshwar Saikia, had told 
him that the bunds would not be constructed against the people's wishes, he 
was yet to be informed about the reaction of the Centre to the protest lodged 
with the Government in this regard. 

Arunachal Pradesh was not happy with the development of communications and 
transport facilities. Only [number indistinct] out of the 101 district ad- 
ministrative centres had been provided with telephone facilities. The adminis- 
tration had to rely on wireless to maintain communications with the officials. 

CSO:  4600/1070 
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EXTREMISTS IN TRIPURA REPORTEDLY REGROUPING 

Calcutta THE STATESMAN in English 17 Jul 84 p 9 

[Text] AGARTALA, July 16.-Extremists of the underground Tribal National 
Volunteers (TNV) Tripura, are now regrouping in different areas of the North 
district, according to informed sources, says UNI. 

NL^L"L™ eSSXa"lvc in the state-about 15°are BO"ln6 —tln 
The sources said the extremists had divided themselves into 25 groups and were 

inW oUeraCi     ^ informatlon about "security bases" and the route of comb- 

^e^!USCe^S^peC
J

t th3t the extremis*s enter Tripura through three villages 
in the North district bordering the Chittagong Hill tracts of Bangladesh. The 
extremists are moving to the other districts through hilly terrain and differ- 
ent forest ranges. 

S!f ?wrCe! Sa,id th6re Were ab°Ut 20 members of  the Mizo National Front with 
the TNV extremists  These extremists were equipped with sophisticated wea- 
pons like light machine-guns, stenguns and self-loading rifles. 

In a letter to a local daily recently, Dhananjay Reang, vice-president of "Free 
«r™fa % ^! G°vernment in exile", pledged to fight the "Indian Colonial Gov- 
ernment of the Left Front in Tripura". 

Mr Reang said that the TNV was determined to create a "free Tripura and a free 

forei ners"       * Wh° had been reduced to a microscopic minority by the 

The sources quoting eye-witnesses said that some of these extremists in North 
district were extorting money from the rich and contractors. 

ofT^S^Y?POrtS received here> ™*y ™°den electricity poles in some parts 
of horth district were cut off by some unknown criminals. The sources felt 
this was being done by the extremists to snap all connexion with the district 
QusrtZGrs • 
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PTI adds: 

The Tripura Chief Minister, Mr Nripen Chakrabarty said the promulgation of the 
special ordinance empowering the Centre to declare any State or a part of it 
was "terrorist-affected" was an attempt to "establish one-party authoritarian 
rule". 

Mr Chakraborty told reporters here yesterday that the special courts envisaged 
under the ordinance would have sweeping powers even to the extent of trying 
general criminal cases. This, Mr Chakraborty said was a "clear infringement on 
the constitutional status of the States". 

The Tripura Pradesh Congress (I) president, Mr Asok Bhattacharjee, however, 
welcomed the ordinance and said that it should immediately be extended to the 
whole of Tripura "in view of the State Government's failure to check the grow- 
ing extremist menace". 

CSO: 4600/107D 
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SUBRAMANIAM SWAMY FORMS NEW POLITICAL PARTY 

Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA in English 17 Jul 84 p 1 

[Text] NEW DELHI, July 16. Dr. Subramaniam Swamy, MP, who was recently ex- 
pelled from the Janata Party, of which he was the deputy leader of the parlia- 
mentary wing, today announced the formation of a new political party. 

Named the Hindustan Praja Party, Dr. Swammy has become its ad hoc president. 
He will tour the country for the next one month to set up ad hoc state commit- 
tees to complete its organisational structure. 

On August 15, he will issue a policy statement expounding the ideology and 
programme of the party spelling out in what way it differed from the ruling 
Congress as well as the Janata or other opposition parties. 

Dr. Swamy, through the formation of the new party, wants to give a "new 
ideology to the country. According to him, the Janata Party failed to offer 
an ideologically clear programme" to the people. The party remained a "con- 
tused babble where leaders spoke one thing one day and contradicted them- 
selves the next day. 

On the other hand, the Congress under Mr. Nehru and Mrs. Indira Gandhi "ushered 
in a programme of socialism". This programme, according to him, "has led to 
corruption, unemployment and inefficiency. Because of this, the human being 
in India is becoming debased. This rot has to be stopped." 

There was now need for a new party because all the opposition parties were 
propagating the same programme of the Congress which had failed. The new 
party would be based on the principles of nationalism and humanism. 

Dr. Swamy claimed that he had obtained the active support in his new venture 
trom middle-level leaders of the Janata Party. 

!T\a^S^ ALa two~day mating here of Dr. Swamy's supporters, it was decided 
to hold the first convetnion of the new party on Vijaya Dashami day to formally 
launch it with a constitution, flag and emblem. 

CSO: 4600/1069 
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ANALYST DISCUSSES HANDLING OF PUNJAB SITUATION 

Madras THE HINDU In English 15 Jul 84 p 1 

[Article by G. K. Reddy] 

[Text] 
NEW DELHI, July 14. 

.The Central Government is taking extraordinary 
precautions to prevent violent incidents in Punjab 
on Monday, when the Akalis propose to take out 
processions in different towns protesting against 
the continued army presence in the Golden Temple. 

The army and para military forces deployed in 
Punjab have been alerted to be ready to deal 
firmly with any acts of violence in the course of 
the threatened^ protest marches in Amritsar and 
other towns, Including Chandigarh and Delhi. 

As part of these precautionary measures, the 
Centre today promulgated what is called the Terrorist 
Affected Areas (Special Courts) Ordinance empower- 
ing itslef to establish special tribunals for trial of 
those accused of certain specific offences which 
impinge on the security and territorial integrity of 
the country or any part of it. The ordinance, which 
extends to the whole country except Jammu and 
Kashmir because of certain constitutional limitations, 
is intended to cope with law and order problems 
in States like Punjab or the North-East region where 
the normal judicial processes have been impaired 
by insurgency or terrorism. 

The ordinance further empowers ""trie Centre to 
set up such special courts outside the States concerned 
to try certain cases like waging war against the 
State, abetting. mutiny, promoting hatred between 
communities and classes or inciting murder or violence, 
if the respective State Governments made 6uch 
a recommendation. These courts will be presided 
over by a serving District and Sessions Judge, 
who will be appointed by the Centre with the concur- 
rence of the Chief Justice of the State. 

Centralised command: A control room has been 
set up in Delhi and the necessary communications 
laid on to monitor the movements of the "jathas" 
and order appropriate action from a centralised 
command point so that there is no scope for any 

undue leniency or over-reaction at the,local level 
in different districts. 

The army and para military forces have been 
asked to be ready with plans to clamp down statewide 
curfew, as was done on the eve of the military 
action last month, if there was a fear of defiance 
of prohibitory orders by the protest marchers who 
have already started congregating in small numbers 
at different places in the State. 

The way the martyrs' day processions in Kashmir 
were frustrated yesterday by the Central and State 
authorities with a combination of curfew and ban 
on vehicular movements, including cancellation of 
air services, is seen as a successful field test of 
similar steps proposed to be taken in Punjab on 
Monday along witn some other measures. The Centre 
is in no mood to relent at preseno from its refusal 
to withdraw the army completely from Punjab, although 
the thinning out of some of the units is continuing 
despite the threat of a renewed agitation. 

Taking moderates' help: But in taking this firm 
stand the authorities in Delhi appear to be unwittingly 
restricting their own flexibility in refusing to restore 
possession of the damaged Akal Takht to the head 
priests with the result that some hardliners among 
the Akalis are already talking of preserving the 
battered building in its present form, like the famous 
Cathedral in Berlin, as a painful reminder to future 
generations of what happened to this holy structure. 
There is thus every danger of the initiative passing 
once again into the hands of the hotheads if no 
timely steps are taken to associate the more moderate 
Sikh leadership with the repair work of Akal Takht. 

It is in this context that some men of goowill, 
both Hindus and Sikhs, have come forward with 
the suggestion that the army should withdraw from 
the Golden Temple complex but remain in the surround- 
ing area to prevent the misuse of the premises 
for propagating violence or storing arms again. 
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INDIA 

COMMISSIONER DISCUSSES PREPARATIONS FOR ELECTIONS 

Calcutta THE STATESMAN in English 18 Jul 84 pp 1, 9 

[ITIL  slfion J»ly 17-^e eleCti°n machlnery iS beln* ^edto hold 
W t^ r   \? I8    Tn f Sh°rt n°tice"- ™s was bleated here today 
ers at the L^f t^ ^r^/0^'* * R' K" Trlvedl> while talkinS to report- ers at the end of the three-day conference of chief electoral officers. 

He said the Commission needed 35 days' notice under the law. In addition iit 
would require a week's time to convey the fact to the political parties 

be°nohdifS?Inrf'° q^St±0n^ U W3S Clear the next Lok Sabha elections would 
cerned ^^^  °neS S° far aS the a"endant ills were con- 

^fLnnrfiU! '5* MBd t0 keep °Ut money Power> ffiisus* °f official machinery 
mide it cleTtha «*^ «^"Wa.  the Chief Election Commission« 
Tats OT  tne Lithf ^  ? """""J °f TY Tadlcal  changes in the Sectoral laws or the faithful implementation of the model code-of which there was as 

earli:r
eoner

e"the ^ General EleC^°nS W°Uld f°llow the Patern of th^ 

voters wou'dCi: S^i •** M? flections would *  different-the number of 
Inch a" 7»r£ r,    I     mill"n, the largest anywhere in the world. To enable 
Parties aXand^r ^ ?*  admi»istrative expenses incurred by the 
parties and candidates would be around Rs 72 crores. 

Duplication 

in/sL^T8^?-^ 'J* ?ommlsslon to hold elections to the Lok Sabha and 
the State Assemblies simultaneously were to be accepted, duplication of ex- 
penses could be avoided, Mr Trivedi said. education oi ex 

completed ifalfthf ^V"""1  r°11S Were conce™*> ^e said this had been completed in all the States except Assam. The Commission had been told by the 

work bv theT'S th3t " Tld take UP reViSion °f rolls af ter completion of 
tribunals that tlTtt aPP°*nted under the 1**** Migrants Act. But the few 
tribunals that had been set up were yet to start working. The Assam Government 
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had also suggested that the names of foreigners identified by the tribunals 
be deleted from the electoral rolls of 1979. 

The State had not specifically indicated whether it would be administratively 
possible to undertake a special revision in terms of the suggestion made by 
the Commission for updating the 1971 rolls. 

Mr Trivedi said the Commission would get in touch with the State Government and 
their final reaction would be put up before a meeting of the recognized 
political parties some time next month. 

As regards the possible difficulties in holding elections in Punjab, Mr 
Trivedi said that if the improvement on the law and order front in the last 
fortnight was kept up, the elections process in the State need not be disrupted. 
However, much would depend on the situation prevailing at the time elections 

were called. 

The chief electoral officers agreed in principle to have one-day poll in15 
States and complete the polling process within two days in the rest of the 
States and Union territories. The Chief Election Commissioner also proposed 
to write to the Chief Ministers to help the election machinery in this regard. 

Mr Trivedi said the chief electoral officers wanted their requirement of ad- 
ditional central forces to be fully met if polling was to be completed within 
a day. This would need further consultation with the Home Ministry to ascer- 
tain the availability of forces vis-a-vis the law and order situation then 
prevailing in certain States like Punjab and Assam. "A final view will be 
taken at the appropriate time". 

The conference also considered the question of taking effective steps against 
misuse of official machinery with special reference to the allegations regard- 
ing the use of aircraft, helicopters and official cars by the ruling party 
for election purpose. 

The Government had not so far responded to the Commission's suggestion that the 
use of official machinery be made a corrupt practice under the law. 

'Blue Book1 

Mr Trivedi pointed out that the use of official aircraft by the Prime Minister 
could not be covered under the Commission's instructions and that such use was 
regulated by the "Blue Book'1 for security reasons. 

A suggestion for setting up a cell to monitor news coverage through the mass 
media of AIR and Doordarshan was found to be impracticable, considering that 
there were 92 AIR stations, the mushrooming Doordarshan kendras and any 
number of news bulletins from each centre. However, it had been decided to 
include in the model code a provision that the ruling party should not use 
the media to further its interests in the elections. This issue would also 
be further discussed at next month's meeting with political parties. 
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On the question of the use of the electronic machine the Chief PI^M„ r 

nere again there had been no response yet from the Government. 

reforms was said to be still HPHU !/  ^Jinet sub-committee on electoral 
co oe still deliberating on the various issues raised. 
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INDIA 

NEWSMEN TOLD PROBLEMS IN SINO-INDIAN BORDER SOLUTION 

New Delhi PATRIOT in English 15 Jul 84 p 7 

[Text] 
Beijinfc^ljpM-ffln)—The Sino-Indian border 
dknu*e?S4hff ^priple obstacle inrrtre-way of 
■Miraflsatiisfaoi'ialations between India ancL- 
Cüna, bufffisä»rlikdy to be solved iire b«ityr 
Lssnior-CaiH&afficial is reportecVto Bäva.tala> 
a fHJUp öCSfeHÄg Indian journalists.. 

Tks^bBBM^iej problem was a legacy of the- 

BnüshjcdKdaJBggiod and aroused deep feel- 
lug» ea bfflfPSSSs ancfeihua-wottld take time-hr 
rasoiue-Afr Liu Shuqing, assistant minister and 
riimi IT» i'tfd— *ni in ili|imfflrwiil iif^ti rfriTTttnr 
foreign- rgiraatay saiaV- 

But this problem cout£be*SBf aside to boost 
relations in the economic trade, science and 
technology fields ..members of a delegation from 
the All India Small and Medium Newspapers 
FedenfioTf PHSMNF) quoted the @hiaese afffa 
cial as saying during an htm r-fang maeting with 
them on-Wedhesday. 

Trie AISMNF delegation led by its president 
HarbraJilESn^EarTivBd here on lOrlnly on a 
Inn il"i iWf i>flfc invitation of the all China 

suggested that while the 
to improve economic ties 
side was not f orthcomiag— 

by a spofaMMttofth«1 

rue", he sattr; ISISfcf while 
enjoyed mutC favoured 
exports to Clnta were 

iMw-poiflteeVout. 
sd«tfce±tkc*K> OBHU 

tual understand^ to ac- 
nost favoured naffurr treat- 

rnsmVbu§ffe& Chinese have insisted in a trade 
bnr*»HHB2rt first, frarsaid. 

Citing figure»— two-way trade between 
rhdia and China bad dropped from 150 million 

"US dollars in 1987 to just 60 million US dollars 
last year in which the Indian share of exports 
was a mere ten million dollars—the Indian offi- 
cial said these alone would show where the 

: blarae lay. 
Although India had been able to identify 

several items the two coantries could trade, 
there had not been any movement in the eco- 
nomic field. 

Tha Chinese official Mr Liu Shuquing, said 
liJia iTlPhini hadalreadj held four roundsof 
talk&si the boundary questiorLand the fifth was 
due fB fie held in Beijing before the end of the 
y*ar„bwt did'not kidicaS precisely when. 

1fiB7Chfnes»offleialsii(ihi*cauntry**pres- 
«mtdflnBstic sJCsation and ite plans for »cidist 
modernisation demanded that the environment 
iiF-the Asjaitregion should be peaceful Good 
neighbourly relations between India and China 
wood eoHtribufB-to auch areenvirönment, he 

China was verynruchinTeiestedin building 
people-to people relations and exchanges of del- 
egations like the one of journalists, would help 
build-bridges of understanding.. 

On Wednesday th* AIL China foucnaiiftts As 
saotation hosted a lunch for the-Indian jaurnal- 
UmThay also visited tbaofffce of China's only 
English language newspaper'China Daily' and 
English monthly 'Chins. Reconstructs', which 
plans to bring out Hindi and Bengali editions 
shortly. 
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INDIA 

DETAILS OF INDO-SOVIET COAL PROTOCOL TOLD 

Madras THE HINDU in English 28 Jun 84 p 6 

[Text] 

;    c_ _ NEW DELHI June 27 
Sov* assistance will be 5Sd kj India 

»n a btg way in the comina veare fir kSS 
stepping up output of coal mS teteneficatfef 

UrArPW" Si9"«' ^ ,ndia AS 
»~^T, du7"9 *e recent visit of a high level 
team to Moscow provides for Sovtet ÄowS 
ton ,n vanous aspects of the ccTindS^3" 

Apart from the traditional areas of coal 
A*™"   and   mini"9   operations,   SrS 
technology would now be available for settina 

country was willing to do so. 

with ^aS Proposed to "set up  14 washertes 
)Xnn~ ^nnuf.throu3f]Put of "»V 30 million 
tonnes of coking coal in the next 10 years 
The estimated cost was Rs. 725 crores 
.„    *T^° Proposed to build up capacity 
to wash 55 million tonnes of nw-cokinTcoal 
ayear at an  estimated  investment  of  Rs 
ouu crores. 

Impurities: In view of the high proportion 
of impurities in Indian coal it was SJbSSmS 

increasingly clear that consumers would in 

hkiÄ
<^L0f,stBel mrtte but afeo in the boilers of power plants. 

Afciea^ the National Aluminium Company 
has agreed to take washed coal for its upcoming 

Mr. Lai said equipment worth Ra 200 crores 
tor new coal  washeries had  been ordered 

^Sio^^^^^throughput 

aJLnJ^2hLfeL£* PfWtfon would be 
tec^^L1009 ™* **"* ^stance Dfcause  of the  massfve investments  being 

Tk^6* ^vould "^P set up the institute. 
Three major projects — two of them in 

th» Jharla coalfields and the other h«^ 

sÄse^ncI TT
e ^takeTup .A 

^FfSÜ^XPrcfr* S 
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INDIA 

JAPAN-INDIA BUSINESS COOPERATION COMMITTEE MEETS 

Calcutta THE STATESMAN in English 18 Jul 84 p 9 

tText] NEW DELHI, July %-^^»^^£££Z,  in 
Japanese trade level to $5 billon a year as soon £ fco Japan. 
which this is to be done is to icnr*as* ^*" *°0^ttee of the Japan-India 
A working group has been set up by the^andxngcommittee o      P^ 
Business Cooperation Committee which met in Tokyo earner 

^  *-he Föderation of India Chambers of Commerce and Industry 
A Press release by the Federation or A™    meeting, reviewed the expansion 

ments and aluminium foils held great potential as export items. 

-„ a« «ffort has to be made to promote exports of 

SÄTÄS r^e1iÄinrp"Lt^ ana to „odlly *- 
to suit Japanese preferences. 

followed up with deep-sea fishing, 

sought in solar energy. 

It »as noted with satisfaction that there had been constable £P™^ 
Japanese Invests««, technology »«Mf«. «dco lUborations In 
peat «. years end this had prov dad a ^^/«^Japanese technology 

ZluZ-tJU^i:   SLTS^S* electronics, mdnstrlal machinery, 
power, telecommunications and steel. 
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INDIA 

DEVELOPMENTS IN RELATIONS WITH PAKISTAN DISCUSSED 

Differences in Approach 

Madras THE HINDU in English 16 Jul 84 p 1 

[Text] 
■ NEW DELHI, July 15. 

The Foreign Secretary of Pakistan, Mr. Niaz 
Naik, is arriving in Delhi on Wednesday. July 
18. tc- resume the protracted dialogue with 
his Indian counterpart, Mr.. M. K. Rasgotra 
on how to synthesize the twin proposals for 
a simple no-war pact and a more comprehensive 
treaty of peace, friendship and cooperation 

At their last two rounds of talks in Udaipur 
and Islamabad, the two Foreign Secretaries 
have not been able to reconcile the fundamental 
differences between their Governments on the 
basic perceptions of a broad-based understand- 
ing that holds out the prospect of positive 
cooperation without confining the accord to 
the negative concept of non-aggression. 

The two big hurdles to the fusion of the 
two drafts into a single document for further 
negotiations is the Pakistani refusal to go 
along with the Indian plea for basing this 
treaty or agreement on the principles of bilater- 
alism and non-alignment It is highly unlikely 
that these basic differences would be narrowed 
let alone overcome, during these talks in Delhi' 
since the relations between the two countries 
have been strained by the Punjab crisis, since 
the two Foreign Secretaries met in Islamabad 
in April. 

Indian interpretation: The Indian interpretation 
of bilateralism is that all outstanding disputes, 
including the Kashmir issue, should be resolved 
only through direct negotiations without any 
outside involvement or interference. The 
Government of India is equally firm in its' 
insistence on a parallel commitment by both 
countries that, as non-aligned countries, they 
would neither enter into military pacts with 
other countries nor lease any bases to them 
under any pretext 

The Pakistani Government continues to main- 
tain that these two conditions laid down by 
India go beyond the scope of a non-aggression 
pact and impinge on its sovereignty as an 
independent country and its rights and obliga- 
tions as a member of the United Nations. 
It has been stressing that the Simla agreement 
itself had stipulated quite clearly that the rela- 
tions between the two countries should be 

E^f,1^ ,& *<* Prin9'Ples and purposes of 
the U.N. Charter and .that they should settle 
their disputes through bilateral negotiations 
or other peaceful means mutually aqreed ucon 
between them. .. ; •   ••''„ 

Kashmir issue: The implication: of, this 
• Pakistani contention.is that if an issue like 

Kashmir cannot be settled through bilateral 
negotiations, it should have the inherent riqht 
to take the issue to the U.N. again in terms 
of rts Charter rights and the provisions of 
the Simla agreement The farthest that Pakistan 
is prepared to go in stretching the principle 
of bilateralism to accommodate the Indian 
stand is to blur; the, reference by avoiding 
the use of any expression that could be in- 
terpreted even remotely as implying that all 

„ disputes, including the Kashmir issue, should 
be settled exclusively by direct negotiations. 

Lease   of   bases,   military   facilities:   The 
. KaKistani Government has been no less vehe- 

ment in its refusal to make any categorical 
commitment through a treaty or agreement 
that it will not lease bases to other countries 
or allow the use of its military facilities by 
other powers for whatever purpose. It has 
declined to go along with this Indian suggestion 
saying that no sovereign nation could be 
expected to enter into such an undertaking 
which no other non-aligned country is called 
upon to do so or voluntarily infringe its own 
rights under the U.N. Charter which does 
not bar member-countries from seeking the 
aid of other countries for its self-defence. 

No exclusive commitment At the previous 
rounds of talks on these two sensitive points 
the Pakistani Foreign Secretary had assured 
India that his Government was keen on settling 
all outstanding disputes including the Kashmir 
issue through bilateral negotiations as far as 
possible, but he was not prepared to commit 
his country to do so exclusively by this means 
as part of a treaty commitment with India, 
similarly, he had been saying that Pakistan 
had no intention at all of entering into fresh 
military pacts or leasing bases, but it could 
not infringe its own sovereign rights by forsaking 
this right as a treaty obligation to induce 
India to enter into a no-war pact 
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Near deadlock There is thus a near deadlock 
over these two crucial points and India is 
not prepared to put a gloss on these basic 
differences over the very purpose of a no- 
war pact by playing with words or using 
phraseology that might further dilute the princi- 
ple of bilateralism that is the.very basis of 
the Simla agreement. The Government of India 
is keeping the door open and continuing the 
dialogue tor what it is worth despite the ob- 
duracy of Pakistan, because it does not want 
to be accused of calling off abruptly the 
search for better relations. 

'Complicity' in Punjab crisis: The Indian 
authorities have highly incriminating evidence 
of Pakistan's complicity in the Punjab crisis, 
obtained through painstaking interrogation of 
the arrested terrorists and gathered from other 
sources. Though it has' not been disclosed 

in the white paper or other official documents, 
the Government proposes to confront Pakistan 
with this damaging material at some stage 
to prove its mala fide in talking glibly, of 
a no-war pact and encouraging insurgency 
clandestinely at the same time, to erode the 
very basis for a non-aggression agreement 
or a broad-based treaty of peace, friendship 
and cooperation. 

Pak. prose attitude: The Indian position is 
that there can be no worthwhile peace treaty 
or no-war pact without some degree of mutual, 
confidence. The way the Government-controlled 
press and radio in Pakistan have'been ranting 
and gloating over the developments in Punjab, 
to the extent of even lionising the hijackers, 
has certainly undermined India's faith in 
Pakistan's intentions. 

Reasons for Deferment of Talks 

Madras THE HIMDU la English 17 Jul 84 p 1 

[Article by G, K. Reddy] 

[Text] 
NEW DELHI, July 16. 

It has bean decided at the highest level 
to take a fresh look at the totality of India's 
present relationship with Pakistan, before engag- 
ing in any further dialogue on the no-war 

.proposal or other inter-related problems of 
normalisation.   ' 

*" Consequently, the visits to Delhi by the 
Foreign Secretary of Pakistan, Mr. Niaz Naik 
from Wednesday for follow-up discussions 
on the no-war issue and the Foreign Minister, 
Mr: Yaqub Ali Khan, for the second ministerial 
meeting of the Joint Commission early next 
month have been deferred till after September 
with no firm indication of when these would 
take place. 

Terns for assessment: An official spokesman, 
who amcwnqed the postponement of the two 
visits, said that as there had been many Indo- 
Pakictani exchanges both at official and ministe- 
rial levels in the last few weeks — in Delhi, 
Islamabad and Male — it was felt that "we 
should allow ourselves a little time to assess 
the results of these contacts before proceeding 
further" with the process of normalisation. 

k was pointed but that the Foreign Secretary, 
Mr. M K. Rasgofra, went to Islamabad in 
May after Mr. Niaz Na'ik's earlier visit to 
Delhi, the two Foreign Ministers, Mr. P. V. 
Narasimha Rao and Mr. Yaqub Ali Khan, 
travelled together to Maldives for the SARC 
meeting and had many opportunities to talk 
of bilateral problems, and the Information and 
Broadcasting Minister, Mr. H. K. L. Bhagat, 
had just been to Pakistan on a goodwill visit 
But the two Governments were not unaware 
of these frequent contacts when tt>ey agreed 
that the two Foreign Secretaries should meet 
in Delhi this weak to continue the no-war 
talks and that the Foreign Ministers should 
get together on August- 6 for the meeting 
of the Joint Commission. 

Fresh look: The obvious inference that is 
being drawn by diplomatic circles is that the 
Indo-Pakistan dialogue has again run into rough 
weather .In thS'wake of .the Punjab crisis 
and the many unanswered questionsJeft by 
the hijacking episode/The two developments 
together have evidently ted to the Indian decision 
to take a fresh look at the totality of • Indo- 

Pakistan relationship before proceeding further 
with this dialogue. 

If the proposed meetings of the two Foreign 
Secretaries and the Foreign Ministers have 
been deferred till after September, it is highly 
unlikely that these would be held in October 
or November on the eve of the parliamentary 
elections, unless there is a marked improvement 
in the meantime in IndoPakistan relations." 
There is, on the contrary.. every likelihood 

. of further strains developing as the interrogation 
of the arrested terrorists leads to more damaging 
disclosures of Pakistan's deep involvement 
in the Punjab developments. 

A key factor.. The sudden postponement 
of the scheduled talks between the.two Foreign 
Secretaries at such short notice barely two 
days before the expected arrival of Mr. Naik 
in Delhi, much more than the decision to 
defer the ministerial meeting of the Joint Com- 
mission next month, reflects a marked hardening 
of the Indian attitude. One of the factors 
that influenced the Indian decision is the 
perverse gtee with which the Pakistan press 
continues to gloat over the Punjab developments 
1n utter disregards of the understanding reached 
by the Information Ministers of the two countries 
only a week ago to desist from such propaganda 
campaigns. N 

The visit of Mr. Bhagat, which was postponed 
"earlier following the expulsion of two Indian 
Airlines employees from Lahore,, was almost 
deferred for the second time after'the Defence 
Minister of Pakistan. Mr. Mir Ali Ahmed Talpur, 
made a highly intemperate .attack accusing 
India of ill-treating .its minorities. and„ihtimidating 
trie neighbouring nations. But it was decided 
by the Prime Minister herself fr«* Mr, Bha.gat 
should go ahead with his visit if frity'- to 
keep up the political contacts between- the 
two countries even-if nothing was. going to 
be achieved in the present circumstances. 
.- Weighty reason«: So the Government must 
have had some weighty reasons to put off 
the no-war talks for the present and postpone 
the next meeting or the Joint Commission 
by reversing the very arguments that were 
.'used for proceeding with Mr. Bhagat's visit. 
It"' cannot be easily explained away with the 
bland assertion that the two meetings have 
been deferred through mutual consent. 
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INDIA 

PAKISTAN WARNED AGAINST INCURSIONS IN NUBRA VALLEY 

Madras THE HINDU in English 28 Jun 84 p 1 

[Article by G. K. Reddy] 

In the Ladakh sector ef KeehSr?»SS. caki£ th!"£ COntro1 ta 1"",ra ""« 
any renewed attempts by the Paki.1™ »J^f "? "««"»ry steps to thwart 
foroee 1» this h^S, strate^at?«^", t iUUdi' °* outfl,mk «" ^1" portance. * «rateglc salient that has considerable geopolitical ln- 

ox'the^hralSS «"Se'conf££ o^„f„T"^ *?*»" «« *— 
to the siechen glacier, was^aleTtate Srl?U^.a^.Shy0k ***"• lMii^ 

nLr^c^elll£?** trMP' ~ «Ät^xSSn^es^teTr 

ÄJifi'iÄ! d^rec^t^t^^JlT^' * "■ «• 

a serious view of this v^ioroftht i f J   J    h* G?vernafint of India took 
strategic area, which we£ kga"ins? t£ spStff ^T« T'"1 *" thl8 "^ 
Joined hoth countries not to^esorVS S^ÄS a^oTS Sit 

2ot1hethiLroTa8c?uat cental* £ SSSTJT °f "^ «~ * *" — 
some vital positions oTthe Indian «Lf J    ^Vf°°PS have tried to °««Py 
back, claiming that the JrevSus ce^sefira l^/^V*11*? ab°Ut ten da*8 

into a line of actual control Zd^Zfttl * Which was Utmr transformed 
to the Siachen glaSer uSr£^ °f this «^ leading 
The local Pakistan commandera went tTt^ -It I    l °P6n t0 confll<*ing claims, 
secretly extending itfiTon^i ?e exteat of acc«sing India of 
advantage^S^LpuSHeg^r88 "" ™-**°*«* "« to gain strategic 
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insidious Attempt 

The present Indian positions in the Nubra valley and its upper reaches, it was 
claiaed, were only 150 km. away as the crow flies from the Karakoram highway 
skirting the adjacent glacier area that includes some of the highest mountains 
in the world, including K-2 (Mount Godwin Austin), Hanga Parbat and Rakaposhi, 
thus posing a threat to the security of Pakistan. But this plea of high 
strategic conpulsions was only a cover for an insidious attempt to gain a 
firm foothold on the upper reaches of the Nubra valley to dominate the Indian 
lines of communication running close to the line of actual control, which were 
essential for the country's defences against the Chinese forces in the northern 
region. 

Strategic area 

The culster of high mountains, glaciers and river valleys in this region con- 
stitutes geopolitically one of the most important strategic areas in the world 
today, since the Himalayas, the Karakoram and the Hlndukush meet there. The 
frontiers of five countries—India, China, the Soviet Union, Pakistan and 
Afghanistan—also converge in this region. 

It is for this reason that India cannot afford to let Pakistan gain fuller 
control of this area by quietly nibbling away at some of its forward positions 
in the Nubra valley along the line of actual control, while China remains in 
occupation of the valleys of the other river systems in Lädakh to the south 
of the Karakoram. So Pakistan has been told privately that India will not 
tolerate any further incursions into the Nubra valley which will continue to 
be defended at all costs. 

The present Indian policy is to keep up the dialogue with Pakistan on politi- 
cal matters including the twin purposes for a comprehensive friendship treaty 
and a simple no-war pact, and continue the vigilance against any possible 
military threats or acts of subversion. It is in pursuit of this two-pronged 
approach that the Government has been saying what is needed to be said about 
Pakistan's involvement in the Punjab crisis and its bid to acquire a nuclear 
capability, without interrupting the political dialogue even if nothing is 
going to come out of it in the near future. 

CSO: 4600/1054 
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INDIA 

OUTLAWING OF MIZO NATIONAL FRONT AND ARMY UPHELD 

Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA in English 17 Jul 84 p 7 

[Text] NEW DELHI, July 16 (UNI). MR. Justice T. C. Das of Gauhati high court 
constituting a one-man tribunal, today upheld the government order declaring ' 
the hizo National Front and its armed wing, Hizo National Army, as unlawful 
organisations. J'        ""->-<™i.uj. 

In its order, the tribunal held that the activities of the organisations 
were clearly secessionist in nature and as such the government of India was 
clearly Justified m delcaring them unlawful associations in terms of Section 
3 of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act. 

The tribunal was constituted under the 1967 act to adjudicate the legally 
of the government notification dated January 20, 1984, in terms of Section 4 
or the act. 

A press release issued by the tribunal's registrar said that after consider- 
ation of the evidence on record, the tribunal found that the MNF and MNA wanted 
to form an independent state of Mizoram and its adjoining areas inhabited by 
the Kukis and the Mizos outside the Union of India. 

For that purpose, it said, they had adopted a constitution of their own 
organised a parallel government, indulged in illegal and forcible collection 
of taxes indulged in looting, intimidation and murder of civilian population 
and security forces, and established contact with foreign countries for obtain- 
ing financial assistance and armed training for achieving their avowed object. 

During the adjudication, Mr. Justice Das received two affidavits and a large 
number of documents in justification for the issue of the notification. 

The tribunal framed five issues on their basis.  In its three sittings, it 

UTiTiL ET W±TTI"' ±nJ
cludinS Kr- J- P- G"Pta, then joint secretary in 

the Union home ministry, and Mr. L. R. Laskar, deputy secretary in the home 
department of the Mizoram government, and exhibited 64 documents. 

The tribunal was assisted by supreme court advocate A. R. Barthakur and advo- 
cate P. Borthakur on behalf of the Union government and the Mizoram government. 

CSO: 4600/1069 
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INDIA 

WRITER QUESTIONS PRIORITIES IN SPACE RESEARCH 

Calcutta THE STATESMAN in English 17 Jul 84 p 8 

[Article by K. P. Prakasam] 

[Text] AFTER the spectacular space flight by Rakesh Sharma in a Soviet space- 
craft in April this year, Indian space scientists are warming up for the next 
venture, launching of a cosmic ray detector Anuradha. In November the European 
Space Agency's Space-lab-3 will carry it to space in the hold of the third 
American space shuttle, Discovery. The first Indian cosmonaut was hurt when 
a newspaper described his venture as a "piggy-back ride". Sensitive only to 
cosmic rays, Anuradha will not react in that way, though the Rs 40-lakh 
equipment will be getting a piggy-back ride, but not a free one at that. 

The 50-kilo flight model of Anuradha has been tested and approved by scientists 
of the National Aeronautical and Space Administration of the USA. Professor 
Biswas of the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, the principal investi- 
gator who had accompanied Anuradha to NASA, said in New Delhi on his return 
on June 25 that this pure science experiment would help understand the origin 
of cosmic rays and, in turn, throw a new light on such questions as the origin 

of life. 

No one is disputing the need for conducting pure science experiments. Nor is 
any one advocating that all such research should be left to the affluent 
countries. The point is, why should we seek foreign aid when we have the 
capability to orbit this small payload and pay for it? The Indian rocket 
SLV-3 orbited the 35-kilo-class Rohini satellite in April 1983. An improved 
version of it, to launch a payload of up to 150 kg., is in an advanced stage 
of development. At any rate, the LSV-3 can, without any modification, place 
a 40-kg payload in an orbit high enough to be free from atmospheric interfer- 
ence, a prime condition for cosmic ray research. The fact that this possibil- 
ity is not even contemplated by our space programme planners brings into sharp 
focus basic lacunae in our space plan priorities. 

The situation is pathetic. On the one hand, the Prime Minister, in every 
speech, exhorts scientists to be self-reliant in space research. On the other, 
space policy planners at the Department of Space go their ways for piggy-back 
rides and cheap thrills. Their usual excuse for this is paucity of funds. 
A glance at our space budget and expenditure for the past few years would re- 
veal that funds are not very much lacking. But wrong priorities and lack of 
vision and purposeful planning stand in the way of space research development. 
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Allocations for the DOS have been steadily increasing for the past few years. 
The space budget, which was a mere Rs 4.965 lakhs in 1978-79 and which stood 
at Rs 9.473 lakhs in 1982-83, got a boost to Rs 16,655 lakhs in 1983-84. 
Such a rise should have taken the country substantially on the way to self- 
reliance both in space hardware and technology. 

Limitations 

Space research has its own limitations. No country, for love or for money, 
would part with its space know-how because of its military implications. 
A rocket booster, for instance, can as well be made into a formidable inter- 
continental ballistic missile.  It is in the field of booster development 
that slow peddling is going on. According to DOS plans, it would take another 
decade to develop the capability to launch an Aryabhata-class satellite by 
Indian rocket.  Some Indian scientists even openly come out with the suicidal 
idea that we need not develop our booster rockets since our space probes can be 
launched by the USA or the USSR. 

Our satellites Aryabhata, Bhaskara and the SEO-2, were all launched by the 
Soviets. The first Satellite Instructional Television Programme of 1977-78 
was carried out with the help of the Franco-German Symphone satellite. The 
Ariane Passenger Payload experiment of June 1981, the first indigenous geo- 
stationary communication satellite, was flown on the third development flight 
of the Ariane launcher of the European Space Agency. The much-trumpeted 
INSAT-1 communication satellites (the first failed and the second is now in 
oribt) were built by the Ford Aerospace Foundation and launched by NASA. The 
next major satellite for earth resources survey (900 kg) is to be launched 
by the USSR in 1985.  In spite of all this, we claim ourselves to be a space 
power. 

It is not suggested even remotely that we should not accept assistance from 
advanced countries.  In fact many problems of present-day space research call 
for greater international cooperation. The point is that we should realize 
the limitations of foreign assistance and determine priorities accordingly. 
To become a space power, the primary thing a country needs is a launcher, a 
powerful booster rocket.  It was the development of powerful rockets that 
enabled the USSR to win the race to enter space and become the first to orbit 
the Sputnik and the first man. 

Rockets 

In the early days of space exploration, enthusiastic Indian scientists began 
experimenting with toy-like rockets in the vacated St Joseph's Church in 
Trivandrum which later became the nucleus of the Vikram Sarabhai Space Re- 
search Centre. But poor incentives, paucity of funds and lack of perspective 
on the part of the authorities killed this initiative.  It took more than a 
decade to make the four-stage solid fuel rocket SLV-3 which was flight-tested 
on August 10, 1979 (a failure) and which placed a 35-kg satellite Rohini in 
orbit on July IS, 1980. 
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The Vikram Sarabhai Space Research Centre in Trivandrum is the nucleus of 
Indian rocket research.  It comprises six major units, the Space Science and 
Technology Centre, the Thumba Equatorial Rocket Launching Station, the Rocket 
Fabrication Facility, the Rocket Propellant Plant, the Propellant Fuel Com- 
plex, the Reinforced Plastics Centre and the Ammonium Perchlorate Experimental 
Plant (at Alwaye). This is, by far, the largest of the ISRO centres, and is 
of vital importance 

But this importance is not reflected in the allotment of funds. In the 1983-84 
budget, for instance VSSC received only Rs 5,365 lakhs while the INSAT project 
alone got Rs 5,983 lakhs. During the period from 1977-78 to 1983-85 VSSC 
received Rs 16,936 lakhs, whereas the INSAT project used Rs 15,395 lakhs. 
While there has been a steady increase in the allocations in the past five 
years, from a mere Rs 4,965 lakhs to an impressive Rs 16,655 lakhs, the increase 
has gone mainly for establishment expenses. At any rate, it has not gone into 
basic research. It is criminal to spend Rs 15,395 lakhs on a communication 
project whose capacity the country is not in a position to make use of even 
50 per cent. 

If we really mean to make our space research worth the candle, the first thing 
to do is to scrap show-case projects and stop knocking at the doors of space 
powers with a begging bowl, but invest in concrete projects which would give 
our young scientists an opportunity to develop their talents and which would 
in the long run benefit the country. Over the years, enough has been spent 
on building the space infrastructure. The need now is to speed up the booster 
capability which is essential even from the points of view of the country's 
defence requirements, especially at a time when anti-ballistic missile defence 
systems, killer satellites, laser and particle beam weapons take up the place 
of conventional arms and when the world is being pushed into a space war situ- 
ation. 

CSO: 4600/1070 
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INDIA 

INDIA ASKS MORE FUNDS TO PROMOTE THIRD WORLD FISHERIES 

Madras THE HINDU in English 29 Jun 84 p 5 

[Text] 
ROME,-June 28. 

. India has called for increased flow of funds 
from international and regional financing institu- 
tions for promotion of aquaculture in the develop- 
ing countries to fight hunger and malnutrition. 

Addressing the world conference on fisheries 
at the headquarters of the FAD here on Wednes- 
day the Union Agriculture Minister, Rao Birendra 
Singh, said he particularly wanted the World 
Bank to rearrange its priorities to give a 
higher place to development of inland fisheries 
and create better infrastructure' facilities for- 
traditional fishermen communities in the coastal 
areas. 
.International funding agencies and the FAO 
Should draw up an ambitious plan for Asia, 
Africa and Latin America to boost fish 
production through aquaculture, he said. ' 

_ International Year of Aquaculture: India.urged 
v PJ° declare 1985 as the International 
Year of Aquaculture. Such a declaration, "even 
at the cost of putting off- some other pro- 
grammes," would be a fitting climax to the 
conference, Mr. Birendra Singh said. 

Underscoring the immense unexploited poten- 
tial of aquaculture in these continents, Mr 
Birendra Singh said recent innovations in 
technology relating to management, feeding 
domestication and breeding of new species 
made aquaculture an attractive proposition' 
Its advantages were low costs, dependable 
captive supplies, and, most important, its poten- 
tial for integration with farming system. 

Mr. Birendra Singh pointed out that in 
countries like India, fish contributed more than 
50 per cent of the animal potein-intake, excluding 
milk In Asia, over a' billion people relied 
on fish for their primary source of protein. 
Asia  also accounted  for 45.5  per  cent  of 

the world fish catch. 
Overexploftation: The rising gap between 

supply and demand for fish, estimated to 
go up to 20 million tonnes by the end of 
the century, coupled with the declining trend 
in growth rate of fish production, was a cause 
of anxiety for all. Besides, coastal fisheries 
were under pressure, of-over-exploitation ft 
was under the threat of complete depletion 
by large scale trawler operations, which would 
deprive millions of traditional fishermen of 
their livelihood. Pollution in rivers and lakes 
was also on the increase, degrading retural 
acquatic fauna. Outlining the research base 
built in India for fisheries development Mr 
Birendra Singh offered to share the facilities 
in its research institutes with the member 
countries of FAO — UNI 

CSO:     4600/1053 
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BRIEFS 

INDO-CZECH CULTURAL PROGRAM—NEW DELHI, July 14.—India and Czechoslovakia 
yesterday signed a programme of cultura, scientific and technical cooperation 
for 1984-86, reports PTI. The new cultural exchange programme provides for 
continuance of the existing links between universities and institutions of 
higher learning in India and Czechoslovakia.  [Text]  [Calcutta THE SUNDAY 
STATESHAN in English 15 Jul 84 p 7] 

ANDHRA CHIEF MINISTER ILL—NEW YORK, July 18.  The Chief Minister of Andhra 
Pradesh, Mr. N. T. Rama Rao, underwent a bypass heart surgery at the Texas 
Heart; Institute in Houston this morning. According to a senior Andhra 
Pradesh Government official, the surgery, conducted by Dr. Denton Cooley, 
was successful. The Chief Minister is doing very well after the surgery, the 
official said in a statement. Mr. Rama Rao is expected to be in the intensive 
care unit for a day or two.  [Text]  [Madras THE HINDU in English 19 Jul 84 

P 1] 

BENGAL NAXALITES->-CALCUTTA, July 18. The West Bengal police have been alerted 
by the Staee Government about the increasing menace posed by naxalites and 
other extremist groups in different districts. This follows reports of a 
naxalite regvopping and even resurgence in parts of the State and neighbour- 
ing Bihar. Reports of increased extremists activity had been received from 
Midnapore, Purulia and Nadia, as well as from parts of Bihar and Orissa. 
An official spokesman said the Government was studying reports of a merger 
between naxalites of four States a couple of days ago, with the initiative of 
two extremists leaders of the State. Efforts were also on to ensure the in- 
volvement of the S.N. Singh group of extremists in a coordinated programme. 
Most extremist groups in the State were opposed to the programme of individual 
assassination and terrorism, as proposed till recently by the Binod Mishra 
group. The last major outbreak of naxalite activity in the area was in Nadia 
district of West Bengal, as well as West Dinapur.  [Text] [Madras THE HINDU 
in English 19 Jul 84 p 1] 

MUSLIMS IN URSS—MOSCOW, July 14 (PTI): A delegation of Indian muslims is in 
the Soviet Union at the invitation of the Muslim board of Central Asia and 
Kazakhstan, reports Tass. The delegation is led by Dr. Syed Asrarul Haque, 
a member of the Indian parliament. The members of the delegation, yesterday, 
attended the Friday namaz at a Moscow mosque. Besides Moscow, the delegation 
will visit Leningrad and Baku. They will also spend several days in 
Uzbekistan.  [Text]  [Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA in English 15 Jul 84 p 5] 
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APPROVAL FOR MITSUBISHI-TOKYO, July 4 (UNI-DPA): Japan's fourth largest 
automobile manufacturer, Mitsubishi motors "corporation has received the 
Indian government's approval for the manufacture of trucks in India. A 
Mitsubishi spokesman said today the planned venture with the New Delhi- 
?oS^ltra?t0r manufacturer, Eicher, called for an annual production of 
12 000 units of Mitsubishi's three-tonne truck, Canter. The assembly unit 
will be built in Madhya Pradesh with the production slated for autumn next 
year.  [Text]  [Bombay THE TIMES OF INDIA in English 5 Jul 84 p 9] 

SUPPORT FOR NAMIBIA-New Delhi, July 24 (UNI): The Union Government today 
criticised the South African regime for its apartheid policy which has led 
to aggression and attempts at destabilising states bordering South Africa. 
In a statement, the Government said it had noted developments in the 
Southern African region over the past few months and it believed that the 
££r2S °J ?%* r^f* WaS the aParthcld Policy of South Africa.  »The 
Government of India has always supported and would continue to support, the 
liberation movements in South Africa and Namibia, by extending to them 
political, moral, diplomatic and material support in accordance with its 
fnraä!yrm $     'XT* !?"* "^ ^d±aa ^ernment reiterates its support 
for the UN Security Council Resolution 435 as the basis for working out the 
independence of Namibia.  [Text]  [Calcutta THE TELEGRAPH in English 25 Jul 

tSSm(^bL S%wi fori?\first tiffle in the country« Prodoced *""**** 
S?S? MiTrF It   T thlck?ess* Dr N* Kondala **<>> chief executive of the NFC, said the technology used for this purpose was developed at the NFC 
tor the production 6£  seamless zirconium tubes. The possibility of indieen- 
SLr^T ?? ° ti^Um tubes was ^tablished yesterday with a successful 
SS.Sr^V',"!^ »*■»*- **es, widely used in condensers, power 
SJS  ^ cbemicalindustries and space programmes, were till now being im- 
ported.  [Text]  [Calcutta THE TELEGRAPH in English 28 Jun 84 p 9] 

PAKISTANI SPY RING--Poonch, July 26 (PTI)--With the arrest of three persons, 
the Jammu and Kashmir counter intelligence wing of police today claimed to 
have busted a Pakistani espionage ring active in the border area of Poonch 
for the past five years. Official sources said that the three were ambushed 
by a special unit of the force near village Kha*icharmsal on the line of 
SUSS COfr? whllVh?y were crossing into Pakistan-held area of the State. 
Police seized some vital documents and bottles of liquor from them.  TTextl 
[New Delhi PATRIOT in English 13  Jul 84 p 8] J 

S™f ff* f°M ^'^ Governfflent has entered **to an agreement with a West 
German firm for manufacture of twin-engine armed light helicopter, Defence 
S III f Jcnkatarafflan »" «* Rejye Sabha on Tuesday, reports UNI. He 
Si2\i i m*T" **** a French fi« f« a single-engine helicopter was 
SiIt  to lapse after ten years as the helicopter was considered unsuitable 
tZLEOir" T^e<1Sirement8\ He said ** eight crore had been spent on the French 
contract. The French project had not been able to get underway immediately 
^^HSU       Bangladesh war in 1971 and financial constraints in 1972-73; 
The committee on political affairs reviewed the project in 1976 and the 
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single-engine configuration was changed to twin-engine in 1979. However, 
progressive advancements in design concepts rendered an immediate decision 
difficult, Mr Venkataraman said. The French project was to cost Rs 23 crore. 
The total estimated cost at the 1975-76 price level had risen to Rs 41.05 
crore. The cost for the twin-engine configuration at the 1978-79 price level 
was Rs 51.19 crore. The present estimated cost at the 1982-83 price level 
is Rs 94.87 crore. The agreement with MBB of West Germany was signed on 21 
July this year for design and development collaboration.  [Text]  [New Delhi 
PATRIOT in English 25 Jul 84 p 5] 

INDO-PRC TEA VENTURE—Beijing, June 27 (PTI)—The two of the world's major 
tea producers, India and China have decided joint endeavours to promote unity 
and cooperation among all the tea producing countries. The accord emerged 
from discussions held here last week by a five-member Indian official delega- 
tion which came to explore the possibility of reaching a tea agreement on the 
eve of the forthcoming UNCTAD meet at Geneva. The delegation led by additional 
secretary in the Commerce Ministry V C Pande came here after a similar mission 
to Sri Lanka another major tea producer. Though no formal agreement was 
initialled, the Indian and Chinese sides are repotted to have «greed to 
strengthen cooperation adopting common measures for protection of the interests 
of the tea producing exporting countries. A Chinese counterpart team was 
invited to visit India later this year and it was agreed to initiate a pro- 
gramme of mutual exchange of personnel of the tea industry beginning 1985. 
The two sides also agreed to exchange information on tea on a regular and 
continuing basis. The Chinese side at the talks was led by Mr Sunlianghu, 
the vice-chairman of the state-owned China National Native Produce and Animal 
By-products Import and Export Corporation. The Indian team will also visit 
tea research stations and tea gardens in Hangzhou, Zheziang and Guangzhou in 
Guangdong provinces on China's east and south coasts.  [Text]  [New Delhi 
PATRIOT in English 28 Jun 84 p 2] 

CSO:  4600/1084 
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IRAN 

TEHRAN SEEKS «CEILING FOR TRADE EXCHANGE' WITH ATHENS 

Tehran TEHRAN TIMES in English 1 Aug 84 p 2 

[Text] TEHRAN—A 12-man economic delegation from Greece led by that country's 
energy and natural resources minister, Evangelos Kouloumbis, arrived in 
Tehran yesterday, morning. 

The Greek delegation was welcomed at Mehrabad Airport by deputy oil minister, 
Abbas Honardust who told IRNA that the visit was for the resumption of oil 
sales of Iran to Greece. 

Honardust added that the Greek minister would meet the Iranian oil minister, 

^SSrt^T'i:  !?d °»her h±8h' ranki°8 officials> The topic of talks, he 
added, will be finding "a ceiling for trade exchange" between the two 
countries. 

He went on by saying that Greece's consumption of oil was 240,000 to 250,000 
barrels per day, totally imported from foreign countries. 

Kouloumbis told IRNA that as an envoy of his country, his mission was to 

SEflJVi   r^ia? °ff±Cials the «a*8*81™ of bilateral trade exchange and 
hoped that he would sign a contract with Iran for the purchasing of oilof 
approximately one million tons per year. 

He said that his visit also had political aspects and the delegation's visit 
could be a suitable start for the expansion of friendly relations between the 
two countries. He added that his visit was also in response to the SSan 
oil minister's visit to Greece. ««■««* 

The volume of exchange between the Islamic Republic and Greece was 130 million 
dollars in 1983 and the terms of trade were in favour of Iran. 

The Greek delegation is comprised of economic representatives from various 

iSfsaid?'    Wil1 al8° di8CU8S the 88le °f "GrCek fabricat*d goods to Iran," 

Another Greek delegation including representative from private sectors and 
government-owned sectors had arrived in Tehran on Friday. 
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Meanwhile, a later report said, Evangelos Kouloumbis along with his country's 
commercial and oil ministry officials, met and conferred with Iranian Oil 
Minister, Mohammad Gharazi, yesterday afternoon. 

In this meeting which was also attended by some Iranian oil ministry officials, 
Kouloumbis expressed optimism on the outcome of his trip to Iran. 

He said that the purpose of his trip was to negotiate with Iranian officials 
concerning the expansion of commercial oil relations between the two 
countries. 

Kouloumbis, also announced his country's readiness to cooperate with Iran in 
the areas of ship building, exchanging of goods as well as purchasing of oil 
from the Islamic Republic of Iran. 

Gharazi, welcoming the Greek delegation, said that the Islamic Republic is 
ready to hold fruitful negotiations with the Greek economic delegation. 

It was decided that it order to follow up talks on mutual cooperation, tour 
groups composed of officials of both countries should be formed in the fields 
of oil, commerce shipping and construction activities and pave the way for 
concluding a letter of understanding between the two countries. 

In this visit, the Greek mission's proposal on purchasing more than one million 
tons of crude oil annually was accepted pending more negotiations on this 
issue, IRM reported. 

CSO: 4600/706 
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IRAN 

PORTS DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS UNDER WAY 

Kuala Lumpur BUSINESS TIMES in English 20 Jul 84 p 13 

[Text] 

IRAN HAS launched a 
US$500 million port devel- 
opment programme for 
this year — concentrating 
on three major locations. 

According to Lloyd's 
List, Bandar Khomeiny, 
the country's largest port, 
needs back up facilities fol- 
lowing an expansion pro- 
gramme providing 33 
berths. 

A new port under con- 
struction near Bandar 
Abbas-Bandar Shaheed 
Rajai — will be completed 
to become the country's 
second port. 

It is being backed by a 
major railway construction 
project linking the port to 
the national network. 

Work will go ahead on 
facilities at Charbahar — 
outside the Persian Gulf — 
by the country's port and 
shipping organisation 
(PSO), the country's port 
authority and a govern- 
ment agency. 

Managing director, Mr 
Ali Mahmoodi, said invest- 
ment in port development 
had been rising each year 
by about 10 per cent to 
reach this year's $500 mil- 
lion level. 

Under PSO's current 
five-year plan, even more 
funds will be needed each 
year until 1987 for port 
projects. 

He said: "The develop- 
ment of maritime trans- 
port has been a priority. 
Apart from the three main 
ports there are smaller 
ports and fishing ports to 
develop along our 2,000 
kilometre coastline." 

At Bandar Khomeiny, 
houses and services will be 
built to complement.the 10- 
year expansion programme 
which has brought the ca- 
pacity to 13 million tonnes. 

But the war with Iraq 
has meant that, facilities 
are underused with only 4 
million tonnes handled last 
year. 

Few containers moved 
through,^ even though the 
new container terminal — 
so far unused — can han- 
dle up to 200,000 TEUs a 
year. 

Once the war is over, 
Bandar Khomeiny's ideal 
position close to the popu- 
lation centres arund Teher- 
an will ensure that cargo 
will switch from southern 
ports, Mr Mahmoodi says. 

But trade is expanding 
and the southern ports are 

needed  to cope with  the 
influx.    ' 

Lloyd's List has also re- 
ported that Bandar Rajai, 
15 km west of Bandar 
Abbas, will have a similar 
capacity to Bandar 
Khomeiny when com- 
pleted. 

Work is scheduled to end 
later in the Iranian year — 
which ends in March 1985. 

Sections of the port are 
being used already and Mr 
Mahmoodi said it was 90 
per cent complete. 

Its container terminal 
would be more modern 
than at Bandar khomeiny. ■ 
he said. 

Linked with the develop- 
ment Of Bandar Rajai is 
the construction of a rail 
line to tie in wth the coun- 
try's existing network. 

The extensive use of 
Bandar Abbas since the 
war with Iraq started has 
emphasise the need for a 
rail link within the rest of 
the country. 

The railway has been 
brought as far south as 
Bafgh, about 350 km due 
north of te port. 

A final stage, split into 
15 sections, will bring the 
railway to the coast by 
1987. * 

Work has started on 14 
of the sections, through 
mountains and across 
desert, towards Bandar 
Abbas. 

The war has also empha- 
sised the contry's depend- 
ence on ports in the Per- 
sian Gulf. 

Therefore the small port 
of Chahbahar, close to the 
border with Pakistan, will 
be developed in the coming 
years. 

Last year, four new 
berths for vessels up to 
25,000 tonnes were com- 
pleted. 

The new port will be ex- 
panded under the next 
five-year plan to start after 
1987. Mr Mahmoodi said 
studies were being made to 
see what facilities are 
needed at Chahbahar. 

"It will be an ambitious 
programme to increase ca- 
pacity to 5 million tonnes 
from the 500,000 tonnes 
handled now." . 

In a new five-year plan, 
Iran will examine propos- 
als for a rail link between 
the port and the railhead 
to the north at Zahedan. 
Development of a modern 
Iranian port outsider the 
Persian Gulf has been 
given extra impetus by the 
war. 

CSO:    4600/715 
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BRIEFS 

CHEMICAL PRODUCTION FROM WASTES—TEHRAN, July 31 (IRNA)--For the first time 
in the Islamic Republic sodium sulphite and hydrogen sodium sulphite would be 
produced from factory waste. The project designed jointly by the University 
Jihad and the Paksan factory experts would meet the domestic demand and save 
500,000 West German marks annually. An official in charge of the project said 
the process will be according to international standards and all its equipment 
expect for the cewtrafuge machines have been designed by the University Jihad 
at a cost of Rials 25 to 30 million $281,000 to 337,000). The project is 90 
percent complete and would produce 600 tons of sodium sulphite and 600 tons of 
hydrogen sodium sulphite when it goes into operation in the second half of 
this year (Oct. 1984-March 1985). The price of the products would also be 
less. They would cost about Rials 35 to 40 ($0.39 to $0.45) per kilo, while 
their commercial price in 1361 (March 1982-83) was Rials 60 $$0.67 per kilo. 
The products can be used in the textile, paper industry, photography, medicine 
and other industries.  [Text]  [Tehran KAYHAN INTERNATIONAL in English 1 Aug 
84 p 2] 

CSO:  4600/708 - END - 
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